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Preface
For some years Knowledge Management (KM) as a large multidisciplinary area is strong
connected with Artificial Intelligence (AI) endeavors. AI brought the way of thinking,
knowledge modelling, knowledge processing and problem solving techniques.
Knowledge is one of intangible capitals that influence the performance of organizations and
their capacity to innovate. Since the beginning of the KM movement in the early nineties,
companies and non profit organizations have been experiment various approaches, often
without using AI.
The objective of this multidisciplinary fourth workshop (initiated in Montpellier during
ECAI’2012
(http://www.eccai.org/ecai.shtml) and continued in Warsaw as a part of
Knowledge Acquisition and Management event in the framework of Federated Conferences
on Computer Science and Information Systems’2014 https://fedcsis.org/2014/kam) and
recently in Buenos Aires in the IJCAI’2015 framework (https://ijcai-15.org) is to gather both
researchers and practitioners to discuss methodological, technical and organizational aspects
of AI used for knowledge management and to share the feedback on KM applications using
AI.
According to AI4KM program all papers are divided into three thematically ordered groups:
1) Knowledge Modeling and Sharing - covering papers about ontologies addressed to bioimaging, collaboration in designing new products, self-organizing maps applied in packaging
industry and ontologies essential in local self-government.
2) Knowledge Acquisition and Learning – referring to papers about conceptual navigation for
polyadic formal concept, creation domain taxonomies using query enrichment, learning
systems based on mentioned polyadic formal concept and selection of software for BI
teaching.
3) Artificial Intelligence for Knowledge Management and Web – embracing internet
platforms for citizens, segmentation of Turkish social network users, artificial intelligence
connection with industrial energy and semantic reasoning in knowledge management systems.

As previously the selected extended papers of AI4KM workshop will be published by
Springer (IFIP Series).
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Abstract
Information Systems, used to share information,
lead to the growth of heterogeneous data and then
the dependencies between them. Thus, the links and
dependencies among heterogeneous and distributed
data are more and more complex during daily
activities of users (researchers, engineers, etc.). Our
contribution is to propose a methodology to
facilitate the exploitation (interrogation and sharing)
of complex data in an organization. The system, we
propose, tends to mix semantic approach with data
management.
Keywords: Knowledge sharing, Data Management,
Bio-Imaging, PLM

1 Introduction
Information Systems, used to share information, lead to the
growth of heterogeneous data and then the dependencies
between them. Thus, the links and dependencies among
heterogeneous and distributed data are more and more
complex during daily activities of users (researchers,
engineers, etc.). The data exploitation (interrogation and
sharing) has to be adapted to the context of large data and
complex dependencies. To overcome this current
inconvenience, more and more research works have
investigated and studied the Semantic Web (SW) concepts
and techniques to give a cognitive access to information and
data. Our contribution is to propose a methodology to
facilitate the exploitation (interrogation and sharing) of data
in an organization. Techniques to handle heterogeneous and
complex data structuring are defined in order to support the
dynamic evolution of this type of data. A request system
using ontology and semantic mechanism is also developed in
order to offer a user friendly data management system. This
work is defined for Bio-Imaging domain.

2 Knowledge sharing in bio-Imaging
Several researchers in Bio-Imaging need to share their results
and data they use. They manipulate heterogeneous data: human information, brain images, diseases descriptions files.
They produce more images, statistics data, diseases and brain
descriptions. Information grown very quickly and they need
a support that handle data evolving than classic database cannot tackle.
Bio-Imaging researchers in GIN lab has been interviewed in
order to identify their real needs and their difficulties to share
and use information using existing information system during
daily activities. Most of scientists have difficulties in data
querying and they almost cannot accomplish this task without
helps of database technicians. In fact, their data base in very
complex; there is a lot of links between data and it is not very
easy for them to discover the data base structure in order to
understand where a data can be inserted. Otherwise, the data
names in the database do not reflect their use. So, when they
want to obtain information from data base, they describe their
needs, and a technician try to answer them. The problem is
on the interaction with database. They need to use
incremental requests in order to discover existing data and
apply some process on it. Sometimes, they repeat process
techniques already done by other researcher; they need to
discover their colleague results and use them. Finally,
technician cannot update the Database because of its
complexity.
Currently, they extract a copy from data base in Excel files
(example Figure 1) and each researcher deal with his excel
file. The problem is each one, use specific name of the same
data. Results are not shared and used. There is a duplication
of the database and its structure. As conclusion, there is no
information sharing between researchers due of the
complexity and the dynamic updating of database.

Figure 1. Example of data Excel File
To answer these problems, we propose:
•

•

•

To organize data in incremental way, basing on
the main object. In the Bio-imaging case, it is the
studied person (named as subject). So data
identified and produced concerns this subject.
To use a database management system that
enable easily to manage and update this type of
data organization. For instance, in our
application, we use Product Life Cycle
Management Tool (PLM) in order to handle this
type of organization. In fact, structure of data in
PLM is organized as the evolution of the product
from the idea to the concept and product
characteristics. Adding of that, several forms of
data can be supported : data, images, text files,
etc. We know that different data management
systems exists (SQL, NoSQL, etc.) and data
organizations
(object,
relational,
etc.)
(Ramakrishnan et al, 2000). The PLM system,
we used is based on relational data base. We
prefer to use a PLM system in which the
organization of data correspond to the need of
Gin lab bio-imaging researchers; keeping data as
an evolution of studies around a subject.
To develop a request interface as a support of
domain vocabulary and links to database. So, a
domain ontology has been defined and a request
system has been developed in order to handle
knowledge sharing between bio-imaging
researchers at Gin-lab.

Figure 2 illustrates the needs of knowledge sharing at GinLab

Figure 2. Needs of Bio-Imaging researchers

3 Structuring data
As mentioned above, complex data will be structured as
relations of a main object. In Bio-imaging studies, the subject
(person who follows a medical protocol) is central. So data
are structured as to subject as follows:
• subject: number, name, birthdate
• exam: investigator, type, tool, protocole, results
• process: investigator, type, tool, results, references
To support the dynamic evolution of data, PLM TeamCenter
tool are used.

3.1 PRODUCT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT
The Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) systems integrate
constantly all the information produced throughout all phases
of a product’s lifecycle to everyone in an organization at
every level (managerial, technical…) (Sudarsan et al, 2005).
This type of tools are developed to help product designers and
to provide a traceability support of the evolution of n artefact
from the requirements to the product use and even recycling
(Figure 3).
We can figure some key advantages of PLM systems (Eynard
et al, 2004):
•

Establishing an effective PLM system reduces the
enormous data resources to a coherent data flow,
avoids redundancies and heterogeneities.

•

PLM enables the collaboration through distributed
and virtual/extended enterprises (workflow and process management, communication and notifications,
secure data exchange...)

•

PLM permits the product structure and its evolution
management during different steps and track-performed modifications tracking.

•

PLM is a mature solution to tackle the heterogeneity, growth and complexity of the data and its processing methods as well as some of the traceability
and confidentiality issues.

Figure 4. BMI-LM
Teamcenter 9.1
Figure 3. PLM Functions.
So, PLM system brings together: Products, service, activities,
processes, people, skills, data, knowledge, procedures and
standards. It provides an efficient solution to handle the
complex and heterogeneous data resources and a mature
method to track the evolution and modification of these data.
However, along with these advantages, it also exists some issues:
•

Lack of strong stakeholders, ICT tools as well as a
common standard between PLM systems causes
data integrity problems and limits the access to and
sharing of product information and knowledge distributed,

•

Another issue of PLM community is the increasing
of need for product lifecycle knowledge capitalization and reuse in order to reduce time and cost.

•

Database exploitation requires a good understanding of database structure as well as data model especially in the context where the data is heterogeneous
and the links and dependencies among data are complex.

data

model

implemented

in

BMI-LM contains three types of objects: Result objects
(Exam, Acquisition, Data Unit, Processing), Definition
objects (Exam, Acquisition, Data Unit, Processing) and
Reference objects (Bibliographical, Data). “Definition”
concepts have been used in order to enable the reuse of data.
For example, all the Processing results computed by using
the same Acquisition device and the Processing parameter
can be attached to the same corresponding Processing
definition.
The classification (Figure 5) has been built based on the data
model. From that, BMI data have been classified into branch,
classes and subclasses. The classification allows a specific
class to be added to a generic item (object in the data model).
In comparing with the data model, the classification and its
attributes are easier to modify for user than objects attributes,
it is good to fit the model flexibility requirement and also for
the appropriation of the database by user (Allanic et al.,
2013).

3.2 Data Representation in TeamCenter
Figure 4 presents the BMI-LM (Bio Medical Imaging Life
cycle Management) data model used in the PLM
“TeamCenter 9.1” (Allanic et al, 2013). By adopting PLM
solutions in the context of Bio-Imaging, this PLM-oriented
data model covered the whole stages of a BMI study from
specifications to publications and enabled the flexibility in
data management.

Figure 5. Classification in corresponding with the BMILM data model
In this classification, the nature of data is repeated. In fact,
we have images classes as results and as entry data. It is the
same for processes, descriptions, etc. The low-level expression of UML schema and the complex relations among classes in the classification also brings difficulties for users in

querying the database. To overcome this issue, we build an
ontology, which bases on both of data model and classification. This ontology shows logic representation of information
in Bio-Imaging and it provides an overview of concepts in
the data model and the relationship among them but now represented in a natural language, and therefore it allows endusers to create a query close to his reasoning.

4 Bio-Imaging Ontology definition
There is a lot of ontology defined in medicine, for instance,
in oncology, neurology (Gibaud et al, 2011). But, little work
study bio-imaging representation. Gibaud et al, (Gibaud et al,
2014) define concepts used in Bio-imaging like: Dataset, Processing, Investigators, Medical Image files, Equipment, subjects, etc. (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Figure ontology for Bio-Imaging.
We adapt this ontology corresponding of the logic use of
information in database. Information belongs to three major
categories: Tools, Data, and Process (Figure 7).

Figure 8. Conceptual graph of GIN lab ontology

4.1 Ontology - Data link
Ontologies’ low-level concepts have to be linked to data in
database, or unless respect the variable name of these data.
An inference engine can help to build a data request and
generate links using the propagation of relations between
concepts (Figure 9).
To generate request on database, relations between concepts
and data types are defined. For each concept, several data
types are linked (Erreur ! Nous n’avons pas trouvé la
source du renvoi.). For instance, acquisition protocol is related to different protocols in magnetic-resonance-imaging
acquisition process. These links are integrated in XML file
as interface between Inference engine and database management tool (the TeamCenter in GIN lab).
A request system is then developed in order to provide a user
friendly data request system.

Several relations exist between these concepts like Use,
Follow and Provide (Figure 8).

Figure 9. Architecture of Knowledge sharing in PLM
Figure 7. Conceptual tree of GIN lab ontology

Select Image Results from Processing Results Where Processing Protocol = “Dash” and Processing Treatment =
“Retin” and from Acquisition Result where Acquisition Date
< “January 2013”and from Study Subject where Study Subject Gender = “men”, Study Subject Handless = “Left handled” Study Subject Age <”45”.

Figure 10. Links between Ontology and database model.

Using Ontology Interface (Figure 11), she/he can select start
by select the concept “Subject”, as for concept parameters,
selects “gender” and “Age”, writes her/his choice (Men and
<45 years old). Then she/he selects the concept “Protocol”,
writes the choice (= “Dash”), selects the concept “Treatment
Process”, choice (= “Retin”), and “Treatment results” (File =
“Image”), she/he selects concept “Acquisition result” (Acquisition psychology laterality handless = “Left handled”)
and (Date of Acquisition < “January 2015).

4.2 Ontology based query system
By using ontology tree and ontology graph, ontology-based
graph query interface helps users to make a query more easily. Using the ontology tree and ontology graph, users can
understand the relationships among concepts and directly
choose query parameters. Users also can choose a query in
query history to re-execute, modify or complete it. When a
user completes his query, our system does as following:
1.

Identifying nodes links, following relations in ontologies.

2.

Generating an output query in a format understandable and executable by Query Processor, XQuery
Engine for example.

3.

Executing the output query on PLM data file (.xml
or. json format).

4.

Results are then visualized as a graph and data in the
Interface query.

With the support of these graph, user understand relationships
among data in the database, he/ she defines the conditions of
query according to their purpose. We take here an example of
query frequently used by scientists at GIN lab:
“Querying about Brain image results from Retin Treatment
using Dash protocol corresponding to men less than 45 years
old, left handled and passed exam before January 2013”
If a researcher tries to define a SQL query using PLM related
to this question, without using ontology. He/she has to know
relations between Study Subject, Exam results, Processing
definition and Processing Results data in PLM Database.
First, the name of objects in data base are more computer
driven called and he has to follow all links in order to identify
the ones corresponding to his query which can then be:

Figure 11. Ontology-based graph query interface
The inference engine identifies relations between Subject,
Acquisition and Process:
•

Acquisition “Use” Source

•

Protocol “Use” Acquisition

•

Treatment “Follow” Protocol

•

Treatment “generate” Treatment Result

By subsuming, relations are inherited so, the result of the inference engine will be:
Treatment-Result-Type (=Image) “Follows” Protocol-Name
(=Dash) and Protocol-Treatment (=Retin) “Uses” Acquisition-Laterality-Handless-result (=Left handled) “Uses” Subject-Gender (=Men) and “Uses” Subject-Age (<45).
This result query description is then transformed on a
TCquery that considers PLM database as a XML file, the output query is transformed to xQuery in order to extract data
from that file:

declare function local:getQueryObject(){
let $query := <query query_name='Item...'>
<param name='Type' value='ProcessRes'/>
</query>
return Teamcenter:Query($teamcenter, $query)
};
let $processingResults := local:getQueryObject()
for $processingResult in $processingResults
return if(fn:count($processingResult[(@protocol = "Dash")
and (@treatment = "Retin")]/F_GIN4_rel_Acquisition/GIN4
_Acquisition[@laterality_handless = “Left handled” ]/B_
GIN4_rel_ExamenRes/GIN4_ExamRes[@examDate <= "01
January 2013"]/B_GIN4_rel_ExamRes/GIN4_StudySub [(@
gin4_sex = "M") and (@gin4_databirth >= "1970")]) >0)
then (processingResult)
else ()
The results will be then returned and represented as graph in
the same query interface in order to facilitate the sharing of
data and information among users.

5 CONCLUSION
In this complex and heterogeneous data management problem is studied; How to search data without knowing the data
structure, how to discover data defined by actors in an organization, how to share knowledge and data in friendly way. A
general approach for ontological model construction and an
ontology-base query interface is presented as a solution to
tackle the difficulties in querying complex database. Data
will be organized around objects. For that, specific data organization systems can be used as PLM. PLM help to organize data as the evolution description of product parts. an architecture and request system are developed in order to build
links between data management and semantic system. A use
case in Bio-Imaging domain has been also used to illustrate
the abilities of our proposed interface.
As future work we will focus on the test of proposed query
interface with various queries sets (in Bio-Imaging domain)
and engineering design (in PLM). The ontology tree and ontology graph must be also developed to cover all concepts in
Bio-Imaging domain. Ontology will be implemented in semantic web language (RDF, SPARQL) in order to use inference engine for information search. We propose to generate
an alert system when new data are added with semantic annotation of these data in order to show the reason of their creation.
Acknowledgments. The work presented in the paper is conducted within the ANR (Agence Nationale de la Recherche)
founded project BIOMIST.
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A Team Formation Model for Collaborative New
Product Design Based on Knowledge and Collaboration
Jiafu Su, Yu Yang and Xuefeng Zhang
Chongqing University, State Key Laboratory of Mechanical Transmission
jiafu.su@hotmail.com
Abstract: The formation of effective collaborative new
product design (Co-NPD) team is crucial for the
successful NPD. In this work, we propose a
multi-objective optimization model for Co-NPD team
formation, considering comprehensively the individual
knowledge competence, knowledge similarity and
collaborative performance. Then, to solve the model, a
genetic algorithm (GA) is developed. Finally, a real
case is provided to illustrate the application of the
model, and the GA is implemented to select the desired
team members for optimal team composition.
Keywords: team formation, Co-NPD team, knowledge
and collaboration, genetic algorithm
1. Introduction
Due to the growing pressure of market competition,
collaborative new product design (Co-NPD) becomes
increasingly important for firms to gain competition
advantages. By adopting Co-NPD, firms attempt to span
organizational boundaries, improve utilization efficiency
of internal and external resources, and reduce NPD risk
and cost [1,2,3]. For Co-NPD, the organizational nucleus
is Co-NPD team [4,5]. Co-NPD teams are greatly
advantageous since the team members from different
organizations can share the complementary knowledge
with mutual aims, spark more product innovation
inspiration and handle the product development
complexity [6-8]. Therefore, it is highly important to
select the appropriate members with desirable
qualifications to form the Co-NPD team [9]. The ultimate
goal of this paper is preparation of a team formation
model for Co-NPD based on knowledge and collaboration.
The following section will present the work that is
essential in our research. The main part of the paper will
be devoted to the establishment of the Co-NPD team
formation model. Finally, the paper ends with concluding
remarks.
2. Related works
Member selection and team formation for Co-NPD
is a complex decision problem, which needs to consider
multiple attributes. Zhang and Zhang [10] discuss the
requirements for team members, such as expertise and
experience,
learning
and
knowledge
sharing,
communication, problem solving and personality
characteristics, etc. Chen and Lin [11] state the multiple
functional knowledge, good teamwork skills and good
working relationship are important evaluation criteria for
member selection. To meet the project knowledge

requirement better, Wi et al. [12] regard the knowledge
competence as important evaluation criteria for member
selection. The above literatures all state the importance of
individual
characteristics,
especially
knowledge
competence.
On the other hand, we should consider more
attributions on knowledge collaboration in the Co-NPD
environment in order to form a team with more
knowledge synergies. Firstly, it is the knowledge
similarity. Baum et al. [13] state that the moderate
knowledge similarity can contribute to establish more
profitable collaborative partnership. In addition, moderate
knowledge similarity can provide team members more
smooth cooperative relationship, inspire members’
cooperation motive and enhance NPD performance
[14,15]. Secondly, it is the collaborative performance
between members. Wi et al. [16] imply that the member
with good collaborative relationship can mobilize more
knowledge resources in a collaborative team. Moreover,
Fan et al. [17] state that good collaborative performance
between members can enhance the team cohesiveness,
member tacit agreement and satisfaction, mutual trust,
and reduce misunderstanding and conflicts. Above all,
based on knowledge and collaboration, not only the
knowledge competence of individual member, but also
the knowledge similarity and collaborative performance
among members should be concerned in the member
selection of Co-NPD team. However, the comprehensive
consideration of the above attributions in Co-NPD team
formation was not mentioned in the aforementioned
papers. It is necessary to propose a novel model for
Co-NPD team formation addressing the individual
knowledge competence, the knowledge similarity and
collaborative performance of the candidates.
3. Team formation model for Co-NPD
3.1 Problem statement
The problem of team formation for Co-NPD can be
described as follow: Suppose that a Co-NPD team needs
to select m members from a set of n candidates
belonging
to
different
organizations,
namely
i th
,
where
represents
the
P  P1 , P2 , , Pn 
Pi
candidate. The knowledge competence of candidate Pi
can be denoted as KCi . Let Cij and CPij as the
knowledge similarity and collaborative performance score
between the candidate Pi and Pj . In order to choose the

appropriate members, form the view of knowledge and
collaboration, managers should select the m members
with the optimal sum of the knowledge competence KCi ,
and among the m members, there should be proper
knowledge similarity Cij and the optimal collaborative
performance CPij .
3.2 Knowledge competence
Knowledge competence is the crucial capability of
team members to support the effective NPD, because of
the knowledge-intensive characteristic of NPD [18]. To
obtain the knowledge competence of candidates
effectively, this paper builds a decision matrix. Let
T  tigk  be the decision matrix, where tigk is the
n q
numerical value sequence for

k

th

 k  1, 2, , M 

knowledge of candidate Pi with respect to criterion Rg ,

g  1, 2, , q . In the realistic practice of Co-NPD, the
criteria for evaluating knowledge competence can be set
according to the requirement of the Co-NPD project.
Considering that the criterion of knowledge competence
is mainly subjective, the criterion value of Rg can be
given by experts’ assessment using scores from 1 to 9 (1:
very bad, 9: very good). Furthermore, regarding the
commensurability between various criteria, every element
T  tigk  in matrix should be normalized into a
n q
corresponding element in matrix T   tigk  
using the
  n q
approach proposed by Hwang and Yoon [19].
t gk max  tigk
tihk   k max k min
(1)
tg  tg

g  1, 2, , q ,
tigk  

t t

k
ig
k max
g

for cos t criteria.

k min
g
k min
g

3.3 Knowledge similarity
Knowledge similarity reflects the similarity of
members’ knowledge background. The appropriate
knowledge similarity can facilitate members to
communicate and collaborate effectively. To obtain the
knowledge similarity, this paper adopts the measurement
of text similarity in Vector Space Model (VSM). Suppose
PKi   KCi1 , KCi2 , ,KCik  is the knowledge weight
vector of member pi , and PK j   KC1j , KC 2j , ,KC kj 
is for member p j . Then, the knowledge similarity Cij
between member pi and p j can be obtained by the
inner product of PKi and PK j .
M

Cij 

PK i PK j



PKi  PK j

 KC

k
i

k 1

M

 ( KC
k 1

) 

k 2
i

Notably, the Cij is within

 KC kj

  KC 
M

k 1

0,1 .

k
j

(5)
2

A value of 1

represents two members’ knowledge background is
exactly same, and value 0 represents no similarity
between the two members. The knowledge similarity
should be neither too similar nor too far dissimilar
between

members.

Therefore,

the

knowledge

collaboration relationship is profitable if and only if

  Cij  

(6)

Where  and  are the floor and ceiling of the
knowledge similarity degree.
3.4 Collaborative performance

In the process of Co-NPD, there mainly existing two
types of collaborative relationship among team members:
the formal collaborative relationship and the informal
g  1, 2, , q , for benefit criteria.
collaborative relationship. The formal collaborative
Where
relationship is the cooperative relationship on NPD
project
t gk max  max tigk i  1, 2, , n , t gk min  min tigi i  1, 2, , n , g  1,
2, , qor task, which is determined by the team goal and
structure. On the other hand, the informal collaborative
.
relationship implies the social relationship caused by the
Next, the decision makers should give weight wg
private communication of members. Based on the above
q
classification, we attempt to investigate the collaborative
to each criterion,  wg  1, g  1, 2, , q , by direct
performance at both sides of the formal and informal
g 1
collaborative relationship.
assignment or AHP. The value of individual knowledge
For the formal collaborative relationship, it typically
competence for the k th knowledge of candidate Pi can
occurs among members in the process of project
collaboration. Some scholars argued that people favor the
be calculated by
partners with whom they have successful cooperation
q
(3)
KCik   wg  tigk , i  1, 2, , n.
before, which can reduce uncertainty regarding potential
g 1
members’ capabilities and reliabilities [9,21]. Therefore,
Furthermore, the total value of knowledge
the formal collaborative performance of candidate Pi
competence of candidate Pi can be obtained by
and Pj can be measured by their past cooperation

t

t

(2)

M

KCi   KCik
k 1

(4)

information [21]:

FCij 

Rij +R ji
1+ Rij -R ji
prij

, i, j  1, 2, , n.

(7)

performance, we build the following multi-objective
mathematical model.
n

prji

, Rij and R ji denote

Max

the number of common projects of candidate Pi and Pj ,

Max

Where, Rij =

pri

, R ji =

prj

Z1   KCi  xi
n

  Cij   , i, j  1, 2, , n.

s.t.

Here, the calculated values of FCij do not ensure to

x

FCij 

FCij should be normalized

FCij

(8)

max( FCij )

For the informal collaborative relationship, it is
mainly reflected in the private communication among
team members. Here, we adopt the frequency of
communication among candidates during a specified

(13)

i 1 j 1
j i

projects joined by candidate Pi and Pj respectively.

0,1 , thus

n

Z 2   CPij  xi x j

and prij  prji . pri and prj are the total number of

distribute within
by:

(12)

i 1

n

i 1

i

(14)

m

(15)

 1 if candidate Pi is selected
(16)
xi  
otherwise
0
For model (11)-(15), it is a multi-objective 0-1
programming model, which is an NP-Hard problem.
Because of its nonlinearity it is not easy to solve the
problem by general mathematical programming methods.
Therefore, we attempt to introduce a genetic algorithm
(GA) for the problem.
3.5 Genetic algorithm for the presented model

period of time to measure the informal collaborative
relationship.

And,

the

more

the

frequency

of

communication is, the tighter the informal relationship is
[21].
The informal collaborative performance of candidate
Pi and Pj can be measured using the following
formula:
Sij +S ji
(9)
ICij =
, i, j  1, 2, , n.
1+ Sij -S ji
Where, Sij =

N ij
Ni

, S ji =

N ji
Nj

, N ij and N ji denote

the times of communication of candidate Pi and Pj by
phone, E-mail or other tools, and Nij  N ji . Ni and
N j are the total times of communication of candidate

Pi and Pj respectively. Similarly, the values of ICij
may not be within
normalized.

0,1 ,

ICij 

thus ICij should also be

ICij

(10)
max( ICij )
By synthesizing the formal and informal
collaborative performance, the collaborative performance
of candidate Pi and Pj can be obtained by
CPij    FCij    ICij
(11)
Where  and  are the weights to measure the
formal and informal collaborative performance, and
   1 .
Based on the above analysis, to solve the problem of
team formation for Co-NPD using individual knowledge
competence, knowledge similarity and collaborative

(1) Coding and initialization
Binary code is adopted to represent an individual as
1,0,0, ,1,0 of n genes, where 1 or 0 denotes
whether a candidate is chosen or not chosen for the team.
For the proposed model (12)-(16), m members need to
be selected from n candidates, so there are m genes
encoded as 1 in every individual. According to the coding
rule, individuals, with parameters of m and n , are
randomly generated for initialization
(2) Fitness function
For the problem of member selection in Co-NPD
team, it is difficult to give the optimal solution for all
objectives simultaneously. While, the positive ideal point
and negative ideal point of each target can easily be
obtained. Therefore, the ideal point method is adopted to
design the fitness function.
In the ideal point method, the distance between each
target value and the ideal point is used as the criteria to
evaluate the plan, that is, the smaller the distance, the
better the plan [22]. Hereby, according to the ideal point
method, the fitness function can be designed as
2

 Z  Z* 
 Z  Z* 
Fitness  M   1  1 * 1    2  2 * 2 
 Z1 
 Z2 
Where,

Z

*
1

2

(17)

, Z 2*  = the ideal point, which is

composed of the optimal values of each single target.
 Z1 , Z2  = the target value. M is a sufficiently large
positive number.  1 and  2 are the weights of Z1 and
Z2 , and  1   2  1 .
(3) Selection strategy
For the selection strategy, the tournament selection
method is used. Firstly, select r individuals randomly

from the population, generally r=2 ; Then, according to
the fitness function, select the best one from the r
individuals to survive to the next generation; Finally,
repeat the above steps to get the new population.
(4) Crossover operation
Two-point crossover is adopted. However, for the
proposed model, this crossover operator may generate
infeasible solutions which do not satisfy the constraints.

Hereby, a reparation strategy for this model is designed to
repair the infeasible offspring. Specifically, for the
infeasible offspring, the number of genes encoded as 1
should be increased or decreased until it satisfies the
constraint (15). Meanwhile, the number of genes encoded
as 0 should be modified correspondingly. The reparation
strategy ensures the number of genes encoded as 1
satisfying the constraint (15), and ensures the offspring
feasible.

Table 1 Criteria for team formation of smartphone appearance design project
Objectives

Criteria

Descriptions

Individual knowledge

Publications( R1 )

Quantity of publications about certain knowledge.

competence

Experience( R2 )

The experience or abilities on certain knowledge in practice.

Implicit knowledge( R3 )

The knowledge not expressed in publications or patents, citation patt
-erns, and also.

Know-who knowledge( R4 )

The awareness of others’ tacit knowledge stocks.

Collaborative

Cooperation projects( C1 )

The cooperation on projects between candidates.

competence

Communication( C2 )

The mutual communication between candidates.

(5) Mutation operation
The inversion operator is employed to the individual.
For this method, two reversal points in the individual are
randomly selected, and then the genes between the two
reversal points are reversed the order. Obviously, the
inversion operator only changes the order of the genes,
but can’t increase or decrease the number of the genes
with value of 1. So, all the generated solutions satisfy the
constraint (15). Thus, a remediation strategy is designed
to modify the infeasible solutions. Firstly, find out all the
infeasible sets of candidates (genes) which do not meet
the constraint (14). Then, based on the result of the
previous step, the solution produced by Mutation
operation should be check whether it has the infeasible
gene sets found in the previous step. If so, the infeasible
sets of genes are modified until it satisfies the constraint
(14). Of course, the modified solution should meet the
constraint (15) simultaneously. If not, it means that the
solution is feasible to retain.
4. Case study
In this section, we present a real case on member
selection of a Co-NPD team for smartphone appearance
design, one of the projects which are led by XM
Technology Co., Ltd. It is adopted to illustrate the
proposed method in this paper.
XM is one of the most creative mobile internet
companies in China, focusing on the independent
development of intelligent electronic productions. XM

adopts the Internet model to integrate the external
resources effectively, and takes the Co-NPD alliance as
important strategy to hold its core competence in NPD.
Through Co-NPD, XM aims at: (i) decreasing the NPD
cost, (ii) reducing the NPD developing risk, and (iii)
integrating partners’ complementary competence to fill
knowledge gap.
To conduct the project of smartphone appearance
design, a Co-NPD team needs to be formed. The required
knowledge for the project can be described as the
following keywords, i.e., body styling ( k1 ), body
dimension ( k2 ), body color ( k3 ), body materials ( k4 )
and artistic quality ( k5 ). In order to form the Co-NPD
team, 5 desired members will be selected from 15
candidates. The decision makers adopt four individual
knowledge competence criteria and two collaborative
competence criteria to selected members, as shown in
table 1. Herein, the data of criteria R1 , C1 and C2 are
obtained from the publication retrieval system and
database resources. The values on criteria R2 , , and R4
are given by the decision makers and experts using the
values from 1 to 9 (1: very bad, 9: very good). Based on
the aforementioned data processing, the final data
processing result is shown in table 2-3. Considering the
proper knowledge similarity and the sufficient number of
right candidates comprehensively, the decision makers
and experts finalize the floor and ceiling values as
( ,  )  (0.40, 0.76) .

Table 2 The overall values of individual knowledge competence and knowledge similarity
P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

…

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

P1

0.79

0.42

0.86

0.95

0.50

…

0.60

0.96

0.67

0.80

0.28

0.29

0.94

P2

0.42

0.91

0.99

0.98

0.54

…

0.66

0.83

0.59

0.74

0.55

0.21

0.97

P3

0.86

0.99

0.75

0.55

0.61

…

0.59

0.33

0.67

0.31

0.96

0.94

0.15

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

P14

0.29

0.21

0.94

0.89

0.43

…

0.58

0.93

0.42

0.70

0.45

0.94

0.76

P15

0.94

0.97

0.15

0.71

0.61

…

0.70

0.41

0.83

0.51

0.99

0.76

0.63

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

…

P9

P10

P11

P12

P13

P14

P15

P1

-

0.67

0.32

0.66

0.34

…

0.91

0.34

0.10

0.76

0.43

0.20

0.77

P2

0.67

-

0.93

0.72

0.57

…

0.42

0.53

0.34

0.48

0.65

0.30

0.73

P3

0.32

0.93

-

0.27

0.32

…

0.71

0.66

0.55

0.39

0.43

0.24

0.41

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

…

P14

0.20

0.30

0.24

0.66

0.67

…

0.50

0.45

0.42

0.56

0.50

-

0.61

P15

0.77

0.73

0.41

0.12

0.35

…

0.38

0.49

0.50

0.23

0.68

0.61

-

Table 3 The total values of collaborative performance

Based on the above processed data, the model for
team formation in the real case can be built as follows:

Max

Z1  0.79 x1  0.91x2  0.75 x3  0.88 x4    0.94 x14  0.63x15

Max

Z 2  0.67 x1 x2  0.32 x1 x3  0.66 x1 x4    0.68x15 x13  0.61x15 x14

s.t.

0.40  Cij  0.76
15

x 5
i 1

i

xi  1 or 0
i, j  1, 2, ,15
The GA developed in section 3 is implemented to
solve the above model. The GA is coded by the MATLAB
R2010a, and run 30 times to select the best one. Finally,
the obtained solution is 1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0 .
The solution represents that the 1st, 2nd, 4th, 7th and 9th
candidates are selected to form the smartphone
appearance design team, which combines the better
individual knowledge competence and collaborative
performance. The best fitness value is 99.8539.
Correspondingly, the individual knowledge competence
value and the collaborative performance value are 4.35
and 6.28 respectively. The optimized solution is obtained
at the 108th generation (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 The fitness values of the best gene in every
iteration of GA
5. Conclusions
Facing complex and changing marketplace, the
challenges to achieve a successful NPD project have put
forward more demands for the multi-discipline and
cross-functional knowledge of team members. To
assemble an effective and cooperative Co-NPD team, not
only the knowledge competence of individual member,
but also the knowledge similarity and collaborative
performance between members are important for member
selection to form a Co-NPD team. In this way, the team
members with more comprehensive ability of knowledge
and collaboration can be discovered, and a Co-NPD team
with more collaboration efficiency can be formed.
Firstly, from the perspective of knowledge and
collaboration, it is a practical idea to synthetically
consider the individual knowledge competence, the
knowledge similarity and collaborative performance
between members. It reflects well the comprehensive
attributes of candidates in the formation of Co-NPD team.

Therefore, it can help to improve the reliability of
member selection plan for Co-NPD team. Combining the
above attributes, the selected Co-NPD team members can
carry out the knowledge coordination more effectively,
apart from their outstanding personal knowledge
competence. Obviously, it will be a sound situation that
managers would really like to see in Co-NPD.
Secondly, the individual knowledge competence,
knowledge similarity and collaborative performance
between members are quantified and considered together.
Then, a multi-objective 0-1 programming model is
established to select great members with different
knowledge backgrounds. But, the proposed model is a
NP-Hard problem. Therefore, a GA is presented to solve
the model, which can effectively search for optimal team
combinations aids in accelerating the process of Co-NPD
team formation.
Finally, a real case of Co-NPD team for smartphone
appearance design in XM Technology Co., Ltd is
proposed to apply the presented model and algorithm.
The result shows it can well select the excellent members
with desired comprehensive attributes for the formation
of Co-NPD team. Additionally, the Co-NPD team
member selection method can be extended to other
team-based backgrounds such as cross-functional team,
Research & Development team and concurrent
engineering team, etc. by adjusting goals or constraints.
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Abstract
Segmenting customers effectively using the right assumptions and right criteria with an efficient
methodology brings lots of benefits to both B2B businesses and buyers. Data mining techniques have
been used widely in the area of customer relationship management (CRM). In this study, customer
recency, frequency and monetary (RFM) values are used to segment B2B customers, where SelfOrganizing Maps (SOM), an intelligent technique, is used. Integration of RFM analysis and SOM
techniques provides useful knowledge about current customers. This study allows marketing
professionals to develop right marketing strategies answering the value of the customer based on the
behavioral pattern. The purpose of this study is to provide a bird's eye view in segmentation of a
packaging company, by considering factory, material, country, salesperson, product, sector and
subsector base with the focus of current RFM values.
Keywords: RFM Analysis, Segmentation, Self-Organizing Maps

1. Introduction
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) has become an important business strategy in this highly
competitive and sensitive business environment. Companies are starting to discover many potential
benefits that are provided by CRM. Some potential benefits of CRM are as follows: (1) Increased
customer retention and loyalty, (2) Higher customer profitability, (3) Creation value for the customer,
(4) Customization of products and services, (5) Lower process, higher quality products and services
(Jutla, Craig, & Bodorik, 2001; Stone, Woodcock, & Wilson, 1996).
The core parts of CRM activities are understanding customers’ profitability and retain profitable
customers (Hawkes, 2000). To cultivate the full profit potentials of customers, many companies
already try to measure and use customer values in their management activities (Gloy, Akridge, &
Preckel, 1997; Rosset, Neumann, Eick, Vatnik, & Idan, 2002; Verhoef, & Donkers, 2001). Therefore,
many firms are needed to assess their customers’ value and build strategies to retain and gain
profitable customers.
This paper aims at using one of the biggest Turkish packaging company’s customers RFM values in
order to segment customers on the scope of several parameters separately such as factory, material,
country, sales person, product, sector and subsector applied on Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) using R
language method to recognize high value customer groups.
RFM analysis is a marketing method used for analyzing customer behavior such as how recently a
customer has purchased (recency), how frequently the customer purchases (frequency) and customers’
net profits (monetary). Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) are an unsupervised data visualization technique
that can be used to visualize high-dimensional data sets in lower (typically 2) dimensional
representations.

Integration of RFM analysis and SOM techniques provides useful information for current and
potential new customers. Future patterns of consumer trading resemble past and current patterns
according to the RFM model. RFM Clustering based on other attributes (factory base, salesperson, etc)
provides useful information for managers to understand quick customer behavior knowledge such as
how recently the customers purchase, how often do the customers purchase, and what is the value of
purchases. RFM research suggests that past purchases of consumers are better predictors of their
future purchase behavior than demographics (Gupta et al., 2006).

2. Literature Review
2.1. Data Mining Studies in CRM
CRM could help B2B organizations to better discriminate and more effectively allocate resources to
the most profitable group of customers. Within the context of CRM, data mining can be seen as a
business driven process aimed at the discovery and consistent use of profitable knowledge from
organizational data (Ling & Yen, 2001). Mining tools are a popular means of analyzing customer data
within the analytical CRM framework. Many organizations have collected and stored a wealth of data
about their current customers, potential customers, suppliers and business partners. However, the
inability to discover valuable information hidden in the data prevents the organizations from
transforming these data into valuable and useful knowledge (Berson et al., 2000). Data mining tools
could help these organizations to discover the hidden knowledge in the enormous amount of data.
Data mining tools has been used to guide decision-making and forecast the effects of decisions. For
instance, data mining can increase the response rates of the marketing campaign by segmenting
customers into groups with different characteristics and needs; it can predict how likely an existing
customer is to take his/her business to a competitor (Carrier & Povel, 2003). CRM elements supported
by different data mining models, which includes association, classification, clustering, forecasting,
regression, sequence discovery and visualization.
Association aims to establishing relationships between items, which exist together in a given record
(Ahmed, 2004; Jiao, Zhang, & Helander, 2006; Mitra et al., 2002). This model is usually used for
market basket analysis and cross selling programs. Classification is one of the most common learning
models in data mining (Ahmed, 2004; Berry & Linoff, 2004; Carrier & Povel, 2003). It aims at
building a model to predict future customer behaviors through classifying database records into a
number of predefined classes based on certain criteria (Ahmed, 2004; Berson et al., 2000; Chen, Hsu,
& Chou, 2003; Mitra et al., 2002). Clustering is the task of segmenting a heterogeneous population
into a number of more homogenous clusters (Ahmed, 2004; Berry & Linoff, 2004; Carrier & Povel,
2003; Mitra et al., 2002). The main difference from classification is that clusters are unknown at the
time the algorithm starts. Common tools for clustering are neural networks and discrimination
analysis. Forecasting estimates the future value based on a record’s pattern. It deals with continuously
valued outcomes (Ahmed, 2004; Berry & Linoff, 2004). This model is widely used for demand
forecasts with different data mining tools. For curve fitting, prediction (including forecasting),
modeling of causal relationships, and testing scientific hypotheses about relationships between
variables, the regression model is commonly used to support CRM. Regression is a kind of statistical
estimation technique used to map each data object to a real value provide prediction value (Carrier &
Povel, 2003; Mitra et al., 2002). Sequence discovery is the identification of associations or patterns
over time (Berson et al., 2000; Carrier & Povel, 2003; Mitra et al., 2002). Its goal is to model the states

of the process generating the sequence or to extract and report deviation and trends over time (Mitra et
al., 2002). Visualization refers to the presentation of data so that users can view complex patterns
(Shaw et al., 2001). It is used in conjunction with other data mining models to provide a clearer
understanding of the discovered patterns or relationships (Turban et al., 2007).
In the artificial intelligence field, neural network techniques have been applied successfully to speech
recognition, image analysis, and adaptive control. Most of the currently employed neural network
systems simulate the human brain, and are readily applied to areas involving classification, clustering
and prediction (Berry & Linoff, 2004; Turban et al., 2007). Neural network has been applied as a
toolkit to develop a strategy for acquiring customer requirement patterns (Chen et al., 2002).
Application of neural networks in marketing area is becoming quite popular because of their ability to
capture nonlinear relationship between the variables. A data mining association rule based on SOM
has been developed and applied to a sample of sales records from database for market fragmentation
(Changchien and Lu, 2001). A genetic algorithm approach has been adopted to ensure that customers
in the same cluster have the closest purchase patterns (Tsai and Chiu, 2004).

3. Conceptual Framework
3.1. Customer Segmentation based on RFM values
The concept of RFM was introduced by Bult and Wansbeek (1995) and has proven very effective
(Blattberg et al., 2008) when applied to marketing databases. RFM analysis depends on Recency (R),
Frequency (F), and Monetary (M) measures which are three important purchase-related variables that
help managers to influence the future purchase possibilities of the customers. Recency refers to the
interval between the time, that the latest consuming behavior happens, and present. Many marketers
believe that most-recent purchasers are more likely to purchase again than less-recent purchasers.
Frequency is the number of transactions that a customer has made within a certain period. This
measure is used based on the assumption that customers with more purchases are more likely to buy
products than customers with fewer purchases. Monetary refers to the customers either revenue, profit,
or some derived computation thereof.
In order to demonstrate RFM analysis, an example dataset is given in Table 1.

Table 1. Sample RFM Data Set

3.2. Self-Organizing Maps
The Self-Organizing Feature Map (SOM), which is typical of the unsupervised learning neural
networks, can project a high-dimensional input space on a low-dimensional topology so as to allow
one to visually determine the number of clusters directly (Lee et al., 1977; Pykett, 1978). The most
widely used unsupervised learning scheme is the self-organizing feature maps developed by Kohonen
(Kohonen, 1982).
There are supervised training techniques such as backpropagation where the training data consists of
vector pairs, an input vector and a target vector. With this approach an input vector is presented to the
network -a multilayer feedforward network- and the output is compared with the target vector. If they
differ, the weights of the network are altered slightly to reduce the error in the output. This is repeated
many times and with many sets of vector pairs until the network gives the desired output. Training a
SOM however, requires no target vector. A SOM learns to classify the training data without any
external supervision.
SOMs are commonly used as visualization aids. They can make it easy to see relationships between
vast amounts of data. It is a popular unsupervised neural network methodology to clustering for
problem solving involving tasks such as clustering, visualization and abstraction and market screening.
Compared to traditional clustering techniques such as the K-means algorithm, SOM has some
advantages. SOM is inspired by the cortex of the human brain, where information is represented in
structures of 2D or 3D grids, the theory of which is motivated via observing the operation of the brain.
Formally, SOM is a type of artificial neural network with two fully interconnected layers of neurons,
the input layer and the output or Kohonen layer.

Figure 1. Self Organising Maps Structure

4. Implementation of the SOM Model
In this part, the proposed method of this work is provided. This method is based on RFM model
and focuses on segmentation based on the self-organizing map method and using neural approach
for customer and market segmenting. First of all the relevant data is extracted from the company’s
database and then three variables of recency, frequency and monetary values prepared. In the next
step with regard to use of neural network for segmentation of customers, it is used the method of
self-organizing maps in order to achieve market segments and determine different clusters of
customers. In the end, each clusters strategy develops with the company’s selected 8 attributes
below.

Table 2. Selected Attributes for Filter

Figure 2. Implementation of SOM Program on Salesperson Attribute

4.1. Data
Dataset used in this study was provided by one of the biggest packaging company in Turkey and
collected through its own database in a one-year period. The dataset included 1232 companies,
which presented in this study as customers. The purchase orders included many columns such as
transaction id, product id, customer id, factory id, ordering date, order quantity, order price, net

profits, sales department, customer representative id, material, country, product type, sector, and
subsector. Customers’ databases are composed of a massive amount of transaction data, involving
irrelevant or redundant information. Therefore in the data pre-processing step we handled outliers,
fill missing values and make dimensionally reduction, transformation, normalization and
discretization. Also unnecessary attributes were discarded from the dataset.

4.2. SOM Grid
SOM visualization is made up of multiple nodes. Each node vector has:





A fixed position on the SOM grid
A weight vector of the same dimension as the input space. (Our input data represented
customers, who have the variables“Recency”,“Frequency” and“Monetary”, each node on
the grid also have values for these variables).
Associated samples from the input data. Each sample in the input space is“mapped”or
“linked” to a node on the map grid. One node represents several input customers.

The key feature to SOM is that the topological features of the original input data are preserved on the
map. Similar input samples where similarity is defined in terms of the input variables recency,
frequency and monetary are placed close together on the SOM grid.

4.3. SOM Clusters
Clustering, which is a subset of unsupervised learning techniques, is the process of grouping a set of
objects into classes of similar objects. There are many clustering methods including partitioning
methods, hierarchical methods, density-based methods, grid-based methods, and model based methods
(Han and Kamber, 2006). Self-Organizing Maps from the category of grid-based methods will be used
as the clustering algorithm. Typically, visualizations of SOM are colourful 2D diagrams of ordered
hexagonal nodes.

4.4. SOM Heat Maps
Typical SOM visualizations are“heat maps.” A heatmap shows the distribution of a variable across
the SOM. The three figures below demonstrates separately recency, frequency, monetary values of the
packaging company’s customers.

Fig.3. Recency Heatmap

Fig.4. Frequency Heatmap

Fig.5. Monatary Heatmap

On the first recency map, red color represent packaging company’s recent customers while blue ones
are stands for the not recent ones. Every nodes includes 4 or 5 customers within similar RFM

features. As it can seem from the recency map; the company’s average recent (which represented by
red color) customer segment is greater than light and dark blue (not recent) customers. That means
packaging company has high rate of recent customers whom needs more attention and might turn to a
profitable customer with extra activities. Darker blue colored node customers are old and have not
made a purchase a very long time comparing to other customers. Yellow, green, orange and light blue
customers are need more attention on marketing activities to become a recent customer by increasing
their order frequency and could give more appropriate information when analyzed together with other
heat maps.
On the second Frequency map it can be seen that company has low amount of frequent buyers (green
and shades) and one distinctive red node with high frequent group of buyers. That red node shows the
group of very frequent purchasers that orders more than 10 unit a day but their numbers are very scant
and we can argue from analogy that these customers are loyal customers of the packaging company.
Green color represents frequent buyers while their color turns yellowish as frequency of the orders
decrease. The remain dark blue nodes could give more insights in conjunction with other two maps.
The last monetary map indicates that the company has a cluster of monetarily powerful customers
(that colored green, red and yellow) while the light blues are the ones that not spent too much but also
promising. The dark blue colors represents the clusters of churn customers and early starters. This map
will give more valuable information of customers when interpreted in conjunction with other two
maps.
Its important to remember that these heat maps doesn’t give valuable and useful information about
Customers unless they interpret together. (see Figure 5.) Our aim is to use RFM clustering and heat
maps together to learn more useful information. These heat maps are explained and described
individually to give ideas about colors and distribution structure.

4.5. Model
The algorithm to produce a SOM from our customer data set is summarized as follows:
We have selected the 15 X 15 size and hexagonal type of the map. Grids are preferred as hexagonal
since each node has 6 immediate neighbors. Than we initialize all node weight vectors randomly. A
random data point chosen from training data and present it to the SOM. ‘’Best Matching Unit”
(BMU) is found in the map, which is the most similar node. Similarity is calculated using the
Euclidean distance formula. Then we determine the nodes within the“neighbourhood” of the BMU.
The size of the neighbourhood decreased with each iteration. Than we adjust weights of nodes in the
BMU neighbourhood towards the chosen data point. The learning rate decreases with each iteration.
The magnitude of the adjustment is proportional to the proximity of the node to the BMU. We Repeat
Steps 2-5 for N iterations / convergence. The kohonen plot function is used to visualize the quality of
our generated SOM and to explore the relationships between the variables in data set. As the SOM
training iterations progress, the distance from each nodes weights to the samples represented by the
node is reduced. The plot option below shows the progress over time. The curve stops decreasing
around 250 iteration times in our experiment.
A SOM does not need a target output to be specified unlike many other types of network. Instead,
where the node weights match the input vector, that area of the lattice is selectively optimized to more
closely resemble the data for the class the input vector is a member of. From an initial distribution of
random weights, and over much iteration, the SOM eventually settles into a map of stable zones.

Fig.6. Learning Curve

5. Results & Discussions
As it is seen in figure 5, there are eight customer clusters that have occurred after applying the SOM
learning process on RFM values of the packaging company’s customers. These eight customer groups’
assessments are shown in Table 3.

Fig.5. Plottype Clustering

Table 3. Obtained Clusters
Its important to note that; for C3 *1 and C4 *2, 0% ratio doesn't mean that there are no customers in
those clusters; it only shows the cluster ratios to other customers clusters which found between 0% 1%.
There’s little point in dedicating massive resources to generate new customers when 25-60% of
dormant customers will be receptive to your attempts to regenerate their business if you approach
them the right way and with the right offer. The clusters that have RFM values with at least two upper
arrows (↑) can be selected as target ones. All customers who belong to these clusters become
candidates for conducting suitable marketing strategies, which attract the most attention.
C1 Cluster demonstrates the highest value customers with three upper arrows (↑). It consists of
customers who have recently made regular purchases and also have higher average purchase frequency
and purchase expenditure. These customers continue their relationship with the company because they
benefit from staying in the relationship. Also these customers are affectively committed to the supplier
so they are likely to buy additional services from that supplier in preference to their competitors. To
avoid losing and developing better strategies with C1 segment, keeping prices low, making special and
specific offers according to their product orders and keeping customer service in high quality is
essential.
C2 Cluster customers are Golden customers with high recency and monetary, with low density. These
customers are the second most important segment in the company although their numbers are low. The
C2 clusters could turn to the next potential premium customer C1 segment and the company could
increase the frequency of these customer orders if it follows the right and effective strategies such as
proposing special offers, inviting special events, periodic phone calls and surveys on customer
satisfaction and product quality to reinforce the relationship.
C3 Cluster has low recency with other high values, which means the company might have done
something wrong to lose those valuable customers. Reactivating customers who already know the
company and product is a good way to increase revenues. Re-contacting and reminding them of the
companies existence, finding out why they are no longer buying with the help of other attributes by
using the chosen filters (factory, material, country, salesperson, product, sector and subsector),
overcoming their objections and demonstrating that you still value and respect them will usually result
in a tremendous bounty of sales and drastically increased revenues. In that regard, visiting or
contacting those lost (but not churn) customers again, giving them special offers, knowing which
customer representative is taking care of the lost customer by filters (see Table 2., Figure 2.) and
knowing the underlying story with other attributes could also help the company fix its service quality
towards their customer and help the company to gain a tremendous profit by upgrading C3 clusters to
C1.
C4 Cluster customers are one or two big time buyer customers who have the potential to order again
but similar to C3 cluster, after working with the packaging company they switch their orders to other

suppliers with an underlying story. Most of the customers leave because they were unhappy with the
service they received. Within the help of observing data and segments, customer churns can be
avoided.
C5 Clusters are high R, F with low M. They are mostly the small companies or merchandisers with a
low budget. Being careful financially and limiting their credit risks of those customers in these
unfavorable times could be a strategy.
C6 Clusters are potential new customers with less information. Actions can be taken according to their
future spends. Also customer knowledge and commercial information could shape the company’s
strategy in advance.
C7 Cluster customers are frequently buying but monetarily less profitable customers. The ones with
higher M could be supported strategically to help their growth and to turn them future loyal customers
on the long term run.
C8 clusters show the churn customers. Not taking actions and giving more focus on other clusters
might be more profitable and will save time and money.

6. Conclusions & Suggestions
In today’s packaging industries environment, the increased importance is placed on customer
satisfaction. Many firms are focusing on the notion of customers’ relationship degree with the firm and
their profitability to increase market share and customer satisfaction. This study presents incorporating
RFM analysis into data mining techniques to provide market intelligence for a packaging company in
Turkey. It aims to bring attention of data miners and marketers to the importance and advantages of
using RFM analysis in data mining. In order to evaluate the proposed model and empirically
demonstrate the benefits of using this model in B2B marketing, a case study was carried out using the
datasets collected within a one-year period by a packaging company in Turkey through its own
database. According to experimental study results, proposed approach provides better segmentation
opportunity than simple ones, by considering several parameters together: customer segment, the
current RFM values of the customer, geographic and other related segments. Future research can focus
in the following: First, the proposed approach can be tested for different versions of RFM such as
Weighted RFM (WRFM), Timely RFM (TRFM), FRAT (Frequency, Recency, Amount and Type of
goods). As the number of additional variables increases, the number of cells will geometrically
increase.
The effectiveness of the proposed approach can be evaluated for different application domains such as
for the web site visitors (RFD), for annual transaction environments (RML), and for social graphs
(RFR). Secondly, RFM variables of customers can be associated with product profiling. For example,
customers with product material = metal and factory = 1101 and country = Turkey customer
representative = Yasser and product = air freshener, sector = cosmetics, customer have R↑F↓M↑
pattern, while customers with product material = PET and factory = 1104 and country = Egypt sales
person = Çağrı and product = Pu foam sector = Industrial can generally have R↓F↑M↑ pattern.
The output of this study might also use as a key performance indicator of a salesperson and give
valuable insights to human resources as well as marketing.
In future studies classification rules can be discovered using product variables (material, factory,
salesperson, country, sector etc.) and RFM values of customer segments.
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Abstract
Nowadays in information society we face a huge
amount of data and information sharing on the
Web by customers of public administrator
sectors. Apart of typical models expressing
ontology of this domain (presented mostly in
static ways) we need dynamic description of
processes present in relationship customer to
government (Cus2Gov). We propose special kind
(or sub-relation) of Cus2Gov model termed as
Inhabitant to City (Inh2Cit). It is especially
important in knowledge management at the local
level of administration in case of monitoring
uncompleted matters, evaluation of effectiveness
of clerks representing selected departments or in
decisions of administration restructuring. In this
paper we propose a dynamic-oriented knowledge
model, designed to distribute and manage urban
knowledge as a representative of local selfgovernment. Ontology including mentioned
knowledge management supporting is prepared
using sophisticated Ontorion Fluent Editor.
Keywords: ontology, active rules, city,
knowledge

I. INTRODUCTION
Description of the processes that citizens participate in
modern society is very complex and cover all areas of
human activities. On the other hand relationships between
ordinary people (in fact customers) and public
administration at different levels of ruling are essential for
functioning of any society. Good ontology allows for better
understanding of the mentioned processes and creates
opportunity to manage efficiently social life in different
areas.
There is relatively small number of research investigating
nature of relationships between citizens and governments at
the state as well as at the local levels (inhabitant-to-city:
Inh2Cit). Despite of certain similarities (mostly participation
of two essential components: people and government body)
there are several significant features important for the
relationships Inh2Cit: common area of living and acting,
communication, education and many others. Basically,
research in this area is focused on an idea of smart city
where more ambitious solutions are offered (see: Batty, 2013
and Townsend, 2014). As a result so-called urban

knowledge can be introduced as general platform adequate
for city society.
The main paper goal is presentation of ontology describing
main components of the defined domain including dynamic
aspects of its functioning. Therefore the following sections
are present in this paper: discussion about the urban
knowledge, demonstration of main areas covering Inh2Cit
model, presentation of initial version of ontology with active
rules essential in the model and conclusion with synthesis of
research findings..
II.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE MODERN
ENTREPRENEUR
Knowledge is not only one of the key resources of the
enterprise, but also is the foundation, the starting point for
determining the city's strategies, particularly for the
implementation of management information systems.
However, the organization cannot exist without human
capital, so to be able to say that the company has the
knowledge, itis needed to take into account in addition to
possession of selected information skills, experience and
qualifications of specialists in selected fields. The
combination of these two elements is a complete
understanding of each organization. Pay attention to the
continuity of the process of converting data into information
and information into knowledge (see: Albescu et al., 2009).
Because of the persistence of the two currents are still
classifying knowledge: as an information resource and as an
element of human capital. Each organization needs both of
these resources to proper functioning, so it is reasonable to
say that knowledge is nothing else than "a combination of
everything: facts, phenomena and relationships between
them, which is consciously perceived and recorded (in any
way saved as real entities or conceptual) and can give to
others, according to the intention of having knowledge in
specific conditions and circumstances to arouse certain
behaviours" (see: Bergeron, 2003). So how urban knowledge
can be defined? Above definitions of knowledge in
organization are insufficient. To have holistic description of
urban knowledge author consider adding some more features
important for defining the intangible (see: Urban
Knowledge, 2015).
Urban’s knowledge is created independently by entities
functioning beyond the city’s structure. This kind of
knowledge must be secured in very specific way, is unique
for long time. City’s knowledge is created by local

authorities, policy makers, social activists, institutions
(educational medical, religion, ecological, others), R&D,
administration units, business. According to model of smart
city (presented in the previous section), authors decide to
divide city’s knowledge into six aspects – see Table 1.
Table 1. Components of urban knowledge
Economical knowledge
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cooperation
Productivity
Entrepreneurship
Finance/budgeting
Public relations/marketing
Planning
Infrastructure

Mobility knowledge
• Services, condition and
sources of public transport
• External sources of public
transport
• Availability and stability of ICT
infrastructure
• Transport systems

Social knowledge
•
•
•
•

Social difference and classes
Social problems
Social needs
Believes

Governance knowledge
• Public and private sector
• Citizens involvement
• Suppliers and recipients in
decision-making processes
• Clarity of managerial
processes
• Rules of sustainable
development
• Perspective of cities
development

Environmental knowledge

Consumer (C2C) as adequate for supporting the urban
knowledge management as the method of implementing
their self-governance. Knowing that C2C is model which describes process of exchanging goods, services between users
on third-party business created to facilitate the transactions,
authors may assume that C2C in case of urban knowledge
may be defined as model of exchanging the information and
knowledge (urban) on-line between cities stakeholders by
using knowledge sharing platform (Figure 1).

• Natural resources
• Access to resources
• Eco services,
entrepreneurships
• Pollution
• Environment protection
• Policy of sustainable
environment

Quality of life knowledge
• The attractiveness of available
objects and events in the city,
region
• Health condition, access to
medical units
• Safety of residents and
businesses
• Living conditions
• Education level
• Tourist attractiveness
• Social cohesion

As we can see urban knowledge can be understood as the
summary of: economic knowledge, people knowledge,
environment knowledge, mobility knowledge, governance
knowledge and living knowledge embracing specified
knowledge pieces.
Urban knowledge classified as the asset of the city can be
managed. Urban knowledge management can be treated as a
specially designed system that helps cities to acquire,
analyse the use (re-use) of urban knowledge in order to
make faster, smarter and better decisions, so that they can
achieve a competitive advantage in case of covering cities
stakeholders needs. Urban knowledge management covers
management of information, knowledge and expertise
available within the city, i.e. mobility, environment, social,
managerial, economical by the creation, collection, storage,
sharing and use, to ensure the cities future development
based on well prepared decision plans. Urban knowledge
management also emphasizes the two items related to
knowledge management. Both accessible to, the information,
experience, staff and their expertise and the technological,
where the focus is on codifying knowledge, its acquisition,
collection, analysis, storing and sharing at any time, by a
specific user. The logical also is the fact that the
development of knowledge takes place through the exchange
of experiences, analysis, opinion, finding new sources of
information, where the information systems are the basis to
allow all of the actions.
In addition, each city must be aware that the overall urban
knowledge management system cannot be based only on
properly chosen technology" – (Tiwana, 1999). Because of
presented arguments, it is possible to propose Local
Governments well-known e-commerce model: Consumer to

Figure 1. Urban knowledge in C2C model for the city.
According to presented concept of urban knowledge, its
categorization visualized in table 1 and model of C2C figure
1, urban knowledge management or urban knowledge
transfer may be supported by information system in form of
knowledge sharing platform. User of this platform are in
general consumers of urban knowledge (e.g. citizens, local
government units, administration officers, etc.). Knowledge
sharing platform can be the perfect place to support
knowledge gathering, storage and sharing for its users.
Platform can enable the integration of the information needs
of citizens and all the entities interested. Information needs
of citizens and all the entities interested. The idea of that
platform is to provide the right kind of knowledge related to
the particular recipients. In addition, the platform provides
users the ability to communicate with each other: both the
target group, which will be the citizens of the city, and the
target group with the suppliers of knowledge and
educational materials. Users will also have the ability to
communicate using the tools (i.e., hut, video, mobile, blogs)
with the other participants will help to alleviate the barriers
between different social groups, and at the same time will
help to increase the effectiveness. Platform for manage the
urban knowledge (presented in Figure 1) and in the same
time ensure existence of C2C model, can be a compendium
of technological information, in accordance with the
requirements of the concept of "knowledge grid for urban
knowledge management" (Hauke et al., 2015), which means:
centralization of any knowledge resources focused on C2C
model, inclusion of crucial components (economy, people,
environment, mobility, governance, living) and easiness of
urban knowledge management.
Considering development of dedicated knowledge portal at
least the following aspects should be taken into account:
purpose and audience, technology and tools useful for the
creation and maintenance stages.

III. AREAS OF ACTIVITIES OF A LOCAL SELFGOVERNMENT
Local Self-Government (LSG) can be identified with local
government as a specific form of public administration
oriented on some commune. There are several features of
this sort of administration; widely accepted are: autonomy,
sovereignty, home ruling in every case acting in a small
scale and focusing on local matters.
According to the aims of a Local Self-Government all
domains connected to local community should be included
to its activities. Therefore the regulations in the following
areas must be present:
•
society life (e.g. people registering, people mobility,
education at the lower levels, paying taxis and others
identified with personal needs of habitants),
•
infrastructure maintaining (in terms of services of
crucial means: water delivering, sewers services,
electricity and gas supplying, local communication and
the like),
•
business services (business evidence, office renting,
taxation, commercialization etc.).
Analysing different city portals we discover variety solutions
addressed to local society and other potential customers
(business and travellers for example). Our research is
focused on representatives of three categories of cities:
megacity (with more than 10 million habitants), middle city
(range 1-10 million habitants) and relatively small city (less
than 1 million habitants). Additionally we selected cities
from different parts of Europe, thus three cities were chosen:
London, Berlin and Wroclaw. As a result considering local
administration we discovered the following divisions
representing administration offices of different cities in
presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Examples of divisions in selected European Cities
Urban
knowledge

Activity
Areas

Social,
Quality of
life

Service of
habitants

Social

Education

Social,
Quality of
life

Health,
Culture

London
Communit
ies,
Migrants
and
Refugees,
Older
people
Education
and youth

Healthy
inequalities
, Healthy
environme
nt, Sport,

Berlin

Wroclaw

Labor
Market,
Personal
Data
Evidence

Registering
and
archives of
Personal
Data

Living
Studying
and
Working
Services
and
Contacts

Enrolment,
scholarship
s
Health
informatio
ns,
Services,
Cultural

Regenerati
on, Arts
and
Culture
Transport

Mobility,
Social

Communic
ation

Governme
nt,
Environme
nt
Social,
Quality of
Life
Economic
al

Infrastructu
re

Housing
and land,
Renting

Safety

Policing
and Crime

Investment
, Business
Services

Business
and
Economy,
Research
and
Analysis

Institutions
Mgmt

Public
transport

Car and
Driving
Licence,
Public
transport
Commerci
Real Estate
al Trade
Mgmt,
and Real
Municipal
Estate
Greenery
Services
Municipal
and
police
Contacts
Berlin as
Urban
Economic
Investment
Centre,
, Public
Investing
procureme
in Berlin
nt

Presentation of Local self-Government organizational
aspects we may conclude that all urban knowledge and
activity areas are present in particular cities. Some of
divisions are specific for megacity (London Immigrants and
Refugees Departments), some are strictly oriented on city
affairs (Berlin as Economic Centre) while specific nature of
infrastructure for smaller city (Wroclaw Municipal
Greenery). In all cases C2C model expresses complex nature
of entity-government relationships including its dynamical
aspect.

IV. ONTOLOGY FOR LOCAL SELF-GOVERNMENT
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
The mission of the public administration is resident
supporting in the defined area. Regardless of geographic
location, public administration has to solve the problems of
its inhabitants. Public administration is a complex organ,
which can distinguish the following categories:
• inhabitants,
• cases referred to the office under defined conditions,
• competent authority of the public administration, which
solves particular problems of the defined matters.
Public administration departments in order to complete
inhabitant’s matters use: domain knowledge and in particular
cases defined earlier procedures. Knowledge and procedures
that result from established law and current regulations in
force in the territory.
From the organizational point of view public administration
it is divided into divisions entitled to complete entities
(inhabitants, Business, other institutions) matters e.g.:
impact areas of public administration, offices, and
departments.
The Figure 2 shows infrastructure of Local Self-Government
activities.

Figure 2. Main categories of Local Self-Government
activities
The particular categories are the components of the city
public administration infrastructure. Relationships among
particular components can be formulated as direct on
indirect. Faced with the direct relationships between its
elements are operators, as steps. Below we will discuss
examples of ontologies occurring between the elements of
the environment of public administration.
Example 1:
Operator: concern; elements:
individual matters), areas

matters

(standard

and

Figure 4. Ontology - matter “concern” area
Example of question to ontology:
Q1. Who-Or-What uses Area-2 ?
Ans. Knowledge-2
Q2. Who-Or-What has StandardMatter-4 ?
Ans. Citizen-1
Q3. Who-Or-What is-related-to Procedure-1 ?
Ans. StandardMatter-1
StandardMatter-2
IndividualMatter-1
IndividualMatter-2
Figure 3. Ontology - matter “concern” area
Example 2:
Operator: has; elements: matters (standard and individual)),
citizens, business

Q4. Who-Or-What is-related-to Procedure-1 and concerns
Area-2 ?
Ans. Matterindividual-1
Active rules:
1. Example KnowledgeInsert
 If citizen is new then add to citizen.
 If business is new then add to business.





If knowledge is new then knowledge add to Area-1 or
Area-2.
If matter is incomplete then matter is back to citizen.
If matter is Division-1 then use Procedure-1 or Procedure-2.

2. Example KnowledgeDelete
 If matter has status=TRUE then matter move to
archives.
 If knowledge is outdated then knowledge delete from
actual knowledge.
 If citizen it has taken care of all matter then citizen
delete from ontology.
 If procedure unresolved then procedure delete from
ontology.
To develop ontologies have been selected basic objects
handled by the public administration. For example, a big
number of objects selected to develop ontologies denotes the
complexity in which the public administration has to carry
out its tasks. It should be stressed - as a result of the mission
of public administration - that all tasks performed by the
public administration must be coherent with all regulations
formulated for the society (see: Breuker et al.). In the case of
addressing particular matters for the LSG there are different
procedures prepared for variety customers (citizens or
representing business).
.
V. CONCLUSION
Analysing services essential in Cus2Gov models we
discover specific aspects and context when customers
become citizens and government is limited to local area. The
main findings of the research are:
• Inh2Cit model can be defined as sub model of Cus2Gov
model,
• components of presented ontology are partially similar
despite of different areas of activities (comparison
Inh2Cit and Cus2Gov),
• dynamic aspects of ontology must be represented in
more advanced ways as active rules,
• actually the tool used in the research offered very
limited way of expression dynamic knowledge.
In the nearest future we try to analyse and evaluate other
tools for the defined Inh2Cit model.
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Abstract
Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) is a mathematically inspired field of knowledge representation
with wide applications in knowledge discovery and
decision support. Polyadic FCA is an extension
of classical FCA that instead of a binary uses an
n-ary incidence relation to define formal concepts,
i.e. data clusters in which all elements are interrelated. We consider a paradigm for navigating the
space of concepts, based on so-called membership
constraints. We present an implementation for the
cases n ∈ {2, 3, 4} using an encoding into answerset programming (ASP) allowing us to exploit optimization strategies offered by ASP. For the case
n = 3, we compare this implementation to a second strategy that uses exhaustive search in the concept set, which is precomputed by an existing tool.
We evaluate the implementation strategies in terms
of performance. Finally, we discuss the limitations
of each approach and the possibility of generalizations to n-ary datasets.

1

Introduction

Conceptual knowledge is closely related to a deeper understanding of existing facts and relationships, but also to the argumentation and communication of why something happens
in a particular way. Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) [Ganter and Wille, 1999] is a mathematical theory introduced by
R. Wille, being the core of Conceptual Knowledge Processing [Wille, 2006]. It emerged from applied mathematics and
quickly developed into a powerful framework for knowledge
representation. It is based on a set-theoretical semantics and
provides a rich amount of mathematical instruments for representation, acquiring, retrieval, discovery and further processing of knowledge.
FCA defines concepts as maximal clusters of data in which
all elements are mutually interrelated. In FCA, data is represented in a basic data structure, called formal context. A
dyadic formal context consists of two sets, one of objects
and another of attributes and a binary relation between them,
expressing which objects have which attributes. From such
∗
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dyadic formal contexts, formal concepts can be extracted
using concept forming operators, obtaining a mathematical
structure called concept lattice. Thereby, the entire information contained in the formal context is preserved. The concept
lattice and its graphical representation as an order diagram
can then serve as the basis for communication and further
data analysis. Navigation in concept lattices enables exploring, searching, recognizing, identifying, analyzing, and investigating; this exemplifies the fruitfulness of this approach
for knowledge management.
In subsequent work, F. Lehmann and R. Wille extended
dyadic FCA to a triadic setting (3FCA) [Lehmann and Wille,
1995]; here objects are related to attributes under certain conditions. The triadic concepts arising from such data, can be
arranged in mathematical structures called trilattices. Trilattices can be, up to some conditions, graphically represented
as a triangular diagram, yet, this kind of knowledge representation is much less useful and intuitive than its dyadic counterpart, because of the difficulties of reading and navigating in
such triadic diagrams. Even if the theoretical foundations of
trilattices and that of 3FCA have been intensely studied, there
is still a need for a valuable navigation paradigm in triadic
concept sets. To overcome these difficulties, we proposed in
2015 a navigation method for triadic conceptual landscapes
based on a neighborhood notion arising from dyadic concept
lattices obtained by projecting along a dimension [Rudolph et
al., 2015b]. This method enables exploration and navigation
in triconcept sets by locally displaying a smaller part of the
space of triconcepts, instead of displaying all of them at once.
G. Voutsadakis [2002] further generalized the idea from
dyadic and triadic to n-adic data sets, introducing the term
Polyadic Concept Analysis. He describes concept forming
operators in the n-dimensional setting as well as the basic
theorem of polyadic concept analysis, a generalization of earlier results by Wille [1995].
FCA was successfully used on triadic or tetradic datasets
such as folksonomies [Jäschke et al., 2008], data logs of
rental services [Cerf et al., 2013] or data about mobile operators [Ignatov et al., 2015]. However, a common problem
for n-ary concept sets is their size and complexity. Even for
n = 2 and for relatively small data sets, the number of formal concepts tends to be quite large (it can be of exponential
size in the worst case), which makes the graphical representation of these sets in their entirety unusable for practical pur-

poses. Several strategies have been proposed to overcome
this problem. For instance, Dragoş et al. [2014; 2015] are
using a circular representation for triadic data while investigating users’ behavioral patterns in e-learning environments.
Săcărea [2014] uses a graph theoretical approach to represent
triadic concept sets obtained from medical data. For n-adic
concept sets with n ≥ 4, no navigation strategies have been
presented yet.
In 2015, we introduced membership constraints for n-adic
concepts in order to narrow down the set of user relevant nconcepts and to focus on a certain data subset one is interested
to explore or start exploration from [Rudolph et al., 2015a].
As opposed to classical navigation tools, conceptual navigation has at its core a formal concept, i.e. a complete cluster
of knowledge. We discussed the problem of satisfiability of
membership constraints, determining if a formal concept exists whose object and attribute sets include certain elements
and exclude others.
In the current paper, we consider a general navigation
paradigm for the space of polyadic concepts and implement
this paradigm for the dyadic, triadic and tetradic (n = 4) case.
For the triadic case, we try two different implementations.
The first one uses the capabilities of Answer Set Programming (ASP) for computing concepts and solving the corresponding membership constraint satisfaction problem. By using this strategy, the implementation also explores optimization strategies offered by ASP. The second strategy is based
on an exhaustive search of the set of polyadic concepts. The
concept set is no longer computed using the ASP encoding
but by one of the existing 3FCA tools. Finally, we evaluate
the performance of these two strategies in terms of implementation and computation speed and we discuss the limitations
of each approach and show that the ASP approach can be extended to any n-ary dataset.

2

Preliminaries

In this section, we briefly present the necessary basic notions
and definitions. Polyadic FCA is a direct generalization of
the dyadic or triadic case, where n (not necessarily different) non-empty sets are related via an n-ary relation. An nconcept is a maximal cluster of n sets, with every element
being interrelated with all the others.
Definition 1. Let n ≥ 2 be a natural number. An ncontext is an (n + 1)-tuple K := (K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn , Y ),
where K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn are sets and Y is an n-ary relation
Y ⊆ K1 × K2 × · · · × Kn .
Definition 2. The n-concepts of an n-context
(K1 , . . . , Kn , Y ) are exactly the n-tuples (A1 , . . . , An )
that satisfy A1 × · · · × An ⊆ Y and which are maximal with
respect to component-wise set inclusion. (A1 , . . . , An ) is
called a proper n-concept if A1 , . . . , An are all non-empty.
Example 1. Finite dyadic contexts can be represented as
cross-tables, rows being labeled with object names, columns
with attribute names. In the triadic case, objects are related
to attributes and conditions via a ternary relation and the corresponding triadic context can be thought of as a 3D cuboid,
the ternary relation being marked by filled cells. Triadic contexts are usually unfolded into a series of dyadic ”slices”, like

in the following example, where we consider a triadic context
(K1 , K2 , K3 , Y ) where the object set K1 consists of authors
of scientific papers, the attribute set K2 contains conference
names/journal names while the conditions K3 are the publication years. For this small selection we obtain a 2×4×2 triadic context, the ”slices” being labeled by condition names.

2014
Rumpe
Alouni
2015
Rumpe
Alouni

Corr
×
×
Corr
×
×

ICC

PIMRC

×
ICC

×
PIMRC

HICSS

HICSS
×

×

Figure 1: DBLP data: author, conference/journal, year

There are exactly six triconcepts of this context, i.e., maximal 3D cuboids full of incidences:
• ({Rumpe, Alouni}, {Corr}, {2014, 2015}),
• ({Alouni}, {Corr, ICC , PIMRC }, {2014}),
• ({Alouni}, {Corr, ICC }, {2014, 2015}),
• ({Rumpe}, {Corr, HICSS }, {2015}),
• (∅, {Corr, ICC , PIMRC ,HICSS }, {2014, 2015}) and
• ({Rumpe, Alouni},{Corr,ICC ,PIMRC ,HICSS },∅).
The first four of these triconcepts are proper.
If K = (K1 , . . . , Kn , Y ) is an n-context, membership
constraints are indicating restricting conditions by specifying which specific elements aj ∈ Kj must be included in
the jth component of an n-concept, respectively which elements bj ∈ Kj , j = 1, . . . , n must be excluded therefrom.
We investigated the question of satisfiability of such membership constraints, i.e., to determine if there are any formal
n-concepts which are satisfying the inclusion and exclusion
requirements [Rudolph et al., 2015a].
Definition 3. An n-adic membership constraint on an
n-context K = (K1 , . . . , Kn , R) is a 2n-tuple C =
(K1+ , K1− , . . . , Kn+ , Kn− ) with Ki+ ⊆ Ki called required sets
and Ki− ⊆ Ki called forbidden sets.
An n-concept (A1 , . . . , An ) of K is said to satisfy such a
membership constraint if Ki+ ⊆ Ai and Ki− ∩ Ai = ∅ hold
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.
We let Mod(K, C) (Modp (K, C)) denote the set of all
(proper) n-concepts of K that satisfy C.
An n-adic membership constraint C is said to be (properly) satisfiable with respect to K, if it is satisfied by one
of its (proper) n-concepts, that is, if Mod(K, C) 6= ∅
(Modp (K, C) 6= ∅).
We have shown that the problem of deciding satisfiability of a membership constraint w.r.t. an n-context is NPcomplete in general [Rudolph et al., 2015a]. The intractability easily carries over to proper satisfiability.

3

Navigation

In this section, we describe a strategy for navigating the space
of proper n-concepts of an n-context.1 The basic idea is
to use intuitive representations of “subspaces” of the overall space by specifying which elements must be included in
or excluded from a certain proper n-concept component Ai .
Obviously, such a subspace is identified by a membership
constraint C = (K1+ , K1− , . . . , Kn+ , Kn− ) specifying exactly
the included and excluded elements for each component of
the n-concepts. The n-concepts in the “subspace” associated with C are then the n-concepts from Modp (K, C). Visually, C can be represented by displaying K1 , . . . , Kn as n
lists and indicating for every element if it is included, excluded, or none of the two (undetermined). The user can
then choose to restrict the space further by indicating for an
undetermined element of some Ki , if it should be included
or excluded. What should, however be avoided is that by
doing so, the user arrives at an empty “subspace”, i.e., a
membership constraint that is not satisfied by any proper nconcept (i.e., Modp (K, C) = ∅). To this end, we will update the membership constraint directly after the user interaction in order to reflect all necessary inclusions and exclusions automatically following from the user’s choice. Assume
C = (K1+ , K1− , . . . , Kn+ , Kn− ) is the membership constraint
after the user interaction. The updated constraint can be de−
+
−
scribed by C0 = (L+
1 , L1 , . . . , Ln , Ln ), where
\
L+
Ai
i =
(A1 ,...,An )∈Modp (K,C)

and

L−
i =

\

Ki \ Ai .

(A1 ,...,An )∈Modp (K,C)

It is then clear that after such an update, for every element e of
some Ki which is still undetermined by C0 , there exist proper
n-concepts (E1 , . . . , En ) and (F1 , . . . , Fn ) in Modp (K, C0 )
with e ∈ Ei but e 6∈ Fi . Consequently, whatever undetermined element the user chooses to include or exclude, the
resulting membership constraint will be properly satisfiable.
−
−
+
If the updated constraint C0 = (L+
1 , L1 , . . . , Ln , Ln ) determines for every element if it is included or excluded (i.e.,
−
if L+
i ∪ Li = Ki holds for every i), the user’s navigation
has narrowed down the space to the one proper n-concept
+
(L+
1 , . . . , Ln ).
Considering the example from the previous section, assume the user has specified the inclusion of the attribute Corr
in K2 and the exclusion of the attribute ICC from K2 , i.e.,
C = (∅, ∅, {Corr }, {ICC }, ∅, ∅).
The proper 3-concepts of K satisfying C are
C1 = ({Rumpe, Alouni}, {Corr}, {2014, 2015}) and
C2 = ({Rumpe}, {Corr, HICSS}, {2015}),
therefore, we would obtain the updated constraint
C0 = ({Rumpe}, ∅, {Corr }, {ICC , PIMRC }, {2015}, ∅).
1
Non-proper concepts are considered out of scope for knowledge
exploration, thus we exclude them from our consideration. The described navigation would, however, also work if these concepts were
taken into account.

If the user now decided to additionally exclude 2014 from
K3 , leading to the constraint
C00 =
({Rumpe}, ∅, {Corr }, {ICC , PIMRC }, {2015}, {2014}),
the only proper 3-concept satisfying it is C2 . Consequently, C00 will be updated to C000 = ({Rumpe}, {Alouni},
{Corr , HICSS }, {ICC , PIMRC }, {2015}, {2014}), which
then represents the final state of the navigation.

4

Implementation

Following the general scheme described in the previous section, we implemented a navigation tool for the cases n ∈
{2, 3, 4}, using different strategies for n = 3. The two fundamentally different approaches differ in the method of computing the concepts (ASP vs different tool), as well as in which
navigation step the concepts are computed.
In 2015, we proposed an ASP encoding for the membership constraint satisfiability problem and described an interactive search scenario [Rudolph et al., 2015a]. Currently,
in our first approach2 , we extended and implemented this
scenario using different ASP optimization techniques. For
grounding and solving in the ASP navigation tool we used
Clingo from the Potassco collection [Gebser et al., 2011],
since it is currently the most prominent solver leading the latest competitions [Calimeri et al., 2016].
ASP solves a search problem by computing answer sets,
which represent the models of a given answer set program
(the so-called stable models) [Gebser et al., 2012; Gelfond
and Lifschitz, 1988; 1991; Marek and Truszczyński, 1999;
Niemelä, 1999]. Our encoding is such that given K and C, an
answer set program is created, such that there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the answer sets and the n-concepts
of K satisfying C.
The known facts in a membership constraint satisfiability
problem are the elements of the context Ki , i ∈ {1, . . . , n},
the n-adic relation Y and the sets of required and forbidden
elements. The answer set program can be conceived as a
declarative implementation of the following “guess & check”
strategy:
• start from an empty constraint C
• decide for each element a ∈ Ki , i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, if
a ∈ Ki+ , i.e. included, or a ∈ Ki− , i.e. excluded,
hence reaching a membership constraint of the form
C = (K1+ , K1− , . . . , Kn+ , Kn− ) with Ki+ ∪ Ki− = Ki
for every i
• check if (K1+ , . . . , Kn+ ) is component-wise maximal
w.r.t. K1+ × K2+ × . . . × Kn+ ⊆ Y
• check if the required and forbidden elements are assigned correspondingly in the obtained membership
constraint C, i.e. required elements belong to Ki+ ,
forbidden elements belong to Kj− , for some i, j ∈
{1, . . . , n}
2
https://sourceforge.net/projects/
asp-concept-navigation

At any step if one of the conditions is violated, the membership constraint is eliminated from the set of models. Hence,
in the end we obtain all the membership constraints that correspond to formal concepts satisfying the given restrictions.
The ASP encoding can be easily extended to retrieve only
the proper n-concepts satisfying C, by adding an additional
check that counts if |Ki+ |>0 for every i.
The cautious option of ASP iteratively computes the intersection over all answer sets, in the order in which they are
computed by the ASP solver. However, regardless of the ASP
solver, the last outputted solution when using the cautious
option is always the intersection of all answer sets of the program. Later in this section, we show how this option can be
used to optimize the propagation phase of the navigation.
The propagation algorithm tests for all elements, that are
still in an undetermined state, which of the possible decisions
on that element (in or out) give rise to a satisfiable answer
set program. In case one of the decisions generates an unsatisfiable problem, the complementary choice is automatically
made. Remember that, as discussed in the previous section,
when starting from a satisfiable setting, it cannot be the case
that both choices generate an unsatisfiable program.
The alternative to explicitly testing all the possible choices
for every element in an undetermined state is to compute all
the answer sets for the already added constraints and to obtain
their intersection. This intersection contains the in and out
choices that need to be propagated, since their complementary constraints are not included in any answer set and hence,
would generate an unsatisfiable program. This approach is
formally described in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 propagation of user decisions optimized
function PROPAGATE O PTIMIZED(K, C)
Input: n-context K, membership constraint C
Output: updated membership constraint
Data: membership constraint C = (K1+, K1−,. . ., Kn+, Kn− )

objects, respectively to the forbidden objects, generates an
unsatisfiable program. The optimized propagation algorithm
proved to drastically decrease the computation time as well
as the memory usage, hence improving the performance of
the interactive navigation tool. The experimental results are
described in more detail in the evaluation section.
The optimized ASP approach was implemented and evaluated for triadic data. Furthermore, to show that it is easily extended to any n-adic context, we also implemented the dyadic
and tetradic case, without however evaluating their performance on real data sets. In fact, the only modifications that
need to be made when updating the context’s dimension are
to add the new sets to the ASP encoding and to update the
graphical interface and the context loader to the new context
dimension.
The second approach for the navigation is a brute force
implementation3 and uses an exhaustive search in the whole
formal concept space. Hence, a prerequisite for this tool is
to previously compute all formal concepts using an existing
tool. We implemented the triadic case and used Trias [Jäschke
et al., 2006] to compute the triadic formal concepts. For that
reason, the input for the navigation tool is adapted to Trias’
output format.
This approach follows the same steps described in Algorithm 1, however it uses different methods for implementing
them. The first main difference lies in the method of computing the formal concepts. Instead of computing them at each
step using a declarative approach, in the brute force approach
all formal concepts are computed in the preprocessing phase
using an existing algorithm. In a navigation step an exhaustive search is necessary in order to select the subset of formal
concepts that satisfy the constraints and compute the intersection. This subset of formal concepts is successively pruned in
each navigation step until it contains a single concept, which
represents the final state of the navigation.

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , T
n} do
L+
Ai
i =
(A1 ,...,An )∈Modp (K,C)
T
Ki \ Ai .
L−
i =
(A1 ,...,An )∈Modp (K,C)

end for
−
+
−
C = (L+
1 , L1 , . . . , Ln , Ln )
return C
end function
Algorithm 1 was implemented in the ASP navigation tool
using the cautious option described previously in this section.
The implementation requires a single call to the ASP solver
which computes the intersection of the models in the answer
set. This intersection actually corresponds to the membership constraint containing all the inclusions and exclusions
that need to be propagated. In comparison, for the simple
propagation algorithm, multiple calls to the ASP solver are
necessary. For each element that is in an undetermined state
two membership constraint satisfiability problems are generated, checking whether adding the element to the required

Figure 2: Screenshot navigation tool: intermediate state

The graphical interface is the same for all implementations. The first column includes possible actions and information about the state of the navigation process (intermediate or final). The next columns each correspond to one dimension of the context and contain a list of the elements,
3
https://sourceforge.net/projects/
brute-force-concept-navigation

each having two options next to it in or out. Figure 2 depicts a screenshot of the navigation example described in
section 3. It corresponds to the post propagation constraint
C0 = ({Rumpe}, ∅, {Corr }, {ICC , PIMRC }, {2015}, ∅).
This is an intermediate state, where required elements are
marked with green, forbidden elements with red, while elements in an undetermined state are unmarked. Furthermore,
required and forbidden elements have the in, respectively the
out column checked.

5

Evaluation

In order to evaluate the implemented tools, we ran experiments on the dblp database4 . The dblp database indexes
conference and journal publications and contains information
such as author, title, year, volume, and journal/conference
name. In order to compare the ASP to the implemented brute
force navigation tool one needs triadic datasets. The triadic
structure that we chose for the experiments contains the author’s name, conference/journal name and year of the publication. We extracted the described triadic dataset from the
dblp mysql dump and selected subsets of different dimensions. The subsets were selected by imposing restrictions on
the number of publications per journal/conference, publication year and number of publications per author. For example, the dataset with 28 triples was obtained following the
next steps:
• eliminate all journals/conferences having less than
15000 publications
• eliminate all publications before the year 2014
• eliminate all entries for authors that published less than
150 papers
After selecting a triadic data subset, no preprocessing
phase for the ASP navigation tool is needed, since its input
must contain only the triadic relation. However, the brute
force navigation tool requires a preprocessing phase. First
the triconcept set needs to be computed with the Trias algorithm, hence the Trias tool5 needs to be installed separately.
If using the Trias algorithm without a database connection,
the standard input file requires numeric data. Hence, in order
to format the data according to the Trias tool input format,
the elements of the dataset need to be indexed. After running
Trias to obtain the triconcepts, the output needs to be formatted again before using the brute force navigation tool. Mainly
the dimensions and encodings of the object, attribute and condition sets need to be added, so that the navigation tool can
output the names of the elements and not their indexes. Only
after these preprocessing steps can a user interactively navigate in the tricontext using the brute force navigation tool.
Obviously, different formats for the input of the navigation
tool can be implemented, but for the purpose of comparing
the two tools we implemented one single input format based
on the standard Trias output.
For measuring the runtimes of the two navigation tools,
we have evaluated their performance on six different datasets
4

http://dblp.uni-trier.de/
https://github.com/rjoberon/
trias-algorithm
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containing between 28 and 8133 triples. The datasets are described in Table 1, where objects are identified with author
names, attributes with conferences/journal names and conditions with the publication years. For each dataset we chose
some random navigation paths through the data, which contain between 4 and 13 navigation steps and end when a final
state, i.e., a formal concept, is reached. By navigation step we
understand not only the action of a user choosing an element
as in or out, but also the subsequent propagation phase. In order to compare the two approaches we computed the average
navigation step time for each dataset and measured the time
used for loading the data. This information can be obtained
from the file statistics.log which is created as an output by the
navigation tools. Furthermore, for the brute force navigation
we also measured the preprocessing time, i.e. the time that
Trias needs to compute the triconcepts. Note that the time
needed to index the dataset for the Trias input, as well as to
add the encodings to the Trias output to obtain the input for
the navigation tool, were excluded from this analysis, since
this processing phase can be avoided by implementing different input/output formats for the Trias tool or for the brute
force navigation tool. We denote the data loading time plus
the preprocessing time as offline time. In case of the ASP
navigation tool the offline time equals the data loading time,
since no preprocessing is needed. The experiments were run
on an Intel(R) Core(TM) I7-3630QM CPU @ 2.40 GHz machine with 4 GB RAM and 6M Cache.
First we compared the different propagation implementations for the ASP approach: simple propagation vs. optimized
propagation. The results are shown in Figure 3, where the
y-axis depicts the logarithmically scaled time of execution,
while the x-axis corresponds to the size of the relation. Besides the big difference in the execution time of each step,
the ASP navigation tool with simple propagation uses a lot of
memory. For the context with 8133 triples after a few navigation steps the execution was stopped by the system because it
reached the limit memory of 4 GB RAM. In comparison, this
problem does not occur for the navigation tool with optimized
propagation.
Next, we ran experiments on the same dataset to compare
the ASP navigation tool with optimized propagation to the
brute force navigation tool. Figure 4 shows the offline time
of the ASP navigation tool vs. the brute force navigation tool
on the logarithmically scaled y-axis in relation to the number of triples represented on the x-axis. As the chart shows,
the offline time for the brute force navigation has a massive
growth compared to the size of the triadic relation, while the
offline time for the ASP navigation tool has a more linear
growth. When comparing the average step time, the brute
force navigation tool has slightly better results than the ASP
navigation tool, but, as shown in Figure 5, for subsets with
less than 6000 triples the average step time is under 1 second
for both approaches. Furthermore, from the experiments ran
on the larger data subset, containing 8133 triples, it followed
that the ASP navigation tool is still usable, with an average
step time of 1.194 seconds, as opposed to the brute force navigation tool, which turned out to have a very time consuming
preprocessing phase: the Trias algorithm did not manage to
compute the triconcept set in two hours.

Table 1: ASP and brute force Navigator experiments
object
nr.

attribute
nr.

condition
nr.

triples
nr.

2
14
41
68
83
108

15
62
67
67
67
67

2
5
7
8
9
10

28
680
2514
4478
5987
8133

ASP navigation
data loading
time (s)
0.015
0.109
0.374
0.546
0.66
1.07

ASP navigation
average step
time (s)
0.1873
0.2315
0.3278
0.593
0.635
1.194

Figure 3: Average step time for ASP navigation with simple propagation vs optimized propagation

The experiments lead us to believe that for larger datasets
the ASP navigation tool should be the preferred one, since
it has a small execution time for loading the data, as well as
for each navigation step, both of which are important for an
interactive tool. Furthermore, in case of dynamic datasets that
change frequently, it makes sense to use the ASP navigation
tool which requires no preprocessing of the data.

brute force
navigation data
loading time (s)
0.016
0.421
1.95
4.384
6.992

brute force
navigation average
step time (s)
0.006
0.0047
0.0219
0.053
0.16

Figure 5: Average step time for ASP vs brute force navigation tool
with respect to the number of triples in the relation
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Figure 4: Offline time for ASP vs brute force navigation tool with
respect to the number of triples in the relation

Trias
preprocessing
time (s)
0.27
1.04
23.24
644.758
2152.839
> 2h

Conclusion

This paper presents a navigation paradigm for polyadic FCA
using different implementation strategies. For higher-adic
FCA, this is, to the best of our knowledge, the first navigation tool which allows to explore, search, recognize, identify,
analyze, and investigate polyadic concept sets by using membership constraints, in line with the Conceptual Knowledge
Processing paradigm. Experiments on 3-dimensional datasets
strongly suggests that the ASP navigation approach with optimized propagation is, in general, the better choice since it
has low execution times, even for larger contexts. Furthermore, in case one needs to adapt the navigation tool to an
n-dimensional context for n ≥ 5, the ASP approach is easier generalized, by following the example of the already implemented cases n ∈ {2, 3, 4}, whereas for the brute force
navigation approach, which was implemented only for n = 3
using Trias, one would first need to find an algorithm for computing the n-concepts.
For future work we intend to compare the ASP approach of
the n-adic case with the naive approach that uses tools such as
Data-Peeler [Cerf et al., 2009] or Fenster [Cerf et al., 2013]
which claim to be able to compute closed patterns for n-adic
datasets. Furthermore, we will focus on exploration strategies
and rule mining in polyadic datasets.
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Abstract
Web-based educational systems offer unique opportunities to study how students learn and based
on the analysis of the users’ behavior, to develop
methods to improve the e-learning system. These
opportunities are explored, in the current paper,
by blending web usage mining techniques with
polyadic formal concept analysis and answer set
programming. In this research, we consider the
problem of investigating browsing behavior by analyzing users’ behavioral patterns on a locally developed e-learning platform, called PULSE. Moreover, we investigate users’ behavior by using similarity measures of various chains of accessed pages
in a tetradic and a pentadic setting. Furthermore,
we present in this paper an approach for detecting
repetitive behavioral patterns in order to determine
trend-setters and followers.

1

Introduction

Nowadays, the educational system consists of two parts: the
traditional educational system and the online educational system. Lately, online educational systems show a rapid development, mainly due to the growth of the Internet [Romero
and Ventura, 2007]. Analyzing web educational content is
extremely important in order to help the educational process.
Online educational systems consist of techniques and
methods which provide access to educational programs for
students, who are separated by time and space from traditional lectures. These web-based education systems can
record the students’ activity in web logs, that provide a raw
trace of the learners navigation on the site [Romero and Ventura, 2007].
It has been proven that web analytics are not precise
enough for the educational content [Macfadyen and Dawson,
∗
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2012], as they were designed to be used on e-commerce sites,
which have very different structures and requirements. However, web usage mining [Spiliopoulou and Faulstich, 1999]
provides important feedback for website optimization, web
personalization [Romero et al., 2009] and behavior predictions [Romero et al., 2013].
From the teaching perspective, the online component becomes a natural extension of traditional learning. Therefore,
J. Liebowitz and M. Frank define blended learning as a hybrid of traditional and online learning [Liebowitz and Frank,
2010]. There are a variety of blended learning classes in universities. I.-H. Jo et al. compare on one hand the case of the
discussion-based blended learning course, which involves active learner’s participation in online forums, and on the other,
the case of the lecture-based blended learning course, which
involves submitting tasks or downloading materials as main
online activities [Jo et al., 2014]. In their paper, they show
that the data collected in the first case can be analyzed in order
to predict linear relations between online activities and student performance, i.e. the total score that they obtain. However, in the second case, the same analysis model was not
appropriate for prediction.
It has been shown that finding a single algorithm that has
the best classification and accuracy for all cases is not possible, even if highly complicated and advanced data-mining
techniques are used [Romero et al., 2013]. Thus, offline
information such as classroom attendance, punctuality, participation, attention and predisposition were suggested to increase the efficiency of such algorithms.
In our current reasearch, we use formal concept analysis as a technique to discover patterns in the data logs
of the educational portal. Formal concept analysis (FCA)
is a mathematical theory based on lattices, that is suitable
for applications in data analysis [Wille, 1999]. Due to
the strength of its knowledge discovery capabilities and the
subsequent efficient algorithms, FCA seems to be particularly suitable for analyzing educational sites. For instance,
L. Cerulo and D. Distante research the topic of improving
discussion forums using FCA [Cerulo and Distante, 2013;
Distante et al., 2014], while our own previous contributions
are focusing on applying the same technique in order to analyze the user/student behavior [Dragoş et al., 2014; 2015;
2016].
This paper emphasizes how formal concept analysis tools

along with answer set programming can be used for detecting
repetitive browsing habits. The purpose of this research is to
determine the following characteristics in the data:
• trend-setters, i.e., users which firstly adhere to a specific
behavior and then generate a bundle of users following
them
• followers, i.e., users who copy the behavior of a trendsetter
• patterns revealed by the occurences of particular behaviors (in which weeks, for what trend-setter and what followers)
However, in order to determine trend-setters, we need to look
at the data from a different perspective than the ones research
in our previous work. With that purpose, we analyze our data
from a 4-adic and 5-adic perspective.

the chain occured as a user’s navigational pattern. For this
small selection we obtain a 2 × 4 × 2 triadic context, the
”slices” being labeled by condition names.
w3
LT − LA
LT − LE
w4
LT − LA
LT − LE

A
×
×
A
×
×

B

C

×
B

×
C

D

D
×

×

Figure 1: Visit behavior: user, chain of pages, timestamp
There are exactly six triconcepts of this context, i.e., maximal 3D cuboids full of incidences:
• ({LT − LA, LT − LE}, {A}, {w3, w4}),

2

Polyadic Formal Concept Analysis

In this section, we briefly present the basic notions of formal
concept analysis. The fundamental structures are a formal
context, i.e. a data set that contains elements and a relation
between them, and formal concepts, i.e. clusters of data from
the defined context.
FCA was introduced by R. Wille and B. Ganter in the
dyadic setting, in the form of objects related to attributes
[Ganter and Wille, 1999]. In subsequent work, F. Lehmann
and R. Wille extended it to a triadic setting, adding the third
dimension represented by conditions [Lehmann and Wille,
1995]. Later, G. Voutsadakis further generalized the dyadic
and triadic cases to n-adic data sets, introducing the term
Polyadic Concept Analysis [Voutsadakis, 2002]. Formally, an
n-adic formal context is defined as follows.
Definition 1. Let n ≥ 2 be a natural number. An ncontext is an (n+1)-tuple K := (K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn , Y ), where
K1 , K2 , . . . , Kn are data sets and Y is an n-ary relation
Y ⊆ K1 × K2 × · · · × Kn .
Formal concepts are defined as maximal clusters of n-sets,
where every element is interrelated with all the others.
Definition 2. The n-concepts of an n-context
(K1 , . . . , Kn , Y ) are exactly the n-tuples (A1 , . . . , An )
that satisfy A1 × · · · × An ⊆ Y and which are maximal with
respect to component-wise set inclusion. (A1 , . . . , An ) is
called a proper n-concept if A1 , . . . , An are all non-empty.
Example 1. Finite dyadic contexts are usually represented as
cross-tables, rows being labeled with object names, columns
with attribute names. Intuitively, a cross in the table on the
row labeled g and the column labeled m, means that object g
has attribute m.
In the triadic case, there is a ternary relation that relates objects to attributes and conditions. Here, the corresponding triadic context can be thought of as a 3D cuboid,
the ternary relation being marked by filled cells. Therefore, triadic contexts can be unfolded into a series of dyadic
”slices”. In the following example, we consider a triadic
context (K1 , K2 , K3 , Y ) where the object set K1 consists of
users, the attribute set K2 contains chains of visited pages
while the conditions K3 are the weeks of the semester when

• ({LT − LE}, {A, B , C }, {w3}),
• ({LT − LE}, {A, B }, {w3, w4}),
• ({LT − LA}, {A, D}, {w4}),
• (∅, {A, B , C ,D}, {w3, w4}) and
• ({LT − LA, LT − LE},{A,B ,C ,D}, ∅).
The first four of these triconcepts are proper.

3

Answer Set Programming for FCA

In the current paper we use answer set programming (ASP)
in order to compute formal concepts in contexts of different
dimensions. ASP is a logic programming language that uses a
declarative approach to solve problems [Gebser et al., 2012].
In 2015, we proposed an ASP encoding that could be used
to compute formal concepts and, if necessary, also add some
additional constraints to the concepts [Rudolph et al., 2015].
We briefly describe the intuition behind this encoding and
highlight the fact that it is easily extended to n-adic contexts.
Let K = (K1 , . . . , Kn , Y ) be an n-context. The first step
encoded in the ASP program resembles “guessing” a formal
concept candidate (A1 , . . . , An ), by indicating for each element of the context if it is included in the concept or not. The
second step encodes the elimination of all the previously generated candidates, for which at least one tuple is not included
in the relation, i.e. A1 × . . . × An 6⊆ Y . In the next steps,
candidates that violate the maximality condition or have one
empty component, need to be eliminated, ensuring that all
the candidates remaining are proper formal concepts of K.
Finally, in the last step, the subset of concepts is selected, for
which additional given constraints hold.
It follows from the description of the ASP encoding that it
can be extended to compute formal concepts for any dimension n. After encoding the problem for a particular n-adic
case, we used for running the ASP program, mainly for the
grounding and solving of the encoded problem, Clingo from
the Potassco collection [Gebser et al., 2011], since it is currently the most prominent solver leading the latest competitions [Calimeri et al., 2016].

Furthermore, in our previous work, we presented a tool,
called ASP navigation tool1 , that allows navigation through
the concept space of dyadic, triadic and tetradic data sets
based on the previously described ASP encoding [Rudolph
et al., 2016]2 . This tool is based on membership constraints,
which are encoded in the last step of the problem. For navigating with this tool, one has to choose elements of the data
set and select whether they should be included or excluded
from the concept. By adding such constraints, the tool ensures that, eventually, one will get to a final state of the navigation, which corresponds to a proper formal concept, i.e. a
real data cluster. The implementation of the ASP navigation tool is described in more details in our previous work
[Rudolph et al., 2015; 2016].
In our current analysis we extend the ASP encoding to pentadic data sets and compute formal concepts in order to analyze correlations between tetradic clusters of data in a 5-adic
setting and hence obtain interesting patterns, such as trendsetters. Moreover, after analyzing pentadic patterns, we use
the previously mentioned tool to take a closer look at some of
the students that stand out in the obtained results.

4

Web usage mining on PULSE

Educational environments can store a huge amount of potential data from multiple sources, with different formats, and
with different granularity levels (from coarse to fine grain),
or multiple levels of meaningful hierarchy (keystroke level,
answer level, session level, student level, classroom level,
and school level) [Romero and Ventura, 2013]. Therefore,
an important research direction focuses on developing computational theories and tools to assist humans in extracting
useful information from the rapidly growing volumes of data
[Romero and Ventura, 2007]. In Web Mining, data can be
collected server side or client side, through proxy servers or
web servers logs.
The logged data needs to be transformed in the data preprocessing phase into a suitable format, on which particular
mining techniques can be used. Data-preprocessing contains
the following tasks: data cleaning, user identification, session
identification, data transformation and enrichment, data integration and data reduction [Romero and Ventura, 2007]. Data
cleaning is one of the major pre-processing tasks, through
which irrelevant log entries are removed, such as crawler activity. For the next steps of the pre-processing phase, more
data transformations are necessary, such as data discretization and feature selection, in order to perform user and session identification, data integration from different sources and
to further analyze the data.
The usage/access data considered for this analysis is collected from the web logs of an e-learning portal called
PULSE [Dragos, 2007]. PULSE records the entire activity
of its users and, although it has more types of users, we are
currently interested only in the students’ activities. PULSE
also records other individual information about students such
1

https://sourceforge.net/projects/
asp-concept-navigation
2
paper available at http://www.cs.ubbcluj.ro/
˜dianat/publications/RuTr1.pdf

as the academic results, or users’ attendances to the laboratories, which in our university system is mandatory.
We will briefly present the entities which are representative
for our study:
• The user is a student that accesses web files through a
browser. Users can be uniquely identified by their login
ID (educational content on PULSE can be accessed only
after a login phase);
• A session is an actual HTTP session;
• A chain is defined as a chronologically ordered sequence of visited pages during a session;
• The timestamp is the date and time of the access.
On students’ chains, we used Cosine similarity measure
[Gan et al., 2007] in order to find similar patterns of usage behavior. For each student we determine chains of pages visited
during a visit/session and associate them to the corresponding week based on the visit’s timestamp. The next step of
the analysis is to compare the chains of a user amongst each
other, in order to determine students’ repetitive behavior. Furthermore, we compare chains of different users in order to
identify the influence one user may have over another, and to
get relevant information for identifying possible trend-setters,
as defined in our previous work [Dragoş et al., 2015].
For the experiments presented in this paper, we consider a
group of students from the same program, studying the same
subject. For this group, containing 23 students, we logged
every single file access of every student, for a specific subject,
over a period of one academic semester.
The pages of the e-learning platform are grouped by their
content into classes. Our interests for this analysis focuses on
10 of these classes which contain pages related to the educational content. These classes are described and denoted as
follows: information about the lecture and the laboratories (I),
lab assignments (LA), information about the practical examination (PE), laboratory examples (LE), theoretical support for
all laboratories (LT), information about the written examination (WE), overview information about the test papers given
during lectures (LP), details on all lecture test papers (LPs),
overview information about the lectures (L), slides and notes
for all lecture (Ls).
Using the Cosine similarity measure, we obtain pairs of
students having similar behavior, i.e. similar chains. That behavior occurs for each student in a certain week. Thus, we
have two students, a behavior, and the corresponding weeks
in which the behavior occurred for each student. Therefore, for each student X, we can construct a tetradic context, containing all students that have similar behavior with
X as objects, behaviors as attributes and weeks as conditions
and states. Herefrom, for a student X, a tetradic concept
(A1 , A2 , A3 , A4 ) can be understood as follows: all students
in A1 have, in comparison to student X, similar behaviors to
the ones described by the chains in A2 ; however, this behaviors occur in the weeks w2 ∈ A4 for the students in A1 , while
for student X they occur in the weeks w1 ∈ A3 .
In order to reduce the granularity of our behavior, which,
at this point, is a chain, we substitute all chains with binary
codes denoting the presence in that chain of the 10 access

classes that we are interested in. Moreover, to reduce redundancies, we consider an additional constraint, mainly that the
timestamp when the behavior occurs for student X should be
previous (or identical) to the timestamps when it occurs for
the other students. We eliminate the tuples for which the constraint does not hold, hence making sure that a common behavior appears in the context corresponding to a single user,
mainly the user initiating that behavior, and not the students
that “learn” that behavior. We will refer to this student as
trend-setter and to the others having the behavior in common
as followers. In this context setting, we are able to determine
bundles of users that have similar behavior. A similar detailed
analysis of such user bundles, based on different techniques,
was published in a previous paper [Dragoş et al., 2016].

5

Identifying trend-setters based on
navigational patterns

In the current paper we would like to analyze our data from
the 5-adic perspective, in order to determine trend-setters,
i.e. students that create a behavior that is assimilated by others, influencing them in the way they use PULSE. Our approach is to extend the tetradic concept by aggregating all
previously described 4-adic contexts into one 5-adic context.
Therefore, we introduce a new dimension, called state2, that
corresponds to the set of users. In the pentadic context, state
becomes state1, in order to avoid any confusions. For computing the pentadic concepts of the described context, we use
the ASP program described in Section 3.
The timestamp constraint mentioned above determines that
all concepts will contain followers as objects and trend-setters
as state2, for a specific behavior in the attribute set. The condition set contains the occurrence weeks of that behavior for
the trend-setter, while the state1 set contains the occurrence
weeks of that behavior for the followers.
For this set of experiments3 , we consider for each trendsetter the behaviors containing the maximum number of
classes, from the 10 classes we are interested in. We will
denote this behavior as rich behavior.
In the obtained results, we observe several patterns. The
first pattern gives more insight in determining the trendsetters of particular behaviors. We observe that part of the
data can be grouped by behavior (attribute), the week when
it first occured (condition) and the user for which it occured
(state2). A sample of these results is presented in Table 2.
Here, student F can be identified as a trend-setter, if, for a
particular behavior (e.g. “Ls-LP-LT-LA”), he/she is the first
to have that rich behavior, and the other students have an 80%
similar behavior 4 in the same or the following weeks.
Using these criterias for grouping the data, we mainly obtain groups with different behaviors and their corresponding trend-setters. These trend-setters are often different from
each other and initiate the behavior in different weeks. However, there is one particular case that stands out and that can
3
More details about the analyzed data and the obtained results can be found at http://www.cs.ubbcluj.ro/˜fca/
tests-for-ai4km/
4
The similarity was performed on actual session chains as defined in Section 4.
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F, B, D, H,
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D
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S
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S
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Ls-LP-LT-LA

4

4

F

Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA
Ls-LP-LT-LA

4
4
4
4
4
8
13
13
13

4, 6, 7
...
8
13
...
15
13
14
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F
F
F
F
F
X
S
S
S

Table 1: Sample of 5-adic concepts grouped by behavior,
trend-setter and week when it occured
be observed in the subset of data represented in Table 2. Here,
we can see that the behavior “Ls-LP-LT-LA” has three potential trend-setters, mainly students F, X and S. The behavior
occurs for student F in week 4, for student X in week 8 and
for student S in week 13. Although they can all be seen as
trend-setters for a particular group of students, we deduce that
the real trend-setter is student F, since he is the first to have
this behavior. Moreover, the other two students are considered to be his followers, as it can also be seen in the 4th and
5th line of Table 2.
Another aspect that is notable for all the results is that most
behaviors are focused on the Lecture and Laboratory access
classes and these behaviors are initiated either at the beginning of the semester, i.e. in weeks 3 and 4, or towards the end
of the semester, i.e. in weeks 10 and 12.
The second pattern, that we observed, represents behaviors
which are assimilated by other students, who then enrich this
behavior and become themselves trend-setters for the new enhanced behavior. This pattern is depicted in Table 1. Here, we
can see that user F is the trend-setter for behavior “WE-PELT-LA”. User Q learns this behavior, adds a new access class
to it, “LPs”, and becomes trend-setter for the new behavior.
Then, we can observe that user U learns the new behavior and
becomes a follower of user Q.
Another interesting aspect that can be observed in Table 2
is, that there can be two trend-setters initiating the same behavior. Here, we can observe that students B and Q are both
trend-setters for the same behavior “I-WE-PE-Ls-LPs”.
Next, we focus on behaviors that have no followers and
it turns out that these behaviors also contain longer chains
of distinct classes than behaviors that have followers. The
subset of concepts corresponding to these behaviors is represented in Table 3. The results show that these behaviors
reoccur only in the same week of their initiation and for the
same user. Hence, there are no actual followers for those rich
behaviors. This can also be deduced from the fact that the
object sets of the concepts contain only the user that initiated
that behavior, while for other behaviors, that have followers,
these can be seen in the object set (see Table 2). The longest
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Cond. St.1 St.2
(w1) (w2)

F
E
M
D
Q
U,W
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U,W
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WE-PE-LT-LA
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Figure 2: Statistics regarding behaviors and followers

Table 2: Followers that become trend-setters for enhanced
behaviors

Ob.

Attr.

Cond. St.1
(w1) (w2)

St.2

B, Q, D
D
D, V
O, Y

I-WE-PE-Ls-LPs
I-WE-PE-Ls-LPs
I-WE-PE-Ls-LPs
I-WE-PE-Ls-LPs

16
16
16
16

B, Q
B, Q
B, Q
B, Q

16
16, 17
17
20

Table 3: Behavior initiated by two trend-setters
chain observed here contains 8 classes out of the 10 that we
are interested in, and the average length of the chains in the
behaviors from Table 3 is 7.
In what follows, we present some statistics regarding the
number of followers that each trend-setter has, the number of
weeks in which the behavior occurs and the size of the chain
in the corresponding behavior, in terms of number of “interesting” classes. These statistics are represented in Figure 3.
As it can be seen, student F had the most followers (16 different students) for a particular behavior containing 4 important
classes, behavior that reoccurs in 11 weeks. Furthermore, we
observe that there seems to be a directly proportional relation
between the number of followers and the number of weeks in

Ob. Attr.

Cond. St.1 St.2
(w1) (w2)

H
C
C
D
I
M

4
5
11
12
14
9

L-Ls-LP-WE-LT-PE-LA-I
L-Ls-LP-LT-LE-LA
LPs-WE-LT-LE-PE-I
Ls-LPs-WE-LT-LE-PE-LA-I
L-Ls-LP-LPs-WE-LT-PE
L-Ls-LPs-WE-LT-PE-LA

4
5
11
12
14
9

H
C
C
D
I
M

Table 4: Longest chains of classes that occur in student’s behavior

which the behavior reoccurs for each trend-setter. However,
there also seems to be an indirect proportional relationship
between the number of followers and the size of the chain in
a behavior.
In what follows, we focus on user F, which did not stand
out in any of the different analyses that we have run on the
same data, but using different techniques (presented in our
previous work [Dragoş et al., 2015; 2016]). However, this
user stands out in the current analysis, for example by having
the largest number of followers. The surprise is even greater,
since this student attended only 5 out of 14 laboratories and
his/her academic results are below average. In order to further
analyze the behavior of this particular user, we return to the
tetradic approach and use the concept navigation tool based
on ASP5 . Here, we analyze a larger data set as the one used so
far, by including all entries that have even small similarities
to the behavior of user F, as opposed to a similarity of 80%
used in the previous analysis. Next, we navigate to concepts
corresponding to the rich behaviors previously observed for
user F. Therefore, in the first example, we choose as a first
step the behavior “Ls-LP-LT-LA”, which for the data analysis is encoded as “110010010”. Next, we choose the user F
as an object, meaning that we are looking for all the weeks
when user F repeated this behavior and what other users or
behaviors belong to this data cluster. As shown in Figure 5,
this behavior occurs only in week 4, but also for users H and
D. Moreover, the group of users H, F and D have another
behavior in common that occurs in the same week, mainly
“LT-LA”, i.e.“10010”. We can see in Figure 5, that although
the state represented is an intermediate state, i.e. we did not
reach a formal concept yet because the maximality condition
is not satisfied, we can already discover patterns in the data.
For the second example, we choose a different rich behavior for F, mainly “LPs-WE-PE-I”, which is encoded as
“1100101”, and again student F as an object. This behavior turns out to occur in week 14 and it is a common behavior for users K, H and W. Furthermore, this group of users
also has in common the behaviors “PE”, i.e.“100”, and “LPs”,
i.e. “1000000”.
Concluding our analysis, we state that trend-setters and followers of particular behaviors can be identified in a pentadic
5
https://sourceforge.net/projects/
asp-concept-navigation

encing them in the way they use the portal. This analysis
helps educators understand the users’ behavior and use the
obtained knowledge for optimizing and personalizing the elearning portal. In our future work, we intend to research
whether trend-setters influence the entire evolution of their
followers over time. Hence, we need to investigate the evolution of a bundle of users, mainly the followers, over time. In
order to deal with the temporal dimension of the data, we plan
to apply temporal concept analysis on a conveniently chosen
data set.

Figure 3: Generated cluster for behavior “Ls-LP-LT-LA” and
user F

Figure 4: Generated cluster for behavior “LPs-WE-PE-I” and
user F
setting as described earlier in this section. However, in order
to take a closer look at the behavior of certain users, it is useful to go back to a tetradic setting and explore correlations of
their behaviors and the weeks in which the behaviors occur
for the same or for other users. Using the visual navigation
tool, one can further explore the data and find potential new
patterns which were not revealed by the pentadic context that
we have analyzed. Furthermore, the ASP navigation tool can
be extended to n-adic datasets, in order to visualize patterns
in pentadic or higher-adic contexts.

6

Conclusions and future research

Web is an excellent tool to deliver educational content in the
context of an online educational system, while web mining
is an efficient technique that can be used to find valuable information in the data. While statistical analysis, through its
quantitative approach, might give insight information about
web traffic, we believe that formal concept analysis, through
its qualitative approach, reveals the potential of hidden patterns inside web logs. Our research is focused on discovering
useful patterns that lead to a more efficient interaction between the users and the platform, and that help students acquire the necessary knowledge during the learning process
more easily. In this paper, we propose a new method for
investigating trend-setters based on pattern extraction from
Web log files. We have analyzed students that initiate a behavior that is eventually assimilated by other students, influ-
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Abstract— In current time decision-taking process is
supported by more or less sophisticated tools. There are many
products on the market and selection of proper software is not
easy especially if managers prefer to reduce funds on computer
technology. It is very important for people representing small
and medium-sized enterprises. On the other hand they expect
well-educated staff as graduates of academia. This is a starting
point of teachers offering courses in business informatics
studies. In our paper we propose methodology of selection free
software tools essential in edu-cation of relatively narrow area
e.g. teaching of business intelligence. The main software
products offering by different companies were taken into
account and procedure of selection was defined including list of
criteria essential in the choice of a product. The list of criteria
embraces different perspectives of the selection.

I. INTRODUCTION

B

usiness Intelligence approach and technology seems

to be inherent part of current Business. That is why it is an
essential part of teaching program on the Business
Informatics field of study and other relate. Main goals of
learning Business Intelligence (considered in the current
ongoing project in the Erasmus + framework: Developing the
innovative methodology of teaching Business Informatics)
are:
• understand the objectives of Business Intelligence
systems implementation,
• understanding the process of knowledge acquisition
from data,
• gather skills necessary to collect project stakeholders
requirements in terms of BI implementation,
• understand the most important features and capabilities
of BI tools,
• be able to map the requirements to the capabilities of BI
tools,
• gather skills essential to solve most common
problems and issues concerning implementation of
Business Intelligence,

• practise implementation of Business Intelligence
solution in selected business perspective and selected IT
tools.
Authors assume that detailed recognition of one selected
IT tool can’t be considered as the objective of BI course. If
student understand the overall process and knows a specific
tool he or she is able to utilise those skills quickly learning
other systems that he or she meets in practise. Of course it
would be beneficial if student used the same tool in a real
projects that he or she learns during studies but we do not
intend to teach students all possible IT tools that are
available on the market. During the research on various BI
systems we found that the essential aspects of all systems are
similar and it is quite simple to transfer student’s experience
from one tool to another.
The process of IT tools selection should start from
definition of criteria that fully support assumed objectives.
The most important criterion is existence of free edition of
the tool. Authors of the paper find it crucial that system is
available for free. Even most advanced and advantageous
system can be considered useless in learning process if it is
not easy accessible. The aim of our research project is to
deliver the course that is available in a regular form of
classroom training and also as an online course. The course
will be available for every willing university or student.
The licence limits can discourage potential students from
using the tool and from attending the whole prepared course.
That is why the availability of a free version was in our case
must. Authors understand that IT tools can be delivered in a
various models and free version in each case can have a
different meaning. Existence of a free version can signify
that (see [Laurent, 2004]):
• Tool is available in an open source model (GNU GPL,
LGPL or Mozilla Licence)
• Tool is available under MIT, BSD, Apache or
Academic Licence
• Tool is available as commercial one but it has free
edition that contains defined limitations
Regarding limitations – providers of those tools can define
them on a different levels. Some limit available features of
software other limit the amount of data that can be processed
on a free tool. From authors’ perspective limitation of
system’s feature is of course a meaningful disadvantage.

Limitations on other levels like data capacity or others
restricting availability of the tool usage in enterprise
environment (eg. Integration with corporate AD, number of
concurrent data sources) may be considered less important
and be acceptable for learning purposes..

II. RELATED WORKS AND THE SELECTION METHOD
The problem of selection right tools that can be applied
for particular users is very old and still very actual,
especially when market of these products is very rich.
Therefore managers looking for appropriate software should
take into account many aspects including functionality,
easiness of the usage, supporting and cost of software
acquisition and maintenance. There are several approaches
and guidelines that can be useful in the selection of software
tools. Below is a list of examples offering relatively
objective approach to select the discussed software:










Survey on selection BI tools [BITSu 2016] where
independent group of professionals depicted about
200 criteria aggregated in 12 aspects allowing for
selections the best solution for an user,
Selection of BI tools [BITSe 2016] where
comparison of selected platforms is discussed eg.
Business Objects against Oracle Hyperion or IBM
Cognos,
Presentation of BI products [BISP 2016] where
characteristics of business intelligence software is
delivered from quality communication and
resources points of view,
Best practices for BI tools selection [BP4BI 2006]
where Authors describe very useful approach
covering the whole selection process starting from
the selection of business champion up to make an
Informed Business decision focused on financial
aspect of this decision,
Team expert is preparing solution for customers
[BI Verdict 2016], including analyst and customer
opinions in the context of balanced perspective on
BI tools market.

One of the most prestigious companies presenting surveys
on different IT products is Gartner group – the report on BI
tools covers five different cases and essential capabilities of
the discussed software [GartnerBI 2016].
Main use cases refer to the following aspects:
 Agile Centralized BI Provisioning – stressing the
self-contained data management capabilities of the
particular platform e.g. an agile IT-enabled workflow,
 Decentralized Analytics – essential when it is
capability of a creation workflow from data to selfservice analytics,



Governed Data Discovery – denotes IT-managed
content including at least: governance, reusability and
promotability,
 Embedded BI – a workflow embraces embedded BI
content,
 Extranet Deployment – including analytical content
availability for external customers.
The presented cases exhaust main possible options of
usability BI tools limited to modern technological
workflows.
Capabilities of the analyzed BI tools can be evaluated using
several criteria. Criteria set has been defined in the following
groups:
 Infrastructure - covering four criteria; BI platform
administration, Cloud BI option, security and user
administration and connectivity to structured as well as
unstructured data sources.
 Data Management – taking into account different
activities important from administration point of view
expressed as three criteria: governance and metadata
management, self-contained ETL and data storage
processes,
 Analysis and Content Creation – a list of key (from
analytical point of view) four criteria including:
embedded advanced analytics, analytic dashboards,
interactive visual exploration and mobile exploration
and authoring,
 Sharing of Findings – referring to three output criteria:
embedded analytic content, publishing analytic content
and collaboration and social BI, essentially improving
presentation of the analytical results.
The presented fourteen criteria apart of the mentioned five
cases were used to demonstrate capabilities of important on
BI market products traditionally visualized as four quadrants
representing niche players, visionaries, challengers and
leaders (see Figure 1.).

Our research was limited to the following platforms:
 SAP Lumira ( http://saplumira.com/)
 Qlik Sense (http://www.qlik.com/products/qliksense)
 Tableau (http: www.tableau.com/)
 MS Power BI (https://powerbi.microsoft.com/enus/)
 Pentaho (http: www.pentaho.com/)
 JasperSoft BI (http: www.jaspersoft.com/)

Figure 1. Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and
Analytics Platforms
Source: [GartnerBI 2016].
In the Figure 1 all sorts of producers are present
commercial as well as so-called free- software. Actually just
three platforms are located in the quadrants Leaders –
Tableau, Qlik and Microsoft; there are some versions of the
products available as free of charge packages. Microsoft
Power BI is representative of software that cover all
necessary functionalities as BI and Analytics platform. Note
also, that some packages offers capabilities essential in the
ETL process – so they may work as Data Warehouse
software (for example SAS, SAP and Pentaho products).
Interesting characteristics of tools limited to opensource category is presented by Lindsay Wise (see [Wise
2012]). In this essay these platforms are termed as OpenSource Business Intelligence (OSBI) and contain four crucial
components: Data Warehouse, Data Integration, Analytics
Engine,
and Reporting combined with Dashboard
functionality. According to OS and BI solutions particular
platforms should fulfil business as well as technological
requirements; convergence approach in supporting such
project is a must.
Keeping in mind all the mentioned approaches we have to
focus on teaching Business Intelligence aspects in the
selection of appropriate platforms. Two dimensions in the
elaborated method must be defined: list of free of charge BI
Analytic Tools and criteria of evaluation the particular
platforms. So, we’ve defined free of charge platforms as the
subcategory of discussed earlier non-commercial and opensource platforms.

We’ve tested the itemized platforms through performing BI
projects by students in the Data Warehouse and Business
Intelligence courses or as topics of their Bachelor or Master
Thesis.
The second dimension – the criteria set – represents selected
capabilities essential from educational point of view. Taking
into account earlier presented we’ve focused on the
following aspects: general look, intuitiveness, easiness of
implementation, safety, support, BI analysis, data sources,
other functionality, and two educational perspectives: DW
and BI.
III. RESULTS OF COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS
The presented in the previous section selection method has
been applied to evaluate of usability the included tools in
teaching Business Intelligence topics. Teams of students
familiar with particular platforms prepared reports on fulfil
software capabilities using defined criteria. They voted
independently under supervision of tutors. In some cases
they needed additional explanation about particular criteria.
For example general look was mostly identified with the
interface offered by producers. At least two teams were
appointed to grade one platforms. We used scale 0 (the
worst) to 5 (the best) grades for evaluation purpose. Most of
the criterion defined acquired qualitative measures (general
look, easiness of implementation) while the others
quantitative
(additional
functionality
or
licence).
Comparative analysis of the evaluated platforms is presented
in Table 1.
Apart of the defined earlier criteria two
additional capabilities were included: educational aspects
separately for teaching Business Intelligence and Data
Warehouse.
The highest ranked was MS Power BI as the platform
with 6 best scores (especially important considering BI
educational aspect. Lower position of this platform in DW
educational point of view can be compensated through the
usage of the second platform. In our opinion combination of
two tools: MS Power BI and Pentaho looks very promising.

Table 1. Evaluation of BI Analysis Tools

BI Analysis Tools Free of charge

Criterion

SAP
Qlik
Lumira Sense

MS
Tableau Power
BI

Pentaho

Jaspersoft
BI

4

4

4

5

3

4

Intuitiveness

4

4

5

4

3

3

Easiness of
implementation

3

4

4

4

2

3

Safety

2

5

3

5

3

2

Support

2

4

4

4

0

3

BI
Analysis

5

5

3

5

4

3

Data
Sources

1

4

3

5

5

4

Additional
Functionality

4

3

3

5

5

3

Licence

2

5

3

4

5

2

Educational
aspect (DW)

3

4

3

3

5

5

Educational
aspect (BI)

4

4

3

5

4

3

Look

Summary

34

46

38

49

Source: own elaboration

In the next Figures (3 and 4) the platforms are presented
stressing educational capabilities (for BI and DW
respectively) in the context of summary evaluation.

39

35

Figure 3. Educational aspect of BI analysis vs.
Summary
Source: own elaboration
The best position belongs to MS Power BI, which was
elected as a leader for BI education. Additional
characteristics of this tool is presented in the next section.

Figure 4. Educational aspect of DW vs. Summary
Source: own elaboration.
The best position of the second elected platform
Pentaho is confirmed on this picture.
IV. MAIN PROPERTIES OF POWER BI
Power BI is a Microsoft developed suite that belong to
the group of tools called Self Service BI. Of course the main
goal of such tool is to provide Business Intelligence
capability but the difference expressed in Self-service boils
down to the fact that in this tool the final user (accountant,
analyst, manager and many other) is capable to build their
own analysis (data models, reports, dashboards) without
relying on the help from IT department (see [Web 2014]).
Also, it’s important to emphasize that there are two kinds
of self-serve BI user (see [Pondel 2015]):
• Analytics Power Users who create visual apps from
multiple data sources – both internal and external.
• Regular Users that can fully explore the visual apps
created by power users or IT.
Power BI is a cloud-based business analytics service that
provides user with the most important BI features like
creating rich interactive reports with Power BI Desktop and

monitoring the health of business using live dashboards. It
includes 2 main approaches to analyse data:
• Power BI Desktop
• Power BI for Office 365
Power BI desktop is a free desktop tool in which you can
(see [PowerBI Desktop 2016]):
• Import. You can import data from a wide variety of data
sources. After user connects to a data source, he or she can
shape the data before importing to match analysis and
reporting needs.
• Model data. Power BI Desktop provides data modelling
features like autodetect and manual relationships definition,
custom measures, calculated columns, data categorization,
and sort by column. There is Relationship View, where user
gets a customizable diagram view of all tables and the
relationships between them.
• Create reports. Power BI Desktop includes Report
View. There user can select the fields he wants to display,
add filters and choose visual. Prepared visualisations are
interactive and authors consider them very impressive.
• Save. Power BI Desktop, allows user to save work as a
Power BI Desktop file (pbix).
• Publish. Power BI Desktop, allows user to publish and
share prepared datasets and reports to Power BI site (that is a
cloud based service).
Power BI for Office 365 is a cloud based service
available via web browser that allows (see [Power BI service
2016]):
• Execution of similar report creation process like in
Power BI desktop (import, model, create report).
• Connect to services. User is able to connect to content
packs for a number of services such as Salesforce, Microsoft
Dynamics, and Google Analytics. Power BI uses user’s
credentials to connect to the service, and then creates a
Power BI dashboard and a set of Power BI reports that
automatically show data and provide visual insights.
• Create Dashboards. They are personalized and provide
user capability to monitor most important data, at a glance.
A dashboard combines on-premises and cloud data in a
single, consolidated view across the organization.
• Sharing the data. In Power BI user can share
dashboards, reports, and tiles in several different ways eg.
Publish a report to the web, share a dashboard with
associates, create a dashboard in a group, then share it with
co-workers outside the group.
• Q&A in Power BI. Capability of processing natural
language user’s question and receive answers in the form of
charts and graphs.
• Quick Insights. Power BI searches different subsets of
dataset while applying a set of algorithms to discover
potentially-interesting insights. Power BI scans as much of a
dataset as possible in an allotted amount of time. Example
algorithms are: Majority, Category outliers, Overall trends in
time series, Correlation and many more.
Example Power BI dashboard is presented on the Figure
5.

[BISP
2016]
Business
Intelligence
software
products
http://www.bitool.net
[GartnerBI 2016] Gartner: Magic Quadrant for Business Intelligence and
Analytics Platforms
https://www.gartner.com/doc/reprints?id=12XXET8P&ct=160204
[Jaspersoft BI] (http: www.jaspersoft.com/)
[MS Power BI 2016] (https://powerbi.microsoft.com/en-us/)
[Pentaho 2016] (http: www.pentaho.com/)
[PowerBI
Desktop
2016]
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/enus/documentation/powerbi-desktop-get-the-desktop/
[Power
BI
service
2016]
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/enus/documentation/powerbi-service-basic-concepts/
[Qlik Sense 2016 (http://www.qlik.com/products/qlik-sense)
[SAP Lumira 2016] ( http://saplumira.com/)
[Tableau 2016] (http: www.tableau.com/)

Figure 5. Power BI example dashboard
Source: own work on https://app.powerbi.com
V. CONCLUSION
The general findings of the research can be formulated as
follows:
 There are plenty platforms that can be used in teaching
of Business Intelligence. Quite promising capabilities
are offered as free software thus these tools are real
competitors for commercial products,
 For better selection of the appropriate platform the list
of criteria should be elaborated. Existing rankings are
very useful in formulation of the set of capabilities
essential for individual users,
 The presented method of the selection platforms for
teaching Business Intelligence can be applied in
teaching courses devoted to advanced technologies
supporting business,
Our further research can be devoted to prepare
multidimensional knowledge base supporting the selection
procedure.
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Abstract— Smart City is a relatively popular idea developed
by many business entities, organizations and residents. The
world's population migrates to cities. Experts estimate that
more than 65% of the global GDP will be produced by the 600
largest cities in the world in 2025. It definitely motivates to
increase the intensification of activities aimed at development
of urban systems which improve the efficiency of the residents
and entrepreneurs working there. The author focused on a
characterization and theoretical creation of the Internet
Platform which will synchronize all the processes occurring in
the smart city and support the development of a new ideas
related with improving life in the city. The main goal of this
article is to find a common ground between smart city and
CMSes based on GNU GPL license which through the
properties are open to development by thousands of users, fully
flexible and customized for any urban area. The author
suggested 10 areas of smart city which may be reflected in the
portal. Usage and integration all of them may revolutionize the
look on development of cities in the world.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE number of operations performed on the Internet
continues to increase year-on-year. The network has a
huge functionality and impact on society. Considering the
application in the metropolitan area Internet can be a tool for
a broad social communication, source of information similar
to radio, newspapers, alarm for citizens in crisis situations
and many more influencing lives easier. Recently there is
much discussion about smart solutions in terms of the city
but solutions in practice look pale. Often this is due to high
costs of implementation of systems, lack of comprehensive
tools and ignorance managing the city. The following article
aims to propose examples of innovative solutions for cities
that will be in the platform for city dwellers based on one of
the free content management systems using the GNU GPL.
The author believes that the use of solutions that are
currently being standardized globally, developed by millions
of users and free should be implemented to create the
concept of smart.

This work was not supported by any organization

II. SMART SOCIETY
The concept of smart city, depending on the various
definitions and scopes can include many aspects of life.
According to this basic smart city can be called the area
(city, region, agglomeration), which consists of four
elements [1]. The first of these are creative residents who are
"enlightened" their activities and use their knowledge as
well as develop it. Another pillar is effectively working
organizations and institutions processing existing knowledge
[2]. On the technical side must be ensured adequate
technological infrastructure - broadband cable services in the
network, digital space for data and remote tools for
knowledge management. The final element is the ability to
innovation. Komninos N. explains this as part of
management and the ability to solve problems that appear
for the first time since the innovation and management under
uncertainty are key to assessing intelligence. Smart society
may be divided into more detailed groups ac-cording to
aspects of:
A. Smart Business Economy
Innovative environment for entrepreneurs. It must be
flexible and easy in the law. Creative start-ups, new ideas
and refreshed businesses are classified for a special care.
There is a high level of productivity. Relationship of the
economy are both against the local as well as global. There
is also a high degree of flexibility in the labor market.
B. Human Capital [3]
Educated people who are not afraid to implement new
ideas. A wide variety of force. The universities educate
specialists in their fields. In addition to running his own
family and work, people have time for social activities and
are open to others. They participate actively in community
life.

C. Management
The power is handed over to the residents. Urban sector is
divided between education, work and residents. Residents
have easy ability to communicate.
D. Mobility
Clean and efficient transport system, an integrated system
for traffic control.
E. Environment
Development planning, smart resource management,
investments in renewable energy sources, clean the
foreground.
F. Quality of life
Safe neighborhood, a high level of health care, easier
access to public services, tourist attractions, good housing
conditions and constantly revised level of prosperity.

important that the idea of smart city was developed around
the world, and that the resources allocated to it is still
growing, because, according to forecasts [4] from 2010 until
2025. 65% of the global GDP will be produced by the 600
largest cities in the world. Therefore, implementation of the
idea of smart city can have a direct impact on increasing the
efficiency of our civilization.

III. THE CONCEPT OF INTERNET PLATFORM BASED ON
SMART CITY
There are many solutions such Internet Platforms
dedicated for urban are-as. They have the usual basic
features such as the provision of information from the
council and news about events happening at the moment.
The author considers it necessary to increase the range of
functionality and make a real connection to streamline all the
paths of smart city that the portal could be a tool and an
integral root of the functioning of the entire smart city. It is
also important that the portal could be based on an open
source license. This option lets locals to develop the website
the tools used in the building can be created by thousands of
users and provide maximum safety. In the case of use of
solutions of a private company the city is dependent on a
group of several people who support the project without the
involvement of people from outside. More about the use of
the GNU GPL and application it during the implementation
in the next section.
IV. CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Fig. 1 One of the proposed schemes of smart city

The author of this work is that the main consolidator of
the above factors can be innovative platform for city
dwellers. It could integrate all the parts together and
facilitate the development of each individual. It is true that
there are many web-sites dedicated for metropolitan areas
but they have the assumption transmit only messages from
the press and public offices. They do not allow interaction
be-tween residents. Considering the wider national IT
clusters providing facilities information they have similar
assumptions - to integrate the participants, strengthen
innovation and technology, and to build a strong position
compared to other countries. Their main objectives are the
integration of the national information technology,
promotion of sustainable urban development, promotion and
implementation of the concept of smart grid, creating an area
of cooperation between IT companies, universities, and
government support for innovation in the economy, the
acquisition of human capital and knowledge, and many
others. With the full cooperation between research centers,
managers of cities and private companies it is possible to
fully implement the concept of intelligent city. It is

Content management systems are dynamic pages. At the
beginning it is worth to define the concept of static and
dynamic pages, and determine the differences between them.
Classic pages had a heyday in the 90s of the last century.
Currently abandoned standardization of static pages and
dynamic websites became more popular. Static pages are
those portals [5], which do not change their content when
calling in your browser. In order to introduce any changes on
the page, the administrator is forced to overwrite the files
manually. Simple part, based on HTML have both
advantages and disadvantages. They are quite simple to prepare, and the whole process of creation of the site is fast. On
the market there are free programs-wizards that allow you to
modify portal without knowing the language. Preparation
static page does not require much effort; thus it is quite
cheap. The biggest use of such sites are simple business
websites. They do not require a server with PHP and
MySQL databases. Hosting can also be free. Unfortunately,
in the case of sending the page to the server and placing on
the modification, it is necessary to have a basic knowledge
of creating websites. An important drawback is the lack of
interaction with users. These sites serve only to provide
information unilaterally without any action on the line user

administrator. They are therefore usually less interesting
than the dynamic and users spend less time on them.
Dynamic pages are generated in real time in front of the
server HTML based on data provided by the program for
browsing the Internet. These sites are dependent on the
actions taken by the user is currently browsing them. For
example, after adding the comment on the page there is a
new entry, date added and author. Sometimes they are also
given additional user identification data such as IP, browser,
which was displayed page and the version of the system.
You can change the content in two ways [6] - the first
method, client-side use of scripting languages such as
JavaScript and ActionScript, which make direct changes to
the elements (DOM. Document Object Model). The main
benefits of this method are shorter response times, much less
load on the server, and a better effect of the interactive
application. It is not required to interact with the database,
making it easier to change the code. The second method is
called server-side, using programming languages such as
PHP, ASP and Perl. This processing is useful for a contact
database and a permanent memory. Example of the
operation is to validate the user or data exchange.
A content management system is software [7] that allows
you to create, manage and publish content. Early adoption of
CMS contained mainly on the management of documents
and files, usually in the internal forum, now is the
management of content in the network at the level of the
public. The purpose of such systems is to provide an
intuitive interface for viewing content users, as well as the
interface for the administrator of the site, usually with the
position of the panel administrator. CMSes are great help in
the way of work with the system [8]:

A. Dynamic Content.
B. Easy to make changes.
C. Tab for content management.
D. Addition of interactive content.
E. Integration with the media.
F. Full control of the entire site.
G. Allowing multiple people managing of the site.

Fig. 2 Place of CMS during the page request

Content management systems offer dynamic content
operations. With WYSIWYG editors such as the
administrator does not need to have knowledge of HTM and
other conditions necessary to deposit the content on the
page. All interference in the content is done through a web
browser. Readers are kept informed about the authors, dates
of creation and modification of articles.
Add, update, delete, copy selected parts are extremely
quick and easy. The administrator can divide the roles of
action moderators and editors according to the due rights.
Thanks to attributes, the person who is the editor will get the
opportunity to log on only to the content of the selected
departments. It has the possibility of penetration of the
system functions available to administrators the entire site.
In this case, the tab content management is the
administration panel. The most CMS has a fairly clean
interface, intuitive user interface buttons and functions, as
well as the standard visual system. Systems support an
interactive content such as discussions, class schedules for
students, staff cards or surveys. This is thanks to support for
multiple languages. For example, the CMS can be written in
PHP, but the content on the site are added in HTML or script
administrator deposited in JavaScript. This openness gives
also a large integration with the media. On the one side can
be placed graphics, video, advertising in Flash technology
and many others.
A super administrator with all privileges can control the
entire site and all users. In addition to the admin panel is a
panel important place on the server and access to ftp. New
updates and documents can be sent directly from the system,
but it is recommended to also have access to the files in the
directories on the server. An important place in addition to
the admin panel is a panel on the server and access to ftp.
New updates and documents can be sent directly from the
system, but it is recommended to also have access to the
files in the directories on the server.

The most popular CMSes like WordPress, Joomla or
Drupal are based on GNU GPL license. It means [9]:

A. The freedom to run any program under this license,
regardless of the purpose.
B. Freedom to analyze and modify the program for
improvement.
C. Freedom to provide a program to help other users.
D. The freedom to improve the program and distribute
their own modifications. It refers to the entire
community.
In most cases, open source CMS means better quality
[10]. The code is created by thousands of people [11].

V. THE USAGE OF CMS AS A PLATFORM FOR CITY DWELLERS
Content management systems such as WordPress, Joomla
or Drupal, based on the GNU GPL are the ideal solutions for
implementation of platform for city dwellers. Their
flexibility and great functionality may be the root for the
further development of the website, which will not
necessarily cost a fortune in setting up and subsequent
maintenance. Thousands of users around the world verify the
safety and mistakes every time.
The author decided to divide the functionality of the
portal on 10 spheres, which are integral with each other, but
are responsible for other areas of everyday citizen. They are:
smart business, smart human capital, smart management,
smart environment, smart transportation, smart IT, smart
everyday life & communication, smart care and smart future.
Each of them can be implemented in the portal so that the
resident had a real impact on the operation of the city. The
following is a discussion of each of them and the general
scheme of the site. Every professional website must have the
appropriate interface to their functionality and target the
visitor. Most portals for content management like
WordPress, Joomla or Drupal have a large possibility to
modify the creation and appearance, and their functionality
is virtually unlimited. It’s important to customize every
website for all users and target. The site should also be
adapted for blind people and deaf. The appearance must be
clear and simple, but at the same time modern. Important
information concerning the accident or alert on important
matters should be available in a place that is qualified to
“method of 5 seconds” [12]. The following sections should
be submitted to the above sections in the field of smart city,
each in a different color.

Fig. 3 Internet Platform for city dwellers. Suggested modules.

Each of them can be implemented in the portal so that the
resident had a real impact on the operation of the city. The
following is a discussion of each of them and the general
scheme of the site. Every professional website must have the
appropriate interface to their functionality and target the
visitor. Most portals for content management like
WordPress, Joomla or Drupal have a large possibility to
modify the creation and appearance, and their functionality
is virtually unlimited. It’s important to customize every
website for all users and target. The site should also be
adapted for blind people and deaf. The appearance must be
clear and simple, but at the same time modern. Important
information concerning the accident or alert on important
matters should be available in a place that is qualified to
“method of 5 seconds” [12]. The following sections should
be submitted to the above sections in the field of smart city,
each in a different color.
Smart business - this is an area for residents engaged in
business in the city, those who would like to review the offer
opportunities to invest in the city, made cooperation with
other cities and stakeholders. The interactive map should
easily show locations of businesses to buy and invest. In
addition to issues relating directly to the agglomeration
should appear more universal elements for investors and
residents themselves, such as trading companies and
municipal rates. Users should be able to comment
information from the business world. Another map should
contain full information about the business events areas of
the city. They can be added by the users and moderated by
the staff offices. An important element that should be in the
fold for entrepreneurs is counter debts. It is not designed for

the same business, but also for the citizens. On the one hand,
each user can monitor municipal finances, but on the other
hand entities that want to invest can confirm the stability of
the monetary authorities of management of agglomeration.
There should be a special area for start-ups operating in the
city.
Smart human capital has the task of improving the skills
of citizens in all aspects of life and their proper allocation
between the residents, universities and businesses. In this
section we should clearly present the full offer of
universities and as well as create a "bank of competence",
where users can exchange knowledge, information,
aggregate inhabitants in the group of data fields in easy way.
It is also valuable information for companies creating jobs in
the city. Keep in mind that human capital is infinite added
value for the city and the budget for development and
increase should be large. Panel management should facilitate
communication between citizens, civil servants, businesses
and universities. Every citizen should have a direct influence
on the decisions of city council through referendums and
citizens' budgets. This can be easily solved thanks to the accounts of residents in the voting module integrated with the
entire portal. In order to fully authenticate the identity of the
residents, they can confirm their choices and voting by
introducing a code received in the text message.
Smart Management is a part of the whole scheme that is
responsible for the fully cooperation between city council
with president of a city, universities, business entities and
the social side. The tab should liquefy communication
between these groups.
Smart Environment is a module that easily should provide
information about the city. The author proposes here several
innovative solutions that significantly simplify the
management of the environment in the city. The tab will be
considering smart trash system, which easily will inform
about the pollution in the street. Thanks to geolocation
resident walking down the street can push the button on his
mobile device, which tells the city council about
considerable pollution. There is also taken a picture during
sending the information. Officials using of these data
estimate the amount of priority and generate a new request
to the municipal services with a call to intervene. With time
due to changes in the law may be chosen a company, which
is responsible for the full process, from infrastructure
through the information center at the city office, ending on
managing the machines and employees of cleaning
companies.
A slightly different offer, but in a similar range can be
offered to residents of single-family property, and
government housing. By installing special sensors in the
storage areas of waste can easily inform residents about the
approaching overflow buckets and automatic call
maintenance services. Residents with applications of
Business Intelligence will be able to verify reports of fees
and the number of call services.

Smart Transport is both public transport and private cars.
Municipal vehicles should be promoted, because by
reducing the amount of private cars decrease traffic jams and
exhaust fumes. Solutions that can be delivered in the city
dwellers platform in the most will be available in the mobile
version - primarily geolocation module buses and trams.
When you turn connection to the satellites you will be able
to determine its current position and find the vehicles in real
time on the selected filters which tram is the nearest looking
at the current traffic, or whether it will be possible to change
between the delayed bus and tram arriving as planned.
Virtualization is very popular nowadays and can promote the
popularization of urban transport. What more private drivers
could use the portal page by synchronizing with sensors
placed at parking in the whole city. Proper algorithm could
determine the free parking spaces with an indication of the
closest located from your current location.
The IT area [13] allows residents access to the latest
technologies. The portal could have a map of access points
to the network, a list of the buses where travelers have
possibilities to charge their electronics devices on the board,
infographics which define the speed of the Internet in
different areas in the city, elements informing about the
technology provided by mobile networks and digital signal.
[14]. As part of the account each user could ultimately
receive an e-mail account from the domain of the city, cloud
storage for files and ftp account with databases to create a
business card in the Internet. Smart IT should support both
ordinary citizens in their daily duties and activities as well as
entrepreneurs focus their network and promote outside the
agglomeration.
Smart everyday life & communication is combined into
one tab because interpersonal communication is an integral
part of everyday life and it is essential that all these
processes were performed. The website would also comply
with a social function, so people in the area could get to
know each other, organize joint events, assist in discussion
groups and forums and develop a community network,
which will be the nucleus of the real society. Portal could
segregate people by profession, age, common interests. It
will be support to finding the staff to companies, friends to
the cinema or to organize a thematic meeting. Smart
shopping module could help shopping in the store. In
principle, residents would get a magnetic card, which can be
an integrated part of their wallet. All the goods in the store
would be equipped with a RFID card, which after crossing
the gate at the exit of the store to read and lent to an
electronic card, which is directly linked to a bank account.
Notification of mobile application will be sending a request
whether the resident made shopping for that amount and will
be required to identify him via a password. In the case of
successful verification and collection of money from the
account. Next, the exit door is automatically open and the
resident may leave the store. The aim of these measures is to
reduce the number of "smart" solutions in the one place and
create an universal interface to perform many tasks.

Smart care is a module responsible for the health of
residents. Each patient through the portal will be able to
book a visit with a doctor to verify results of test, check the
status of prescription and order pharmaceuticals online. By
in-stalling special medical equipment portal will be able to
send reports on the state of health of the doctors.
Smart Future is the last area responsible for the
development of the city and the idea of a smart city. It will
monitor the remaining 9 modules and show the further
development directions. Residents will be able to conduct
their own studies and projects within the smart city, and the
tab will promote and popularize the most interesting ones.

[4]
[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]
[12]
[13]
[14]
[15]

VI. CONCLUSION
The creation of the Internet Platform for city dwellers,
which includes 10 of mentioned above areas based on
content management systems under the GNU GPL open a
new path in the development of smart city. The combination
of all these aspects in one place will increase the efficiency
of internal processes and improve the exchange of
information. It’s also important to standardize all schemes,
systems and applications which work in the field of the
platform. Each city is guided by a different specificity and
has other conditions, however part of the functionality is
shared by all. Content management systems based on open
source have the ability to maintain the platform for dwellers.
Unfortunately, currently, despite the many thousands of addons and extensions there is no clearly defined path of
development systems in terms of smart city. The article was
in-tended to familiarize the issues related to the use of
systems with virtualization implementations of the city, as
well as suggest the examples of innovative solutions which
will enhance the safety and quality of life of every citizen.
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Abstract
Companies are in need of detailed knowledge to
survive. First of all, data must be managed to be useful
as knowledge for the company. Knowledge
management helps creating additional information
sources to be used for knowledge accumulation. In
today’s digital world social networks are fruitful data
sources for nearly all of the industries. In this paper
we have conducted a research to reveal segments of
the Turkish Twitter users using Self Organizing Maps
method. Results show that, using segmentation we
create an important knowledge source about focus of
interest, which could be used in market penetration.
Keywords:
Segmentation, Social networks,
Knowledge management, Self-organizing maps

1. Introduction
We are in the knowledge era. Everything around us
from smartphones to IoT devices creates uncountable
amount of data. According to IDC, size of the digital
universe is doubling every two-year. (Turner et Al,
2014). That much data makes knowledge management
the most important tool of the modern businesses.
Smart businesses using data in every process, from
production to marketing. Especially marketing
opportunities are limitless if data can be converted into
knowledge.
Social networks are widely used by any type of
consumer, independent of revenue level or belief. This
variety in user properties makes social networks one
of the biggest source to reach the potential markets.
Social networks are oceans of information for the
companies of today. From advertising to customer
relation management, social networks are offering
direct communication between customers and
companies. Smart companies are utilizing this direct
communication chance and increases their market.
Selecting right audience is most important part while

utilizing this opportunity. As there are many to learn
from the social networks we should start with
classification of the users of those networks and
evaluate the potential marketing opportunities.
A sample work done by García-Palomares et al.
shows some possible knowledge might be learned
from the social networks. (García-Palomares, et al.,
2015) Researchers are classified cities using the GIS
tags of photos shared on the social networks.
According to the research every European metropolis
have different tourist attraction. As some of the cities
like Paris and London have dispersion in their touristic
photo hotspots, other cities like Athens and Rotterdam
has concentration of photos on some spots.
Twitter as one of the biggest social networks at the
moment, (320 Million active users (Twitter, 2016)) its
data creates many possible areas for researchers to
work on. From usage density of the certain words or
tags to tweet count by time on any special event, their
data available to researchers. Twitter data is giving
many possibilities for using this data. We have used
this data source to find followers of the Turkish
newspapers and other well-known Twitter accounts to
classify Turkish twitter users by using segmentation.
This paper aims to segment the social media data
for the use of marketing.
The article is so organized that the next section is
reserved for the literature review and the third section
for the method. The application and results will be
analyzed in the fourth section and conclusion will be
given in the last section.

2. Literature Review
2.1. Social Networks in Research
The Social network data are not only good for
marketing research; it has almost limitless possibilities
to use for. For example, social networks are well
known for their information exchange speed. This
speed in propagation of information inspires
companies to create social networking tools for
employees to share their knowledge (Behringer,
Sassenberg, 2015). Social networks are not only good

for knowledge sharing but creating the knowledge.
Companies are using social networks as data source
for their strategic plans. Effects of knowledge
acquisition from social media have different aspects
like proactive and reactive market orientation,
strategic capability over social media and brand
innovation strategy (Nguyen, Yu, Melewar, Chen,
2015).
Usage of social networks are not only important for
big companies but also important for small and middle
sized enterprises (Fernandes, Belo, Castela, 2015) and
individuals. Social networks are not only diffuse
information between the users but interests too. The
parts that constitutes a social network is effected by its
neighbors and the trends (D’Agostino, D’Antonio, De
Nicola, Tuccid, 2015).
Reciprocity is extension of human behavior into
social networks. According to social exchange theory
social behavior of a person is the result of an exchange
process. Maximizing the benefit with minimized cost
is the purpose of the social exchange. At this point we
can say that online social networks are perfect for
maximizing the profit with less effort. Reciprocity has
important part of social exchanges as humans are tends
to keep score, increase in the number of the reciprocity
messages from the user increases the number of
reciprocity messages from his/her audience. (Surma,
2015). Usage of social networks is also related to other
aspects human behavior like extroversion,
conscientiousness, agreeableness, openness and
emotional stability (Ross et al., 2009) (AmichaiHamburger, Vinitzky, 2010) (Moore, McElroy, 2011).
As behavior of individual social network users
important to discover the dynamics of social networks
they are still made with small samples compared to the
times of Big Data. Today data of huge networks are
used to find out the habits of users (Wang, Tu, Guo,
Yang, Huang, 2013). Not only the habits of users, also
relations between users are important source of
information. People uses micro blogging sites for
following persons with similar interests or sources of
information that interested in, this relation between
users can be used for knowledge creation (Liang et al.,
2014).

3. Methodology implemented
3.1. Segmentation
Increase of the digital technologies, amount of
channels between customers and companies increased
unprecedentedly. This increase in amount of channels
enforces companies to produce different marketing

campaigns and products to reach out that many
possible market. At this point segmentation of the
customers (or even potential customers) become
important for today’s companies. Segmenting markets
gives companies opportunity to create different
marketing campaigns and products for different
segments of the market.
A research made by Hamka et al. in 2014 uses
segmentation to differentiate mobile services users
(Hamka et al., 2013). Classical segmentation of
mobile device users is generally based on location of
the calls or the length of the calls, but in this research
researchers gone one step further and measured the
behaviors of users using a software. Researchers found
that mobile service users can be segmented by usage
of the network and the usage of the content services.

3.2. Self-Organizing Maps
Applications of social networking especially in the
problems of coordination and cooperation make social
network analysis embedded into many research fields.
In any analysis easiest representation of the social
networks are representing as vertices (elements) and
edges (relations). Prior to 1970’s improvements
occurred in presentation of social network like
sociograms (Moreno, 1934) and modern graph theory
(Harary et al., 1965). From the 1970’s, as data and
processing power of the computers increased analysis
and research of social networks has become a hot
topic.
Among all those advances in research of social
networks, Finnish professor Teuvo Kohonen
introduced the Self-organizing maps in 1980s
(Kohonen, 1982). Self-organizing map is an artificial
neural network that converts some input into a map
(usually two dimensional) using unsupervised
learning. Those maps are consisting of points called
neurons. As name implies those neurons working
model is inspired by how the data handled by the
human brain. At start weights of those neurons are
initialized with random values. Following the
initialization competitive learning starts with
supplying of test data consists of vectors to the
network. With each new training vector supplied to the
network, distance to all weight vectors is calculated
and the most similar neuron to this input is called best
matching unit. The best matching unit and neighbors
of this neuron come closer to the given vector. And
also supplied training vector count increases this
adjustment amount toward given input decreases.
Function that updating the neurons is given at formula
(1).

𝑊𝑣 (𝑠 + 1) = 𝑊𝑣 (𝑠) + 𝛼(𝑠)(𝜃(𝑢, 𝑣, 𝑠)(𝑇 − 𝑊𝑣 (𝑠))

(1)

Where s iteration number, T training vector, W
nodes weight vector, u index of best matching neuron,
v index of the neuron to be calculated, 𝜽(𝒖, 𝒗, 𝒔)
distance function from best matching neuron to neuron
v and 𝜶(𝒔) as training function makes decreases the
effect of training vector as supplied data count
increases.
As it is a powerful tool for converting
multidimensional data in to two dimensional maps
self-organizing maps have wide usage areas in
different topics. Kohonen et al. mentioned those
different usage areas in their paper dated 1996. Selforganizing maps can be used for feature detection in
signal processing, fault detection in process and
system analysis, in pattern recognition or even in

Figure 1 Training Progress

A recent research prepared from Iranian ADSL
subscriber data also shows implementation of selforganizing map onto market segmentation
(Hanafizdeh, Mirzazadeh, 2011) The researchers are
integrated Fuzzy Delphi method and self-organizing
maps to visualize segments of the market.

4. Application & Results

Figure 2 Top 5 Selling Papers and their follower base

Using Twitter API, we have downloaded IDs the
followers of 74 selected Twitter accounts. Twitter
accounts of selected Turkish Newspapers,
Universities, Art Museums, Online Learning
Platforms and Actors as initial research data. We have
downloaded those IDs using C# and processed using
Python and applied self-organizing map algorithms
using R. SOM function from Kohonen package of R
used for creating self-organizing maps using Twitter
data.
Initially we have created main data consists of
followers of the 22 different twitter account that
belongs to 18 newspapers, 2 online newspapers and 2
television channels. Furthermore, follower data of
those newspaper accounts mixed up with selected
accounts related to Education, Art and Cinema.
Combined data used for creating different SelfOrganizing Maps.

robotics for navigation (Kohonen et al., 1996).
Some example research by Bhandarkar et al. gives
shows how to use self-organizing maps on image
segmentation. (Bhandarkar et al., 1997) Researchers
are used an improved version of the original selforganizing map, the hierarchical self-organizing map.
This hierarchical self-organizing map is makes
applying vector quantization on images possible,
which leads to segmentation of the images.
Self-organizing map is also used in
many research related to market
segmentation. A research by Bloom
dated back to 2004 made market
segmentation for the tourists using selforganizing map and backpropagation
neural networks (Bloom, 2004). Bloom
visualized the segmentation of the
Figure 3 Dispersion of Mainstream Paper Followers
tourists visiting South Africa.

5 different combinations of data are
created.
•
Top 5 bestselling newspapers
•
All newspapers followers
•
All newspapers followers and
Art related accounts
•
All newspapers followers and
Cinema related accounts
•
Followers of Cumhuriyet,
Hurriyet, Radikal and
well
known
universities
Application of self-organizing maps
on to data has created datasets in size of
30 by 30. For each dataset SelfOrganizing Map algorithm is fits after 60
iterations as seen in Figure 1.
For visualizing results of the selforganizing map method data we have
created heat maps, neighboring distance
maps, counts plot and cluster maps using
those datasets. Visual Results of
research on Top5 bestselling newspapers
are shown in Figure 2.
Some visible results from the
exploratory research are listed below;

Figure 4 Overlapping Follower Bases of Akşam, Sabah, Vatan, Yeni Şafak,
Star, Zaman and Habertürk Twitter Accounts

•
Followers of twitter accounts of mainstream
newspapers like Hürriyet, Milliyet and Habertürk is
scattered all around the map (Figure 3).

•
Followers of twitter accounts of newspapers
Akşam, Sabah, Vatan, Yeni Şafak, Star, Zaman and
Habertürk are overlapping while Sabah and Zaman
have broader follower base. (Figure 4)

Figure 5 Followers of Universities Twitter accounts also follows Radikal

•
Followers of twitter accounts of newspapers
Aydınlık, Cumhuriyet, Diken, Sözcü, Halk TV, Sol
and Ulusal Kanal are overlapping while Cumhuriyet
and Sözcü have broader follower base.
•
Radikal and Cumhuriyet has similar follower
base while Radikal follower more packed up.
•
Followers of twitter accounts of Universities
are overlapping the followers of Radikal. (Figure 5)

•
Followers of twitter accounts of Cinema
related accounts are overlapping the followers of
Radikal.
Results shows followers of the twitter account
belong to Radikal newspaper are have a remarkable
interest in universities and cinema. Consequently,
Radikal newspaper seems have a good follower base
for adverts of educational institutions and films.

For more solid forecasting for successful
advertisement campaign we may use the numerical
results of the self-organizing map method.

5. Conclusion
Social Networks are abundant data sources for
researchers. Especially in the market research domain
conducting researches using this data source can go
beyond the classical scope of the market research.
Researchers can identify the requirements of the
certain segments of market using the knowledge
created using information that distilled from social
network data.
There are many algorithms and research methods
are available to find the segments of any data. In this
research, we have selected the self-organizing map
method to find the segments of the social network
users and visualize them. Application of selforganizing maps on social network data is pretty
productive in the means of knowledge creation. Using
this data, we have created knowledge about general
habits of followers of different Twitter accounts. For
example, Turkish followers of the Twitter accounts of
the universities are overlapping with followers of the
Radikal Newspaper.
Several methods can be compared for virtual
marketing; or analysis can be enriched by industry
based specific subjects. Pointing the target audience is
very important for both getting the right result and
more effective marketing campaign. Using ids of the
users already present in this data we may create tailor
made offers for each and every customer.
For future research, we may improve those results
with different research techniques like text mining and
surveying for creating even more segments of Twitter
users. Also creating time series that shows differences
in segmentation could be also a good research
opportunity. Also our research resulted interesting
group of individuals around the maps, researching
those individuals with surveys may reveal focus
segments.
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Abstract

the applications of the residential sites, where, heat central
produce steam for residential heating and coal plant generates power. It is discovered in the twentieth century that
there is a lot of energy loss and environment contamination
in addition to money and time losses if they are not combined (UNEP, 2006).
To avoid the disadvantages of conventional production
technologies, self-energy production becomes a preferred
practice by the manufacturing industry first (UNEP, 2006).
The main objective was to minimize the purchase of power
from the grid with prices that include transmission loss, and
reduce the operational cost. Once auto-production is started,
it is also discovered that consumption flexibilities reduce the
cost as well.
This study is focused on the ındustrial auto-producers,
which use cogeneration technology as a type of self-energy
production. Cogeneration simply refers to the simultaneous
production of both electricity and thermal energy. Owing to
high efficiency and high energy transformation ratio in the
cogeneration facilities, not only decrease in costs but also
consequently contributing to the decrease in the emission
that causes the majority of the green house effects (Benelmir
and Feidt, 1998; Mancarella and Chicco, 2008). Even
though the initial investment costs are higher than traditional energy systems, cogeneration systems are known to have
short return-on-investment periods through maximal exploitation of the energy resource and less fuel requirement,
which makes them economically efficient (Benelmir and
Feidt, 1998; Kanoglu and Dincer, 2009). Increasing the
popularity of cogeneration facilities in industry and social
use will only be possible by multi-objective optimization of
power production systems so that more contribution for the
social culture and ecological sustainability can be provided.
This paper aims to predict a time series based consumption
for the manufacturing industry to facilitate the integration of
production and energy schedules. The proposed forecasting
model is constructed using time series based Neural Network (which will be referred as NARX) considering variables such as natural gas prices, production cost, and amount
of energy produced and exported. It will be shown that an

Energy demand has started to increase with the
industrial revolution. There is an exponential
growth of industrial and residential power use with
the technological revolution. Self-Produced energy
is a solution that allows the reuse of heat produced,
decreases transmission investments, and reduces
carbon emissions and decreases dependency on
energy resource owners. The system is used by the
mass production sites, health centers, big
residential sites and more. In this study, the focus is
given to industrial auto-producers. Power market
balance is based on the day-ahead declarations;
therefore, the production is to be planned in detail
to avoid penalties. An Artificial Neural Network
model is constructed using time series in order to
predict the day-ahead energy production. The
model considers energy resource price, demand
from multiple sites, production costs, the amount of
energy imported from the grid and amount of
energy exported to the grid. It is constructed to
optimize energy production with minimum error.
The proposed model is implemented for a paper
production company, using MATLAB NARX
network. The forecasting model uses 2 layers, 10
nodes, and 2 delay networks. Error level is lower
than the industrial average. The case company
savings are summarized in financial and intangible
benefits.

I. Introduction
The Industrial revolution, increasing demand of the energy
from both industrial and residential sites continue growing
exponentially. New technologies enable the construction of
new energy production plants and facilities put into practice
either in large or micro scale projects. Up to last few decades, majority of the energy resources are supplied from
controversial sources like fossil fuels. The big picture of the
energy industry does not only show issues based on the limits of the prime resources but also the requirement for high
investments in current production technologies. Electricity
and thermal energy are produced isolated for hundreds of
years. The classical example of it can be observed through
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It is also a recognized fact that energy requirement for economic growth and wealth should be balanced with the sustainable development. This fact favors the utilization of renewable and hybrid technologies. Cakir et al. (2012) underline the sustainable effects of cogeneration power plants in
the literature survey and shows the importance of cogeneration facilities in terms of sustainable development with a
case study of a hospital. Bloemhof-Ruwaard et al. (1996)
examine different variations of recycling method in networks of energy flow in Europe using Linear Programming
and find out that clear techniques and methods should be
applied before taking environmental policy measures to
ensure that pulp sector grows sustainable. Sustainability of
solar and biomass cogeneration technologies are also emphasized (Buoro et al., 2012; Bettocchi et al., 2009;
Bohorquez et al., 2012). Ashari et al. (2012) implement a
case study using the criteria in literature to state that urban
energy demand can be met by fuel cell cogeneration facilities, which also contribute to reducing overall greenhouse
effects.
In order to globalize the usage of cogeneration facilities,
both environmental and economic efficiency, and total effectiveness of the systems should be enhanced. These enhancements are achieved using different optimization methods. Currently, dynamic models are used to ensure that the
continuing profitability (Marshman et al. 2010). Kralj et al.
(2011) apply Nonlinear Programming in order to increase
efficiency in a cogeneration system by controlling flow
rates. Streckiene et al. (2009) conduct a research over a
Combined Heat and Power (CHP) plant to identify optimal
size, thermal storage and flexibility by simulation. Hong et
al. (2011) evaluate the energy network of Taiwan pulp industry by using energy footprint techniques and found that
major losses of industry are caused from technical insufficiencies such as the incapability of the equipment. Furthermore, researchers offer results after benchmarking with other methods. Popli et al (2011) present a case study to investigate integration of tri-generation system and the natural
gas power plant by taking into account criteria like OPEX
and payback period of investment; the study concludes that
the waste heat recovery by CHP systems is one of the most
important factors for decreasing future fossil fuel consumption of the world. Cakembergh-Mas et al. (2010) construct
a Mixed Integer Linear Programming for commercial cogeneration plants in Beijing in order to evaluate the impacts
of cogeneration and state that effects change due to the municipal constraints. Cortes and Rivera (2010) carry out a
paper mill case study in order to optimize economic and
structural conditions of an existing natural gas CHP by a
nonlinear programming model.
Scheduling is one of the most important challenges in cogeneration systems. In order to avoid excess energy production and shortages, it is essential to plan the energy production. Dotzauer et al. (1997) try to find general method for
mathematical modeling of cogeneration plants. As a result
of literature survey, an algorithm for short term scheduling

energy production schedule closer to reality can be obtained.
Our paper is so organized that the next section provides a
broad literature review on co-generation systems overview
and demand forecasting. The third chapter is reserved for
the methodology and the model is given in the fourth chapter with a case application. Finally, the last chapter presents
conclusions brief and proposals on further research.

II. Literature Review
In 1990, the concept of self-produced energy has been used
in literature without being introduced to a case of cogeneration yet; wood is the first one to be offered as a selfproduced energy source (Burwell, 1990).The innovations
and developments on cogeneration systems have been triggered with the dramatical increase in environmental consciousness in the new millennium. CO2, SOx, and NOx
emissions have become an indispensable constraint of energy optimizations (Chen et al, 2005). The number of residential sites that execute cogeneration systems have grown at a
great extent (Rosen et al., 2005; Dorer et al, 2005) together
with the industrial sites. Paper and pulp industry has been
the biggest beneficiary of cogeneration systems at a national
or a global level (Möllersten et al, 2003; Marshman et al,
2010; Cortes and Rivera, 2010).
The concept of self-produced energy has been introduced as
a decision variable as one of the options in the beginning of
the twentieth century (Howarth and Norgaard, 1992; Pelandi
and Torallo, 1999). Yet, cogenerated and self-produced energies are emerging fields in literature even to-day. Some
researchers question the feasibility of the self-energy production systems, but even the doubtful scientists argue that
they need to do further research before being disfavor of the
technology. Hong et al. (2010) emphasize that there is still a
need for, yet, a lack of self-produced energy systems in
Taiwan and offers a system for Taiwanese textile companies. Economic and performance evaluations of these systems are most commonly inspected in recent years of academia. Cardona et al. (2012) conduct an applied study to
increase the efficiency of cogeneration processes and recovery period of investment in the food industry. The study is
based on the pre-used electricity, and working hours of the
plants with an economic objective. However, due to the
insufficient percent of total cogeneration capacity, it is resulted that further investments should take advantage of
cogeneration facilities in the future. Torchio et al. (2013)
utilize a life cycle cost analysis to compare a cogeneration
system and a separate heating system in terms of environmental and economic aspects. As a result of the case study,
it is conducted that net present value and payback periods
are two methods that could be efficiently used to compare
these systems. Wang et al. (2011) administrate an industrial
application to analyze technical conditions of cogeneration
systems and separated production systems by pre-proposed
and energy-specific feasibility and sensitivity analyses.
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is discovered. Chen et al. (2005) have proposed an Artificial
Immune System structure for cogeneration scheduling. Tina
and Pasarella (2012) has developed a Matlab structure for
short-term scheduling. However, for cogeneration scheduling, the most crucial data is the energy demand during the
scheduling horizon. Without the demand forecast, it is inevitable to produce excess energy or endure shortages.
Bhattacharyya (2011) classifies energy demand forecasting
methods in nine: simple approaches, advanced techniques,
econometric approaches, end-use methods, input-output
models, scenario approaches, Artificial Neural Networks
(ANNs) and hybrid approaches. Ediger and Akar (2007)
construct an Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average
(ARIMA) and Seasonal Autoregressive Integrated Moving
Average (SARIMA) for annual energy demand prediction.
However, for cogeneration scheduling, short term energy
demand forecasts are more convenient. Bhattacharyya
(2011) states that for short-term forecasting, ANNs are the
most appropriate method. Beccali et al. (2008) implement
an Elman Network with a sensitivity analysis. Nguyen and
Nabney (2010) utilize three methods: ANNs with multilayer perceptrons, radial basis functions, linear regression
and GARCH and find out that multilayer perceptrons yield
the minimum error rate. Paudel et al. (2014) propose a dynamic ANN structure with orthogonal arrays and proves that
the performance is more robust than static ANNs.
In this study, parameters of a Nonlinear autoregressive exogenous model (NARX) type of Neural Networks are used
for daily energy demand forecasting. The model is applied
to a self-produced cogeneration system of a case paper and
pulp company. Our study shows that the NARX networks
results in smaller error rates than approximate industrial
average.
.

transforming these inputs using transfer functions. The
structure of a multilayer ANN is given in Fig 3.1. (Altay et
al., 2014):

Fig. 3.1. A Sample Artificial Neural Network

Each cell in ANNs is called a neuron and neurons are connected with links of different weights as can be seen in Figure 3.1. Each set of neurons forms a layer. A network can
have one or more hidden layers whereas input and output
layers are essential. The input of each neuron is calculated
by the weighted sum of the outputs of the previous layer and
a bias term. Input of each neuron is exposed to a transfer or
an activation function which form the output of the related
neuron. The most commonly used activation function is
sigmoid (Eq. 3.1.) and hyperbolic (Eq. 3.2.) tangent functions (Haykin, 2008; Altay et al., 2014).
ANNs are known to be the most powerful approximation tools for modeling
Equation 3.1 and
nonlinearity and revealing the black
3.2
box structure of the real-world problems.
Computation of an ANN is based on
learning phases, which make ANN models suitable especially in cases when
complex mathematical formulations are
not convenient to implement (Rajpal et
al., 2006). Practical implementations of the ANNs are vastly
numerous and they are widely used in different fields such
as mathematics, economics, medicine and others (Kalogirou, 2001). Engineering applications of ANNs involve system identification, control, forecasting and classification
(Cinar et al., 2010). Additionally, ANN models are convenient in cases where traditional approaches have complex
constraints and countless limitations to be represented by
analytical models (Sozen et al., 2005). ANNs' mapping process emerges from learning by executing training and testing processes through patterns involving relations between
inputs and outputs (Cam et al., 2005). In order to learn from
system patterns, ANNs employ various learning algorithms.
Backpropagation algorithm is undoubtedly the most commonly used and a very basic algorithm for learning in
ANNs. In this chapter, ANNs are trained using the Backpropagation algorithm. Backpropagation algorithm aims to
minimize the error rate between actual (target) output and
the output of the network. In order to achieve this objective,

III. Methodology
In cogeneration systems used in day-ahead energy pricing
system, exogenous variables as the cost of electricity production, the amount of imports and exports with the grid the
day before are influential for determining the demand of the
following period. Recurrent structure of Nonlinear Autoregressive Exogenous type of Neural Network (NARX),
combines the output to the input in order to predict a timeseries approach. In this study, NARX algorithm is used to
predict day-ahead production of energy generation.

Artificial Neural Networks(ANNs) and
Backpropagation Algorithm
Artificial neural network (ANN) models imitate biological
neural systems, which are able to perform functional inputoutput mapping using electro-chemical structures (Haykin,
2008). An ANN model consists of neurons to compute results by using input values throughout the network and
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the weights between neurons are tuned using the following
equation where
is the weight between neuron i and

Gas tribunes are the basic and essential components of the
cogeneration units. The electricity produced is spent in three
ways. First, the cogeneration units should provide themselves necessary energy to operate. Secondly, the rest of the
electricity is sent to the production facilities for their operations. Lastly, if any excess electricity is produced, it is sold
to the regional electricity network. On the other hand, the
steam produced is only sent to production facilities; yet,
follows a more complicated path. 4 gas boilers (GB1, GB2,

neuron j at layer k and iteration t, η is the learning rate,
is the partial derivation of the error term of the input from
neuron j to neuron i.
Equation X3

Nonlinear Autoregressive Exogenous Model Neural
Networks
NARX networks are special types of recurrent neural networks (Lin and Horne, 1996), which signify that the connections of the network form at least one directed cycle (Singh
and Sahoo, 2011). A generalized recurrent neural network is
in the form of Eq. (3.4) and Eq. (3.5) (Lin and Horne, 1996).
In a sense, the output of the network becomes the input at a
later stage.
Equation 3.4

Equation 3.5

Where, x denotes the states, u denotes the inputs, y denotes
the outputs, w denotes the weights of the network and f and
g are network specific functions. In the NARX networks,
Equation X.4 can be rewritten as

Figure 3.4 Energy Flow

GB3, GB4) produce the exhaust gases. GT1 is connected to
a 16-bar steam tank, and the rest are two steam tank sets that
consist of a 3-bar and a 16-bar steam tanks.16 bar steam
tanks are used for production processes and 3-bar tanks are
used for comfort-only processes like central heating, hot
water etc. Two tissue machines (TM1 and TM2) involve
wet or dry manufacturing processes. Exhaust gas from GT1
and GT2 is used for wet phases of the TM1 and exhaust gas
from GT3 and GT4 is used for dry and wet phases of the
TM2. After drying phases in TM1 and TM2, the exhaust gas
is transmitted to steam tank to produce steam. Steam tanks
are also directly connected to cogeneration units. The steam
collector also reuses the generated and stored steam in tissue
machines. After steam generation, the process is ended with
the exhaust gas being sent to the chiller and air conditioning
units of the facility during the summer season.

Where, x(t) is the input at iteration t, y's are outputs of previous m iterations, m is the number of past outputs, u's are
the exogenous variables and θ is the delay in the system.
Hence, NARX networks both benefit from the previous outcomes and external variables (Bomberger and Seborg,
1998).

IV. Application and Results
The application of forecasting energy demand in a selfproduced cogeneration system is made in a leading FMCG
company operating in Turkey. The company offers various
brands in several categories such as home-care category,
sanitary pads category, baby diapers category, and adult
diapers category and produces most of its products at an
"Integrated Production Facility Campus". A cogeneration
facility within that campus which consists of four gas tribunes and boilers meets the electricity, thermal and steam
energy demand. Excess energy generated from this cogeneration facility is exported to the regional electricity network
grids. Likely, in case of shortages, the shortcoming amount
of electricity is purchased from the regional network. The
structure of the energy flow is provided in Figure 4.3.

In the light of literature survey, 38 exogenous criteria that
affect the energy demand in such cogeneration systems are
determined. However, this excess number of criteria has
resulted in 38 exogenous inputs which cause the computationally unaffordable model, given that the NARX network
uses a number of previous outputs together with given exogenous variables. In order to obtain reasonable computa-
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 Thermal Energy Capacity and Efficiency of Facility:
Technical capacity of plants describes the maximum
power generation rates of the related facility.
 Natural Gas Unit Purchasing Cost ($/cm3): The cogeneration facility needs to use natural gas as raw material
to generate energy. This input refers to unit purchasing
cost of natural gas for electricity generation.
Daily data of the year 2013 is used for training, testing and
validation. The prediction is achieved in one-day advance.

tional time values, various criteria are eliminated in accordance with their frequency of observations in literature, that
is, the frequency of each criterion in articles has been counted and then, converted into a "frequency percentage" by
being divided into the total number of observations. 17 criteria that are mentioned at least in two studies (with a higher
frequency ratio than 9%) are selected. During this process,
some of the criteria are eliminated due to the lack of
information such as data related to total energy savings,
pollution levels, previous investment cost, the payback period of the investment and total income come from electricity
sales. Then the criteria are reduced to 10 in order to perform
the optimization study for the case cogeneration power
plant.
The total energy demand of company is used as target data
that represent the total amount of energy produced by heat
energy; and, it is required to maintain manufacturing and
other related processes of the campus. Input data is determined as follows:
 The Unit cost of energy production ($/MW): This input
refers to the production cost of electricity from cogeneration units.
 Heat Energy Production (MW): Heat energy is mainly
used to generate the electricity required throughout the
campus. This input refers to the daily amount of heat
energy generation.
 Steam Energy Production (MW): Steam energy is directly
used for the manufacturing processes of the paper including products. Cogeneration facility also produces
steam to meet demand for unconverted steam energy.
 Daily Imported Amount of Electricity from Network
(MW): If any electricity shortage occurs during the cogeneration process, the required electricity is purchased
from grids. This input refers to daily electricity amount
of buy decisions from grid.
 Daily Exported Amount of Electricity to Network (MW):
This input represents the amount of excess electricity
sold to the network.
 Daily Electricity Unit Sales Prices to Network ($/MW):
This input refers to daily electricity purchasing price of
the grid, which is determined by national regulators
considering electricity market conditions. The selling
price of excess electricity might be lower than the cost
of production.
 Daily Electricity Unit Import Cost ($/MW): The daily
electricity purchasing price from the network which is
determined by grid regulators in case of electricity
shortages are referred in this input.
 Energetic Efficiency Percentage: There are several technical parameters that are used for evaluating overall
performance of cogeneration systems. This input aims
to refer to the efficiency rate of energy parameters of
the designed system.

Method Adaptation
In the method adaptation phase, the NARX method inputs
and outputs are determined. The inputs of the algorithm are
derived from a comprehensive literature survey and inter-

Figure 4.1 ANN Model

views with experts and stakeholders. The 65% of the data
are assigned for training, 15% are assigned for testing and
the rest are assigned for validation. The proposed model
(Fig. 4.1) is defined as 2 layers 10 nodes feed forward network with 2-time delays. Using Levenberg-Marquardt back
propagation algorithm data sets are trained. After the training, the performance of the training algorithm is evaluated
and same steps are repeated by using different nodes and
delays until the minimum mean squared error is reached.

Application Results
During the study, several node combinations of the
NARX network has been studied. Here is the Graph 4.1
that shows the different networks and their mean square
errors. As it is shown on the graph, lowest means square
error rate (Graph 4.2) is obtained by 10 neurons 2 delay
network model. Mean Squared Error is the average squared

Graph 4.1 Model Comparison
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which show that there is no correlation between data and

difference
between outputs and targets. Lower
values
are
better
and
zero means no
error.

error. This means there is no correlation between error and
input values of the model.

V. Conclusions

The need for energy is bigger than ever and is growing progressively. Hence, greener and more efficient ways of generating energy have become crucial. Cogeneration methods
have brought a more effective means of generating more
than one type of energy simultaneously. In this paper, an
ANN approach has been developed for forecasting energy
demand in a self-produced cogeneration system. Recurrent
Neural Networks have been recognized to be appropriate
tools for prediction. NARX Network is a special type of
Recurrent Neural Networks that use external criterion as
inputs. Inputs for the neural network are derived and selected from a literature survey. With this , NARX ANN model, a paper plant’s energy demand is modeled by using 2
layers, 10 nodes and 2 delay network with %6, 69 percent
error. This error rate is relatively low and enough to make a
meaningful prediction about one day ahead demand of companies. Results indicate that NARX algorithm results are
significantly better than industrial average.
However, the performance of Neural Networks is highly
dependent on system parameters. Hence, to increase independence from parameters, a Particle Swarm Optimization
algorithm should be used for tuning NARX Network parameters. Further studies include different hybridizations of
metaheuristics and Artificial Intelligence based algorithms.
This study will lead for the production schedules to be integrated with the energy schedules. Since the integration will
be more reduction in costs, it will be widely used in mass
production type manufacturing.

Graphs
4.3
shows
the
error
auto
correlation
Graph 4.2 MSE Error
results of the
model. It is used to represent the relation between prediction
errors and times. It is desired to have only one value different than zero for faultless model at exactly zero lag
point , which means that errors are totally uncorrelated
with each other. When a higher value of correlation is observed, it is possible to construct a better model that predict
more precisely. For our model, the correlations fall approx-
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Abstract
Modern applications of AI systems rely on their
ability to acquire, represent and process expert
knowledge for problem-solving and reasoning.
Consequently, there has been significant interest in
both industry and academia to establish advanced
knowledge management (KM) systems, promoting
the effective use of knowledge. In this paper, we
examine the requirements and limitations of current
commercial KM systems and propose a new approach to semantic reasoning supporting Big Data
access, analytics, reporting and automation related
tasks. We also provide comparative analysis of
how state-of-the-art KM systems can benefit from
semantics by illustrating examples from the lifesciences and industry. Lastly, we present results
of our semantic-based analytics workflow implemented for Siemens power generation plants.

1

Introduction

It is well established today that knowledge is the core element of any AI based system, be it small robots like roomba
[Jones, 2006] or large-scale applications such as IBM Watson
[Carroll and Rosson, 1992]. Consequently, the transition of
the global economy towards knowledge economy is an evident and prominent process in our information society. Even
small-scale industries today value knowledge resources and
use them for gaining a competitive edge. From a research
and technology view point, much progress has been made
in enabling information systems to leverage knowledge for
decision-making and analysis. The scope of these systems is
to construct, manage, share and process the applicable knowledge for their respective tasks. For example, KM systems
are build to not only manage large repositories of biomedical data coming in from lab reports, patient records, research
papers, and medical imaging, but also to store and analyze
useful patterns and knowledge from them [Chen et al., 2006].
Nevertheless, implementing such a KM system is complex
and incorporates multi-faceted concepts from various disciplines and business practices. For instance, information sci∗
This research is supported by the Optique project with the grant
agreement FP7-318338.

entists consider taxonomies, subject headings, and classification schemes to represent knowledge, whereas consulting
firms actively promote practices and methodologies to capture corporate knowledge assets and organizational memory.
In the biomedical industry, knowledge management practices
often need to leverage existing clinical decision support, information retrieval, and digital library techniques to capture
and deliver tacit and explicit biomedical knowledge [Chen
et al., 2006]. Engineers, on the other hand rely on knowledge and data-driven strategies for design, manufacturing and
maintenance of their artifacts. According to KPMG and the
Conference Board [Šajeva, 2015], 80 percent of the worlds
biggest companies have knowledge management efforts under way, especially in the medical domain. Nevertheless, the
full potential of KM systems is yet to be unlocked. Specifically, the challenges with respect to knowledge representation, search, integration, data-access and reasoning etc. are
well understood in the research community but existing solutions have rarely resulted in widely adopted practical implementation. In this paper, we discuss requirements and
limitations of the existing semantic and non-semantic solutions for KM and propose a new approach to semantic-based
knowledge management that does not only enhance the feature set and usability but also supports analytics, reporting
workflows, automation and big data infrastructures. In Section 2, we present the related approaches and further discuss
ontology-based KM systems in Section 3. Section 4 and 5
presents success stories from the healthcare and engineering
domain along with their extended requirement set. Section 6
describes the current challenges for semantic approaches and
in Section 7 we propose our solution along with the results
from Siemens Turbomachinery use-case.

1.1

Related Approaches

Building and using KM system involves many tasks, see
Figure 1. First and foremost is knowledge acquisition and
representation, into which the scientific community has invested much time and effort. Knowledge engineering [Edwards, 2015] methodologies for building expert systems have
applied knowledge acquisition techniques (e.g. interviewing, protocol analysis, simulation, personal construct theory,
card sorting, etc.) for eliciting the tacit knowledge from
domain experts. Knowledge acquisition techniques are applied in order to develop knowledge repositories in knowl-

edge management systems for formally documenting knowledge in a machine-processable way. To represent knowledge, a knowledge taxonomy and knowledge mapping are
typically constructed for serving as a framework for building knowledge repositories [Edwards, 2015]. Ontologies
and ways for representing acquired knowledge (rules, cases,
scripts, frames/objects, semantic networks, etc.) are typically
created in the AI field for building expert and other intelligent systems [Smith and Welty, 2001]. Natural language
and speech understanding front-ends as interfaces to knowledge management systems are important additions to enhance
search over and dissemination of knowledge. Data mining
and knowledge discovery techniques are employed to inductively look for trends, relationships, clusters and possibly new
insights and information from knowledge repositories [Intelligence, 2003]. Online communities with a common interest in knowledge management are ways of sharing and distributing knowledge. Intelligent agents on the other hand are
also applied to analyze the knowledge, email, web pages, and
the like and to disseminate appropriate summaries or individual pieces of information and knowledge to those who should
best make use of it [Liebowitz, 2001].

ii) Inefficient access and integration of information is a
major challenge in current systems. Human browsing
and reading is required to extract and integrate information from different sources. Existing KM systems
rely on labor intensive extract-transform-load jobs because the automatic agents do not integrate and possess
common sense knowledge required to extract information from heterogeneous sources.
iii) Maintaining knowledge is the main pain points of
the state-of-the-art. It becomes difficult and timeconsuming activity when the knowledge repositories become large or reach the level of Big Data infrastructures, for instance, hadoop clusters, teradata warehouse
etc. Existing solutions lack transparency and usuability
with domain oriented interfaces as well as find it difficult to keep the knowledge consistent, correct and upto-date. If the so called ’grain size’ of the knowledge
representation is chosen properly (i.e. small enough to
be comprehensible but large enough to be meaningful to
the domain expert) then the KM system will allow great
flexibility for adding, removing or changing as well as
quering knowledge in the system.
iv) Generation of documents and reports is too cumbersome and slow process to execute in any industrial setting. Whereas, automated and context-aware authoring
can be of greater advantage in enabling content according to user profile or other aspects of relevance. The generation of such information presentation would require
machine-accessible representations of the semantics of
the information sources.

Figure 1: Different facets of knowledge management systems

1.2

v) Lack of shared understanding, is another aspect which
involves how people, organization and KM systems
communicate with one another. It is obvious that each
stakeholder has different needs and background context.

Limitations

Most previous works on KM systems has focused on its success factors [Davenport et al., 1998], [Delone and McLean,
2003] and [Alavi and Leidner, 2001]. There are a few studies on challenges or limitations to KM systems [Chircu and
Kauffman, 2000], [Damodaran and Olphert, 2000], [Evgeniou and Cartwright, 2005]. However, they often offer intrinsic business value but KM system do not always improve
organizational performance because there exist some discrepancies between innovation and performance. We classify the
requirements and limitations into two types: technological
factors and social/cultural factors involving people [Benbya
et al., 2004]. Following are the significant weaknesses of current KM systems:
i) Searching often ignores context in current KM system.
Applications today provide key-word based search functionalities that often retrieve irrelevant information when
terms have different meaning in different context or fail
to relate different pieces of information into a meaningful context.

Figure 2: Different naming but same semantics
Figure 2. represents a real-life example where a diverse set of users use different jargons in different languages to define the same concept or subject matter,
that is Siemens Gas turbine in this case. This lack of
shared understanding leads to disparate modeling methods, paradigm, languages and software tool which utlimately limits interoperability, reuse and sharing.

2

Semantic-based Knowledge Management
System

The vision of semantic technologies is to provide humanreadable artifacts annotated with meta-information. This
meta-information defines what the artifact is about in a
machine-processable way. Ontologies are at the core of
semantic technologies. Ontology is a formal explicit description of concepts, relations and properties of a domain.
Knowledge in ontologies can be formalised using five kinds
of components: classes, relations, functions, axioms and instances [Davies et al., 2003]. The meta-information together
with domain ontologies provide an arena of knowledgedriven systems and automated services such as information
access, reasoning services etc. It facilitates knowledge sharing and re-use and offers a wide feature set to support knowledge management capabilities. Figure 3. describes the unifying semantic architecture where ontologies are used throughout the knowledgement management lifecycle.

used to derive implicit knowledge from explicit statements,
detect redundancies and inconsistencies, and discover relationships that may not have been clear to the author of the
ontology in the first place [Davies et al., 2003]. Currently,
the most commonly used ontology formalism is OWL and
its sublanguages. Some additional characteristics of ontology
[Uschold et al., 1996] addressing key challenges in the KM
domain are:
• Ontologies clarify the structure of knowledge and domain for an effective KM system.
• They separate factual knowledge about the domain from
problem-solving knowledge.
• They facilitate sharing and re-using knowledge as well
as interoperability of information resources between humans and software agents.
• They make searching, querying and browsing information more effective. For instance, a web site or a corporate intranet can organise its content according to some
ontology which then can be utilised to improve the quality of searches. For instance, generalisation or specialisation of information can help in assisting users. It
is a short distance from general search applications to
knowledge management applications. One of the big
challenges in knowledge management is to find knowledge and information that is relevant, and here ontologies have a lot of potential.
• They promote ease of maintenance of knowledge models and artifacts in KM system. The unified semantic
solution can keep the information up-to-date with minimum extra effort, and the link between different types
of knowledge can be examined by means of automated
well-defined procedures.

Figure 3: Semantic Solution to knowledge management systems
Ontologies are populated in an automated or semiautomated fashion from heterogeneous data sources. This
serves the purpose of knowledge acquisition. This utility
helps users to relate or map their domain concepts with the
data model underneath and extract relevant information when
required without performing cumbersome ETL jobs. As
knowledge is acquired, it is then represented in an ontology
language. The ontology language (for example: ontology
web language - OWL, RDF etc.) is able to represent domain
knowledge with a clear semantics as well as to provide redundancy or inconsistency checks. Knowledge maintenance
is simplified by following standard design and modular approach to build and manage semantic models. Finally, the
knowledge is made available to the end-user by means of
semantic-based search, sharing, summarizing, visualization
and organization.

2.1

Benefits of using ontologies

A key advantage of ontologies over many other knowledge
representation formalisms is their formally well-defined semantics. They specifically support subsumption relations,
multiple view points and hierarchies including partonomies,
and inferred relationships. Ontology inference engines are

• They provide a layer of abstraction over KM system services and are able to integrate hetergeneous knowledge
resources. Various applications of ontology-based data
access and integration are success stories in many industrial use-cases.

3

Healthcare Use-Case

Expert systems in the healthcare domain dates back to the
early 70s, when the MYCIN program was developed to
support consultation and decision-making. This expert system relied on expert knowledge in form of IF-THEN rules.
Creating and encoding these rules was a time-consuming
and labor-intensive process [Chen et al., 2006]. Later,
medical terminologies were represented as ontologies along
with many AI techniques such as data-mining, text mining,
natural language processing etc. A prominent development
is the construction of SNOMED CT and the gene ontology.
SNOMED CT is a systematic collection of medical terms
including codes, synonyms and definitions used in clinical
documentation and reporting [Donnelly, 2006]. It also includes: clinical findings, symptoms, diagnoses, procedures,
body structures, organisms and other etiologies, substances,
pharmaceuticals, devices and specimens. Such a knowledge
model facilitates sharing and aggregation of patient records

and findings, the use of standards, access to heterogeneous
data, ensure quality screening, facilitates treatment and
electronic recording.
Figure 4. gives an example of lung disease and its causative
agent in SNOMED CT. The example combines is-a and
attribute relationships. Such a representation of terms in
SNOMED ontology helps users in performing subsumption
that is testing pairs of expressions to see whether one is a
subtype of the other and vice versa as well as classification
that is to structure a set of expressions according to their
subsumption relationships.

effort. The existing implementations also lack automated reasoning capabilities because most of them are not based on
logic-based formalisms. Semantic reasoning can provide better knowledge management services. It promotes reuse of
models including wide range of ontologies such as standard
sensor network (SSN) ontology 1 to address the domain requirements.
Figure 5. shows a snapshot of ontology developed for industrial gas and steam turbines. It captures concepts related to
compositional structure of the plant, its processes and configurations. This semantic model helps engineers to infer relationships about plant configurations, processes and supports
multiple hierarchies to represent part-of and is-a relationships
of the related physical entities.

Figure 4: SNOMED ontology example
Existing solutions in the healthcare focus on reference terminology applications where reasoning is often hidden behind the terminological efforts. Though systems without semantic models would find difficult to detect and repair inconsistencies in their knowledge repositories. Organizations
such as IHTSDO, WHO etc. provide standard terminologies
to be used by the industry and thus the healthcare domain is
not much affected by knowledge authoring problems.

4

Engineering Use-Case

The engineering domain is well-defined and deals with
known concepts and relations. Nevertheless, KM systems
in the engineering domain often provide limited capabilities
of search, data-access, integration and analytics [Kharlamov
and others, 2013]. The prime focus of many manufacturing
and service industries today is to adopt data-driven strategies
where they aim to move analytics and decision-support to the
data itself. These strategies involve a variety of tasks from
data-access, to integration, to storage, analytics, reporting and
automation. Thus, tasks such as data-access does not live in
isolation anymore. Information systems are required to provide workflows with clear semantics to support these strategies and enable autonomous systems. For example, automatic
shutdown of a power plant in case safety checks are violated.
It is important to realize the utility of semantic reasoning and
the benefits it brings to the engineering applications. Current state-of-the-art applications of data integration, search
and interoperability either use manual intervention of experts
performing complex Extract-Transform-Load jobs or involve
managing large set of configuration files. All these solutions require greater expertise and consume much time and

Figure 5: Power generation - turbine ontology example

5

Challenges of the Semantic Approach

Although early semantic-based KM approaches have shown
the benefits of using ontologies to support the KM lifecycle,
there still exist a large number of challenges from the automation and digitalization of industrial resources. These have to
be addressed in order to make semantic technologies fully
functional in an industrial setting. In this paper, we aim to
answer the following questions:
• How to support analytics and make analytical workflows
closer to the data? This new situation demands that semantic paradigm should be able to adjust according to
the available data sources and make analytics easier to
implement and deploy.
• How to remain ’abstract’? This means that semanticbased interfaces should not only support data-access
and integration but also help end-users in developing semantic-based analytics and reporting workflows.
Thus, an appropriate level of abstraction is required over
existing data sources, analytical tools and reporting technologies.
1

https://www.w3.org/2005/Incubator/ssn/ssnx/ssn

• How to describe analytics outcome? A level of abstraction is required to define the outcomes from analytics
and to use the results for decision-support tasks and reporting mechanisms.
• How to cater Big-Data? Semantic-based solution must
adhere to the requirements of big-data architectures,
where semantic layer can be adopted to manage, reuse
and share large-scale data.
• How to manage authoring problems? Industries that
have shallow standards and few specialized tools encounter problems with domain modeling and efficient
authoring. Thus, semantic solution should be able to
support use of reporting mechanisum, workflows and design templates to understand, find and display relevant
information.

6

Our Proposed Solution

Figure 6. shows the architecture of our proposed solution. It
comprises of several components. The Ontology-base dataaccess (OBDA) middleware provides an abstraction over the
existing data sources including interfaces to very large data
sets such as hadoop clusters or Spark. The OBDA middleware allow users to formulate their information requirement
(i.e. queries) without any knowledge about the data model
or source and retrieve the relevant data automatically. A set
of mapping is maintained which describes the relationship
between the terms in the ontology and the corresponding
terminology in the data source specifications, e.g. table and
column names in the relational database schemas.

of knowledge resources for decision-support. Whereas, reporting ontologies represent different types of reports, their
content, design templates to be used and more. For example,
”Give me an analysis report X for all machines of type Y that
had a ’shutdown’ in last three months”.
Our solution also supports existing analytical and reporting workflows by exposing a java-based OBDA node with
SPARQL endpoint. This sort of integration can be made into
any analytics environment (such as in KNIME or R analytics)
and leverage the existing analytical models with semantic interfaces.

6.1

Primilinary Results from Siemens
Turbomachinery Use-Case

We setup our solution for Siemens Turbomachinery use-case
where users analyze key performances indicators (KPI) of
different gas turbines and compare the reliability, availability and outages as per different parameters (such as product,
service region etc.). The difficulty today is that various machines have different sensors that contribute towards performance, their location within the partonomy may also vary and
sensor tags are unknown. Today, users enumerate all sensor
tags by hand and formulate customized KPI rules for each
machine individually because they have different sensor type
and tags along with different threshold values. With our solution, we overcome these problems by using ontology, OBDA
mappings and exposing all this to analytical tool.
Figure 7. shows SSN ontology together with our extended
turbine ontology to exemplify the idea of capturing part of relations between unknown individuals, sensors, measurables,
and sensor metadata including measurement capabilities. Use
of OBDA mappings (shown in Figure 8.) is to connect the
sample data set against ontology.

Figure 6: New approach for semantic-based knowledge management
Figure 7: Extended turbine ontology
The domain ontology is extended to include concepts related to system configurations, failure processes, casuality
and more. Furthermore, the extension to analytics and reporting ontology is an important component of our solution.
Knowledge about analytical workflows such as feature set or
algorithms to be used, decision-based or computation-based
workflows, outcomes from analytics can be represented in
terms of an ontology to support automation and integration

As users were well-equipped with KNIME analytics tool,
we provided an integration of our semantic node into this analytics platform. The added-value of our solution is the automation of KPI calculations accross machines by using single KPI analytical workflow to determine service hours, period hours and outages.

Figure 8: Semantic mappings
Figure 9. shows a KNIME 2 based workflow where the our
implemented source node for turbine semantics is exposed to
computational procedure of performance analysis.

Figure 10: SPARQL query to access turbine data

Figure 9: Semantic node for KNIME-based workflow
Figure 10. shows a detailed view of the SPARQL query
that uses terminologies from the domain ontology to extract
data and resulting reports are made available to the user. Figure 11 shows snapshots of such visualizations.

7

Conclusion

In order to make effective use of knowledge, it needs to be
classified, defined and related in conventional terminologies.
In this paper, we have discussed the basic requirements and
limitations of knowledge management systems along with existing semantic and non-semantic approaches to knowledge
acquisition, representation, modelling, discovery and distribution. We have presented results from the life sciences and
engineering where ontology is used for various application
tasks, together with an analysis of the feature set that semantic reasoning brings to the domain. Furthermore, we have described the current challenges for semantic approach and proposed a new solution to solve for big data-access, analytics,
reporting and automation. Preliminary results have been presented for Siemens Turbomachinery use-case where we used
the OWL-QL language to define components of turbine ontology, and identifed axioms involved in entities - and their interactions to analyze turbine performance indicators. The semantic node was integrated into analytics platform KNIME to
2

https://www.knime.org/

Figure 11: Results from KPI report
automate the workflow and make knowledge discovery tasks
easy to follow.
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Abstract
Ontologies are popular way of representing
knowledge in medical and health fields. Surprisingly, few machine learning methods allow for using ontologies to guide learning process. This paper
discusses the use of data semantics and ontologies
in health and medical applications of supervised
learning, and particularly describes how the Unified
Medical Language System (UMLS) is used within
AQ21 rule learning software.
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Introduction

Recent advancements of Machine Learning (ML) made it
applicable to wide range of problems, including those in medical, healthcare and health domains. These methods are able
to make accurate predictions in uncertain environments, by
finding patterns scattered over massive amounts of data.
Strength of many of the newest methods comes also in the
ability to combine Natural Language Processing (NLP) tools
with learning from structured data. The majority of novel
methods are statistical and focus on analysis of numeric data.
Domain knowledge for such methods is limited to ad-hoc encoding of attributes in the data or prior parameters of model
being learned as in example of deep learning of neural networks (i.e., Gülçehre, 2016). Surprisingly, very few machine
learning methods allow for modeling of domain knowledge
in order to guide the learning process.
The presented research explores the use of ontologies and
data semantics, to guide learning process, by providing information additional to those already present in the data. The
research is motivated by existence of rich biomedical ontologies created to be used by data integration methods, NLP algorithms and the Semantic Web (Tresp, et al., 2008). This
presence of domain knowledge provides ideal opportunity to
complement pure data for machine learning, with relationships that span over the data.
This paper briefly introduces biomedical ontologies, supervised machine learning, presents an approach to handling
semantic information and reasoning with ontologies in supervised learning.

1.1 Biomedical Ontologies
An ontology formally represents domain knowledge as a
set of concepts and relationships between those concepts.
Broadly speaking, it includes thesauri, terminologies, classifications and coding systems. Ontologies play important roles
in biomedical research through a variety of applications including data integration, knowledge management, and decision support (Bodenreider, 2008). The most popular biomedical ontologies include Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine—Clinical Terms (SNOMED CT), International Classification of Diseases (ICD), Logical Observation Identifiers
Names and Codes (LOINC), Gene Ontology (GO), Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH), RxNorm, Foundational Model of
Anatomy (FMA) and Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA).
Each ontology has its own purpose and scope. Therefore,
there are communication barriers between various information systems or applications if different vocabularies are
used by different systems and users. In order to solve these
barriers, the Unified Medical Language System (UMLS) was
developed by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) in
1986 (Lindberg, 1990) and it’s constantly being updated. The
UMLS has three knowledge sources: Metathesaurus, Semantic Network, and SPECIALIST Lexicon. The UMLS
(2016AA) contains more than 3.25 million concepts (CUIs),
22 million relationships among those concepts, and 12 million unique concept names (AUIs) from over 150 source vocabularies. One important goal of the UMLS is to establish
mappings between different Bio-Ontologies. It is achieved by
assigning a concept unique identifier (CUI) in the Metathesaurus to terms from various source ontologies that have the
same meaning. The mappings among these vocabularies allow computer systems to translate data among the various information systems. The rich relationships in the UMLS also
provide a solid foundation for reasoning in the medical
knowledge (Bodenreider, 2008). Other UMLS applications
include providing browser for its source ontologies, natural
language processing, and value sets for Clinical Quality
Measures (CQMs).

1.2 Supervised learning
While machine learning is a broad area, the presented work
is focused on supervised learning, and more specifically concept learning. It can be applied to output concepts which are
independent, ordinal or structured. One can also extend the
methods presented here into regression learning, as well as
other forms of machine learning, i.e. unsupervised methods.
The problem considered here is to learn a model
M: X à Y which can be viewed as a function that assigns
classes from Y into objects from X. Many such methods have
been developed in the field, including symbolic methods for
learning decision trees (Quinlan, 1986) or rules (Fürnkranz,
1999), numeric methods for learning sets of equations such
as Support Vector Machines (Hearst et al., 1998), Logistic
Regression (Lemeshow et al., 2013), or non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (Wang and Zhang, 2013). Regardless of the
used method, the general goal is to build models that maximize quality measure (or minimize loss function). An issue
considered here is how to improve the methods when additional structure about the problem is known, i.e., in the form
of hierarchical relationships between values of attributes, or
non-IS-A relationships between attributes.
In a sense, recent work on neural networks, related to deep
learning (Schmidhuber, 2015) can be viewed as a form of encoding of problem into structure of model. In deep learning
different structures of networks are considered, which can be
based on hierarchies.
Early and more recent work on learning structures (Wang
et al., 2014) and use of background knowledge included advanced in Inductive Logic Programming (ILP) and hierarchical learning methods.

1.3 Example Data
This paper illustrates concepts of using ontologies and
semantics in machine learning on three examples of
medical/health data. These were chosen because of inclusion
of diverse types of data and are part of existing projects on
using semantics in machine learning by the authors.
SEER-MHOS: The example learning problem concerns the
ability to automatically assess patient disabilities in performing Activities of Daily Living (ADLs). Such activities are important measure of patient independence, quality of life and
need for care. However, the data about ADLs is not routinely
collected along with clinical or administrative data. The purpose of this application is to automatically assess patients’
functional disabilities based on general demographic information and known broad categories of diagnoses. Models are
trained on SEER-MHOS (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and
End Results – Medicare Health Outcomes Survey) which is a
linked dataset. A subset of data with 1,849,311 unique patients, out which 102,269 patients have been diagnosed with
cancer, have been used for this research. SEER is a cancer
registry program that provides clinical, demographic and
cause of death information (SEER-MHOS 2016). MHOS
data is a survey based report that contains both patient conditions and ADLs.

MIMIC-III: Learning from clinical data adds another level
of complexity beyond standard administrative healthcare
data. The data comprises over 58,000 hospital admissions for
38,645 adults and 7,875 babies, collected between 2001 and
2012 (MIMIC, 2016). In the presented work MIMIC-III data
has been mapped to UMLS ontology and used to create
models for predicting 30-day post-hospitalization mortality.
PCOS: Prediction of Polycustic Ovary Syndrome (PCOS)
for patients with Metabolic Syndrome (MS) based on
aggregated data extracted from published studies (Wojtusiak
et al., 2009). The data consists of 73 cohorts of patients
extracted from 23 published studies. The total number of
patients in the data is about 23,000 which is by far larger than
any of the individual studies from which the data was
collected. The data is used to exemplify learning from
aggregated data.
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AQ21, Semantics, and Ontologies

AQ21 the latest of rule learning systems developed by
Ryszard Michalski’s team at George Mason University and
previously at University of Illinois (Wojtusiak et al. 2006).
Currently AQ21 is being extended by methods that allow for
reasoning with complex data, i.e., data that is mapped into
ontologies, data with multiple types, and specifics of medical
and health data (Wojtusiak, 2012a).
The general principle behind this work is that a rule learning system that understands semantics as well as relationships
between attributes or values, and can reason better than one
that is provided only data. For example, knowing that Type I
Diabetes and Type II Diabetes are both Diabetes, reduces
complexity and allows for the learned description to be more
general. By semantics of data, we understand attribute types,
meta-values, aggregated vs. individual data, and relationships
between data elements.
Attribute types are used to specify which methods of reasoning, including data transformations, can be applied when
learning. The basic recognized attribute types are: nominal,
ordinal, cyclic, structured, graph, set, set-defined, interval, ratio, cyclic-ratio, and absolute (Wojtusiak 2012b).
Aggregated data refer to data in which examples provided
to the learning system describe a group of individual observations, rather than an individual object about which the system reasons (Wojtusiak et al., 2009). Aggregated data are
typically described using mean and standard deviation of attributes measured for a group of examples, or frequency of
symbolic values.
Meta-values refer to special values present in the data,
namely unknown, not applicable and irrelevant (Michalski
and Wojtusiak, 2012). These meta-values correspond to potential reasons for which regular values are not present: they
are not known, do not make sense, or are removed based on
expert’s judgment.
The following sections describe main focus of this paper,
that is how hierarchical relationships are extracted from
UMLS to be used by AQ21, and then present idea of generalization with hierarchies as implemented in AQ21, proposes

method for learning with non-IS-A relationships, and finally
shows how hierarchical and ordinal models are learned by
AQ21.

2.1 Hierarchy Extraction from UMLS
Extraction of hierarchies from UMLS is seemingly simple
process. It follows the procedure outlined below:

is that extracted hierarchies often include cycles, which are
not permitted in AQ21 (and make it impossible to reason with
data). Cycles are resolved by breaking links that go back to
concepts higher in the hierarchy, as measured by distance
from the UMLS root. This is exemplified below in Figure 2.
Other types of inconsistencies include use of duplicate concepts or depreciated concepts.

1. Map data to the UMLS concepts. This is simple when dealing with coded data that is part of UMLS source terminologies, like ICD-9 or ICD-10 codes. It is more difficult, and
currently needs to be done manually when mapping other
data. For example, the definition of Congestive Heart Failure
(CHF) varies depending on specific source and authors. One
possible definition created by Elixhauser et al. (1998) as a
factor used for predicting mortality. Another possibility is to
follow hierarchies within the UMLS system starting from the
most general CHF concept (see Figure 1). The result is not
the same as shown in the Table 1 below. In both cases, the
concepts are defined using ranges of ICD-9 codes.
Table 1: Congestive Heart Failure (CHF) as defined by Elixhauser et al. and in the UMLS hierarchy (MIMIC III Data).
Elixhauser
UMLS
Description
Definition
Definition
(ICD-9)
(CUI)
398.91
C0155582
Rheumatic heart failure
402.01
Not CHF
Mal hypert hrt dis w hf
402.11
Not CHF
Benign hyp ht dis w hf
402.91
Not CHF
Hyp ht dis NOS w ht fail
404.01
Not CHF
Mal hyp ht/kd I-IV w hf
404.03
Not CHF
Mal hyp ht/kd stg V w hf
404.11
Not CHF
Ben hyp ht/kd I-IV w hf
404.13
Not CHF
Ben hyp ht/kd stg V w hf
404.91
C3665458
Hyp ht/kd NOS I-IV w hf
404.93
C0494576
Hyp ht/kd NOS st V w hf
428.20
C1135191
Systolic hrt failure NOS
428.21
C2732748
Ac systolic hrt failure
428.22
C1135194
Chr systolic hrt failure
428.23
C2733492
Ac on chr syst hrt fail
428.30
C1135196
Diastolc hrt failure NOS
428.31
C2732951
Ac diastolic hrt failure
428.32
C2711480
Chr diastolic hrt fail
428.33
C2732749
Ac on chr diast hrt fail
2. Follow IS-A relationships in the used ontology for both
parents and children until complete sub-hierarchy is extracted. The hierarchy should extend to the farthest common
ancestors and descendants. In UMLS one should follow relationships corresponding to all considered source terminologies, not only one in which the original data is coded.
3. Resolve inconsistencies in the hierarchy. Due to nature of
UMLS and fact that it is constructed from multiple source
terminologies, a number of inconsistencies may happen. One

Figure 1: Congestive Heart Failure concept hierarchy extracted from UMLS.

Figure 2: Example cycle in UMLS created when combining
multiple terminologies (SEER-MHOS Data).
4. Encode hierarchy in ML-software readable format, typically list of parent-child pairs. AQ21 which is a stand-alone
software reads input from text files. The files need to include
all semantic information required to correctly reason with the
data.
Currently the steps 1-3 are completed outside of AQ21 software, but the system is being extended by the ability to link
directly to UMLS. In principle, with right data pre-processing
and representation transformations, it may be possible to encode semantic information in a way that most ML methods
can use it.

2.2 Generalization with Hierarchies
Existing methods in AQ21 allow for using hierarchies extracted from ontologies to be used in specifying optimal generalization level of rules. The method is based on approach
first described by Kaufman and Michalski (1996). The
method follows IS-A relationships in the data to generalize or

specialize rules in order to improve their accuracy and simplicity.
The method can be applied to generalization beyond a single attribute in the data that implements set-valued attributes
using binary indicators. This is particularly useful when analyzing coded medical data with potentially hundreds of thousands of binary attributes. For example, patient diagnoses
coded using ICD-9 codes result in the need to create close to
10,000 binary attributes.

2.3 Using non-IS-A Relationships
Currently, UMLS includes 727 types of relationships
(NLM, 2016), with IS-A being just one of them. Semantics
of these relationships need to be encoded in learning software, and depends on specific meaning of that relationship.
The data can then be extended by additional dimensions that
correspond to presence of meaningful relationships. The following process is used to search for additional attributes. It
checks all pairs of attributes in the data and their values for
existence of relationships.
1. Map dataset to the used ontology
2. For each pair of concepts corresponding to attributes:
2.1. Search the ontology for relationship between the two
concepts and all their parents (generalize using IS-A)
2.2. Add all found relationships to the list of candidate relationships, and add new attribute to the data that indicates presence of the relationship.
3. Apply attribute selection methods to filter out potentially large number of new relation-based attributes
from data
4. Apply standard learning algorithms on the data.
The above method generates potentially very large number of
new attributes, significantly increasing size of representation
space for learning. The data also may be very sparse because
of frequency of the related concepts co-occur in the data.
Thus, efficient attribute selection methods need to be applied
to reduce dimensionality.
One example of non-IS-A relationship in MIMIC III data
extracted from the UMLS is shown in Figure 3. Prednisone
is a drug that “may treat” respiratory tract disease. Not surprisingly, the ontology includes also the reverse relationship
“may be treated by”.

2.4 Learning Ordinal and Hierarchical Outputs
Typical approach to building multiclass classifiers is to
learn models for each class against all other classes in the data
as shown in Figure 4a.
Building hierarchical classifiers has recently become popular approach in machine learning applications. Instead of
building classifiers with large number of unrelated classes,
information about structure of output (Figure 4c) may significantly improve performance of learning algorithms. Moreover, errors at lower levels of hierarchy are less critical than
those at higher levels.
In addition to hierarchical structure within input attributes,
AQ21 allows for hierarchical or ordered structures of output
attributes. An example of ordinal (ordered) output is when
one considers three or more levels of patient disability. A
patient may be fully independent, partially dependent/needs
some help, or fully dependent in performing a certain task. In
order to learn ordinal output, the system will first build a
model to distinguish between fully independent patients and
those with any level of dependence, and then among the dependent patients, distinguish between those with partial and
full dependence, as illustrated in Figure 4b.

Figure 4a: Learning unordered output.

Figure 4b: Learning ordinal structure of output.

Figure 4c: Learning structured output.
Figure 3: Example non-IS-A relationship within MIMIC III
data extracted from UMLS.
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Conclusions

Over the past decades significant progress has been made
in the ability to use semantic information and ontologies in
machine learning, despite being outside of mainstream research in the field. Research of our group at George Mason
University focuses on selected aspects on using semantics
(meta-values, ontologies, aggregated data) and is currently
done in the context of analyzing medical, healthcare and
health data.
New wave of interest in artificial intelligence opens promise that methods that use semantics and make computers “understand” objects which they reason or learn from will return
to attention in machine learning. The most important work to
be done in the near future concerns the ability to combine incredible advances make in statistical machine learning methods, with techniques described in this paper.
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